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ABSTRACT

A new method for measuring values of the multiplication fac-
tor for an infinite medium, koo, has been developed; the method
involves addition of neutron absorbers to subcritical assemblies.
Measurements of the values of k 1 , for three lattices of uranium
metal rods in heayy'water have seen made; solid copper rods were
used as absorbers' Two of the lattices consisted of 0.25-inch-
diameter rods of 1.143% enriched uranium on triangular spacings of
2.50 inches and 1.75 inches; a third lattice consisted of 0.75-
inch-diameter rods of 0.947% enriched uranium on a triangular
spacing of 2.50 inches. The values of koo were found to be
1.429 + 0.007, 1.416 + 0.011, and 1.187 + 0.027, respectively;
they were in agreement, within experimental uncertainties, with
values obtained with the four-factor formula.

The method used is closely related to the Hanford (PCTR) tech-
nique for measuring koo, which requires a critical reactQr,. -Since
it is nearly a measurement of (koo-1), and because the measured
values are independent of a number of sources of error in the four-
factor formula, the uncertainties in the measured values should be
smaller than those obtained with-the four-factor formula.- The
work shows-that a 3% uncertainty in (koo-1) may be obtained with
the method, comparable with the uncertainty in PCTR measurements.

Measured values of the neutron regeneration factor, i, which
are independent of the values Of o 2 5 and the fission cross section
of the fuel, and nearly independent of the absorption cross section
of the fuel, have also been determined; for the lattices of 0.25-
inch rods, they are 1.525 +0.014 and 1.555 + 0.008, respectively;
they agree well with values computed with the THERMOS code.

The results of exploratory experiments indicate that it may
be possible to do the measurements in two-region subcritical
assemblies.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The neutron multiplication factor for an infinite medium, k., is a

parameter central to reactor physics and reactor analysis. Consider-

able effort has been expended in the past in the development of techniques

for its experimental measurement and its theoretical calculation. The

purpose is to determine reliable values of k, for use in the construction

of reactors for research, power, and other applications,

Although theoretical calculations, generally requiring the use of

digital computers, are in wide use in the design of reactors, experi-

mental measurements of the values of important parameters in

assemblies similar, or nearly identical, to the proposed design are

usually still required before construction can proceed with confidence.

Because of the expense of nuclear fuels and of the experiments, it is

important to obtain accurate experimental values with assemblies uti-

lizing the minimum amount of fuel. Thus, in addition to measurements

in single-region critical assemblies, a variety of alternatives have been,

and are being, investigated. These include substitution measurements

in critical and subcritical assemblies, single-region subcritical experi-

ments, and measurements in miniature assemblies, and on single rods

(CR 1).

The purpose of the present study is to explore another, as yet

untried, approach to the problem. It is closely related to one of the

critical substitution measurement methods, the technique for the

measurement of k, used at Hanford in the Physical Constants Testing

Reactor (DO 2).

In the remaining sections of this chapter, k., will be defined and

formulated in terms of the familiar four factors, and the Hanford tech-

nique will be described. The objectives of the present study will then

be described in detail.
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1.1 THE NEUTRON MULTIPLICATION FACTOR IN AN INFINITE
MEDIUM (ko)

Although a number of different definitions of k, are in use, ko is

here taken to be equal to the ratio of the total number of neutrons pro-

duced to the total number destroyed, per unit time, in an assembly so

large that neutron leakage may be ignored. In terms of the neutron life

cycle in an infinitely large, predominantly thermal reactor, k, can be

defined as

koo = 'qepf.(1 )

Here, npe is the total number of (fast) neutrons produced for one thermal

neutron absorbed in the fuel; - is the number of neutrons produced by

fission for one thermal neutron absorbed, and e is the total number of

(fast) neutrons produced for each neutron resulting from thermal

fission; p is the probability that a fast neutron escapes absorption

while slowing down to thermal energies, and f is the probability that

a neutron, once thermal, is captured in the fuel. It is important that

the various factors be defined consistently and that each process be

counted once and only once in the neutron cycle.

The multiplication factor k, is most commonly determined by a

combination of measurements and calculations which result in a value

for each of the four factors on the right-hand side of Eq. (1.1), although

other formulations exist (WE 2). The uncertainty in such a determination

is in the neighborhood of 1% or 2 70 , sometimes more, generally

attributable to uncertainties in the values of neutron cross sections and

in the average number of neutrons produced per fission. The Hanford

method, developed at the Hanford Laboratories and based on the use

of the Physical Constants Testing Reactor (PCTR) (DO 2), results in

considerably smaller uncertainties in the values of ko.

1.2 THE HANFORD TECHNIQUE

Consider an infinite, homogeneous, neutron-multiplying medium,

with ko, greater than unity. Consider also the addition, to a sample of

this medium, of a quantity of a homogeneous absorber (which absorbs

only thermal neutrons and causes no spectral perturbation) sufficient

to reduce k0 0 to unity. Then Eq. (1.1) may be written:
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1 = nepf" . (1.2)

Under the conditions that have been defined, the thermal utilization

has been changed from f to f , in such a way that the value of k, is

reduced to unity; the other factors are unchanged. If we assume, for

simplicity, that the assembly is homogeneous, the thermal utilization

for the two cases may be written:

FEa
f =fuel (1.3)

fuel + moderator

Ea

f0 -fuel 4)

fuel moderator absorber

where ,a indicates the macroscopic neutron absorption cross section
1

for material i. Then, we may write:

k =- -= 1+ absorber (1.5)
0 f a + a

fuel moderator

k -1 a bsorber (1.6)00 a a
Flfuel moderator

The Physical Constants Testing Reactor is a cube of graphite,

7 feet on a side, with a cavity, 2 by 2 by 7 feet, located at its center.

It is made critical by enriched uranium distributed outside the

boundary of the central cavity. Several cells of the lattice to be tested

are placed in the cavity, together with a quantity of a distributed

neutron absorber sufficient to make the reactivity of the resulting

assembly the same as that of the reactor with the cavity. Such a

sample is held to have a value of k, equal to unity. An attempt is

made to ensure that the energy spectrum of the neutrons incident on

the test sample, as defined by some suitable spectral index, is the

same as the spectrum that would exist in an infinitely large sample of

the medium.

The Hanford technique thus consists basically of a determination

of the amount of added absorber necessary for Eq. (1.2) to be satisfied.
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a
With the amount of absorber to be used in calculating T'absorber thus

determined, Eq. (1.6) may be solved for k,, with the aid of the known

cross sections. Equation (1.6) has been written for (k,-1) rather than

k, to emphasize the major attraction of the method: the over-all

uncertainty in the right-hand side due to cross-section uncertainties

is proportional to the uncertainty in (ko,-1), rather than in k0o. This

result is especially important in most practical cases, where k0, is

near unity. In addition, this method avoids the need for a calculated

or measured value of r, one source of uncertainty in four-factor

determinations of k.. Finally, no particular "model" or form of

reactor theory is necessary for the interpretation of the experiment.

Thus, the method offers several important advantages.

1.3 OBJECTIVES OF THE PRESENT WORK

The first objective of the present work is to synthesize from

known techniques a new method for the measurement of k., which

retains the major advantages just ascribed to the Hanford technique,

but which employs not a critical but a subcritical facility; the

absorber is to be added uniformly, though not necessarily homo-

geneously, to the entire lattice. The amount of added absorber

which reduces the measured material buckling of the assembly to zero

is to be taken as the amount which exactly reduces k, to unity.

The second objective is to explore the use of the method in heavy

water moderated assemblies of slightly enriched uranium metal rods,

by using it to measure k, in three different subcritical lattices, with

markedly different moderator-to-fuel ratios. The results of this work

will be compared with results of activation measurements of ratios

related to the factors in the four-factor formula (Eq. (1.1)), and to

results of PCTR-type measurements on similar lattices.

It is possible that values of k, can be determined by adding

absorber only to a portion of the subcritical assembly. One of the

objectives of this work is to conduct a limited experiment with the

purpose of exploring the feasibility of this technique.

The final objective of this work is to use the data, where possible,

to determine quantities related to neutron leakage, such as the Fermi

age and the diffusion length.
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1.4 NOMENCLATURE

A number of the terms here used in a specific way have alternative

meanings elsewhere in the literature. They are defined as they occur,

but the more important ones are here recorded for convenience.

"Lattice" is here used to mean one of the three arrangements of

uranium fuel rods in heavy water to which varying amounts of neutron

absorber were added. "Assembly," on the other hand, refers to a par-

ticular assembly of fuel, heavy water, and neutron absorber. These

are also referred to as "mixed" or "modified" lattices. Two or more

assemblies, each having a different amount of added neutron absorber,

have been investigated in the course of the work on each lattice.

In the discussion so far, the term often used for extraneous

absorbers introduced into neutron-multiplying assemblies - "poison" -

has been avoided. The term "absorber," while less dramatic, is

certainly more descriptive. Although all materials are to some extent

neutron absorbers, no confusion should arise if the term "absorbers"

is here considered to mean those materials temporarily introduced

into a lattice, to increase its thermal neutron absorption cross

section for the purpose of specific experiments.

The thermal energy region includes energies less than or equal to

0.415 ev. The epithermal energy region is divided into the resonance

region, which includes energies greater than 0.415 ev but less than

1.0 Mev; the high energy region includes energies equal to or greater

than 1.0 Mev.
2 2 2

The slowing-down areas Lf and Lr, and the diffusion area Ls'

relate to the high, resonance, and the thermal energy regions, re-

spectively. They are related to the nonleakage probabilities f, fr'

and es by equations analogous to Eq. (2.9).

The multiplication factor ko., as well as the factors generally

defined in Sec. 1.1, are given precise definitions in Sec. 2.2 and related

to measurable quantities in Sec. 2.3.
238

The capture-to-fission ratio a 2 8 relates to fission of U in the
235

high energy region; a 2 5 relates to fission of U in the epithermal

energy region. The ratio is used only in Sec. 2.1.4 and denotes the
235

capture-to-fission ratio in U , averaged over all energies.

A "unit cell" of a lattice (or an assembly) consists of a single fuel
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rod, as well as the moderator (and added absorber) associated

with it. All unit cells are identical; thus, the neutron distribution

throughout an infinite lattice (or assembly) is known if the distribution

in one unit cell is known. Knowledge of the neutron distribution over

some segment of the unit cell is often sufficient for the specification

of the distribution throughout the unit cell, from considerations of

symmetry. The smallest such segment is here referred to as the

"smallest repeating cell segment."

1.5 CONTENTS OF THE REPORT

In Chap. II, the detailed theoretical treatment of the measure-

ment of k, is presented; the experimental equipment and procedures

are discussed in Chap. III. Chapter IV deals with the analysis of data,

and Chap. V consists of the results of the work. Chapter VI summa-

rizes and concludes the main body of this report.
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CHAPTER II

THEORY OF THE MEASUREMENT

The theoretical basis of the method will be discussed in this

chapter. The material buckling, the neutron multiplication factor in

an infinite medium (k.,), and the relation of the two will be discussed

first; the factors comprising k, will then be defined.

Next, the many modifications necessary to adapt the simplified

version of the Hanford technique presented in Chap. I to cases of

interest here will be discussed.

The determination of lattice parameters other than k, is dis-

cussed in the final sections of this chapter

2.1 THE MATERIAL BUCKLING, THE INFINITE MEDIUM MULTI-
PLICATION FACTOR, AND THE SUBCRITICAL EXPERIMENT

2.1.1 Buckling

The spatial distribution of the neutron flux, 0(r), in a bare, homo-

geneous, critical reactor is given by the fundamental mode solution of

the Helmholtz equation,

2 - 2-
V 0(r) + B 4(r) = 0 , (2-1)

under the assumption that the flux goes to zero at the extrapolated

boundaries of the system, assumed independent of neutron energy

(WE 1). Here, the constant B2 may be identified with the geometric

buckling (B 2); it is a function only of the extrapolated dimensions of
g

the critical reactor. Derivations of the expressions for the geometric

buckling in reactors of various shapes are readily available (GL 1),

For a right circular cylinder of extrapolated height H and extrapo-

lated radius R , the buckling is:

B = (24048) 2 2 2 (2,2)
0 0

The material buckling (B ) is a characteristic of a given neutron-

multiplying medium; in the absence of pronounced anisotropies, such
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as those caused by voids, it is a function only of the materials involved

and not of the size of the assembly (CR 1). It is defined to be equal to

the geometric buckling of a critical reactor composed of the given

material. It may thus be measured by constructing such a reactor,

determining its extrapolated boundaries, and using the appropriate

expression for the geometric buckling (cf. Eq. (2.2) ). Clearly, the

larger the material buckling, the smaller the critical reactor. Intui-
2

tively, it may be seen that k, and B are related, a large value of k,m
implying a large value of the material buckling, and vice versa.

2.1.2 Relation of the Buckling to the Infinite Medium Multiplication
Factor

2
There are a number of ways to relate k to Bm mathematically,

varying from simple to relatively complex, depending on the assump-

tions made in representing the processes by which neutrons are pro-

duced and destroyed in the reactor. Several of these will be discussed

in Sec. 2.6.2. Common to all such relationships, however, is the

association of the value of unity for k, with a zero material buckling.

This follows from definitions already stated, upon noting that a reactor

with a multiplication constant equal to unity is just critical by defi-

nition, since a steady-state chain reaction can then be maintained with-

out external neutron sources. If the value of k, for a given medium is

equal to unity, a reactor composed of the medium, infinite in extent,

would be just critical. The value of the geometric buckling of such a

reactor would be zero, and it follows from the equivalence of geometric

and material buckling for a critical reactor that the material buckling

would also be zero.

2.1.3 Measurement of the Material Buckling

Although construction of a critical assembly is a straightforward
2

way of measuring Bm, there is another way, particularly applicable

in systems of relatively low buckling. It is based on the fact that the

fundamental mode solution to Eq. (2.1), with B2 now associated with

the material buckling, governs the spatial distribution of the neutron

flux, far from sources and boundaries, in a subcritical assembly

(WE 1). This holds, provided that an equilibrium neutron energy

spectrum (characteristic of the critical reactor) exists throughout a
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considerable volume of the assembly.

The fundamental mode spatial distribution obtained from Eq. (2.1)
2

for positive and negative values of Bm, for a cylindrically symmetric

assembly of extrapolated height H and extrapolated radius R 0 , is:

r)= 0 J0(ar) sinh Y(H 0-z) (2.3)

Here, J (x) is the zeroth order Bessel function of the first kind of x,

sinh x is the hyperbolic sine of x,

a = 2.4048/R ,

r and z are the radial and axial position coordinates,

respectively, with the origin at the center of the source

plane of the assembly,

40 is an arbitrary constant of proportionality.

This solution holds, subject only to the requirement,

2 > B 2 ,(2.4)m

a condition usually satisfied; the material buckling is then related to

the flux distribution by the relation:

2 2 2 M5)
m

The details of the development just summarized are available in basic

reactor physics texts (GL 1). The various assumptions involved are

also discussed in theses by Palmedo (PA 1) and Harrington (HA 1).

To measure the material buckling, it is necessary to determine

the relative spatial distribution of the neutron flux within the region

where the equilibrium spectrum exists, in the radial and axial

directions. The values of a and T which yield the "best fit" of the

theoretically predicted distribution to the observed distribution then

are used to determine the material buckling by means of Eq. (2.5).

The material buckling (and other reactor physics parameters

which characterize the critical reactor) may thus be measured in a

subcritical assembly of sufficient size. The extent of the region

throughout which the equilibrium spectrum holds may be determined

experimentally by measuring neutron flux distributions with appro-

priate detectors.
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The cadmium ratio RCd for a neutron detector at a given point is

defined as the ratio of the observed activities, at the point in question,

of detector foils without and with cadmium shields. It is a spectral

index, large cadmium ratios typifying well-thermalized spectra.

Constancy of the cadmium ratio over a given region of an assembly is

taken as an indication that the neutron energy spectrum is invariant

with position over the region.

The foregoing development, strictly speaking, applies only to

large, bare, homogeneous reactors. Experiments have shown, how-

ever, that it also applies to bare, heterogeneous uranium-heavy water

assemblies, among others (CO 1, PA 1). Thus, a practical and

commonly-used approach to the determination of the lattice physics

parameters characterizing critical reactors of this type involves the

use of a subcritical assembly. With this experience in mind, exten-

sive use of the foregoing ideas will be made here.

2.1.4 Use of the Four-Factor Formula for k,

As noted in the introduction, the four-factor formula is not the

only one which can be used in the experimental determination of km.

Weitzberg (WE 2) has formulated k o directly in terms of nuclear data

and experimentally measurable activation ratios:

k=o v25 + (v 2 8 -1)6 2 8  (2.6)

C +(1+a) + (-1) (1+)( 1 iG

Here, C is the measured conversion ratio, Cis the average capture-

to-fission ratio of U 235, G is the ratio of thermal absorptions in U 2 3 8

to thermal absorptions in the fuel, and the other quantities have their

usual definitions (see Sec. 2.3).

Although independent of the four-factor or "neutron life cycle"

approach to the formulation of k ,, this definition is equivalent to it,

as Weitzberg has pointed out, provided that:

1) the basic definition of the multiplication factor is the same in

each case, and

2) both account for the same neutron production and absorption

processes.
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D'Ardenne (DA 1) has evaluated k, for three lattices similar to those

studied in the present work; he used both Eqs. (1.1) and (2.6). The

results obtained agreed within the uncertainties of the measurements.

There is, then, no fundamental objection to the use of the four-

factor formula. For the present work, it is particularly appropriate

to use this formulation because the thermal utilization is the only factor

which undergoes large changes when the neutron absorbers used are

introduced into the lattices. Corrections are made for changes in

other parameters, but, as will be seen, they are small.

For precise work, it is vital that the factors in Eq. (1.1) be defined

consistently and take into account all processes of importance in the

neutron life cycle. In this connection, it should be noted that various

processes in the epithermal energy range have been neglected in the

simplified discussion of Chap. I. These include fission and absorption

in U 235, as well as absorption in non-fuel materials. The definitions

of e, p, -q, and f, and modification of the four-factor formula to take

into account the epithermal fissions in U 235, will be discussed in the

next section.

2.2 DEFINITIONS EMPLOYED

The multiplication factor k, has been defined in Chap. I as the

ratio of the number of neutrons produced, per unit time in an infinitely

large assembly, to the number of neutrons absorbed. Neutron leakage

is not considered at this point because the assumption of infinite size

automatically eliminates leakage as a neutron-removing process. The

effect of leakage on measurements made in finite assemblies is con-

sidered in Sec. 2.3.

The lattices studied consisted of slightly enriched uranium metal

rods, clad in aluminum and immersed in heavy water moderator. To

these lattices have been added pure copper rods, clad with nickel.

The neutron-producing processes to be considered are thus fission of

U235 at thermal and epithermal energies, and fission of U 2 3 8 at high

energy. The absorption processes include absorption at all energies

in uranium, copper, cladding material, and moderator. Absorption in

the narrow air gap between the fuel and the cladding, in the small light

water contaminant inevitably present in the moderator, and in the
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nickel cladding on the copper rods, will be neglected, although all were

taken into account in the detailed calculations. No loss of generality is

involved.

The neutron life cycle in a typical lattice of this sort is shown sche-
235

matically in Fig. 2.1. From one U fission neutron, a total of e

fission neutrons from U235 and U 2 3 8 slow down past the U238 fission

threshold, here taken as 1 Mev. A fraction p of these neutrons

escapes capture in the resonance energy region, here taken as the

region between 0.415 ev and 1 Mev. Of the ep neutrons reaching the

thermal energy region, a fraction f is absorbed at thermal energies

in the fuel (U235 and U 2 3 8 ). The number of U235 fission neutrons

resulting from one thermal neutron absorbed in fuel is Y1. Thus, for

one U235 fission neutron starting out (in the upper left-hand corner of

Fig. 2.1), a total of ernpf U235 fission neutrons from thermal fission of

U235 are created. To these must be added the fission neutrons created
235

by epithermal fission of U . The parameter 625 is defined as the
235 235

ratio of epithermal fissions in U to thermal fissions in U . The

total number of U235 fission neutrons produced, per U235 fission

neutron absorbed, is by definition just equal to k(,. We may therefore

write:

k, = (1+625) erpf . (2.7)

The fast fission factor accounts for fast neutron absorption in
238 238

U , as well as production of neutrons by fast fission in U2. The

resonance escape probability, as here defined, takes into account all

epithermal absorptions in uranium and copper, whether in resonances

or in the 1/v component of the cross section, as well as epithermal

capture in cladding or moderator.

It should be realized that the foregoing set of definitions, while

complete and self-consistent, is not the only set that could be used.

The most convenient definition of the factors depends, in general, on

the type of assembly under investigation and the measurements to be

made in it. The relation of the factors just defined to ratios which can

be measured experimentally is the subject of the next section.
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2.3 RELATION OF FACTORS TO MEASURABLE QUANTITIES

Much has been written on the subject of relating the several factors

to experimentally observable quantities. The formulations to be used

here have been selected on the basis of experience in heavy water lattice

physics at M. I. T. and elsewhere.

2.3.1 Fast Fission Factor (E)

The experimentally measurable quantity associated with the fast
238

fission effect is 6 defined as the ratio of fissions in U to fissions

in U 235, averaged over the fuel. It is related to e by the following

equation (KO 1):

1 v28- (+28) 1 B
1628 v 225

E1 22 V28 (2.8)

2 8 L v2 5

238
Here, v 2 8 is the number of neutrons emitted per U fission, v 2 5 is

235
the same parameter for U fission, a 2 8 is the capture-to-fission

238 2 2
ratio in U above 1 Mev, B is the material buckling, and L is a

parameter relating to fast neutron leakage. The nonleakage probability

while slowing down to 1 Mev is taken to be:

:f= (1+L2B2 . (2.9)
f \ f m)-

The values of the parameters used in the evaluation of Eq. (2.8) are

given in Table 2.1.

The effect of neutron leakage from the finite assembly on the

value of e is accounted for by the terms involving the buckling. In the

present work, they are very small, since the material buckling in
-2

each lattice is less than 0.0015 cm- . The magnitude of the uncertainty

in v28 alone renders the application of the correction factor in the

numerator of Eq. (2.8) useless, and the factor is not included here.

The measurement of 628 has been treated in detail in Refs. WO 1

and BL 1.
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TABLE 2.1

Constants Used

Constant Value Source of Data

v25 2.43 i 0.02 SA 1

v 2 8  2.82 ± 0.05 BO 1

Ca2 8  0.107 ± 0.010 KO 1

a25 0.63 ± 0.10 SA 3

2 2 Estimate based
L 7 cm on information

in Ref. PA 2.

2 2 Estimate based
L 113 cm on information

r in Ref. DA 1.

2.3.2 Neutron Regeneration Factor (YI)

The number of neutrons liberated per U235 fission, v 2 5 , is here

taken to be constant as a function of incident neutron energy (see

Table 2.1). The observed energy dependence of this quantity is (AN 1):

V 2 5 = 2.43 + 0,145 E , (2.10)

the units of E being Mev. Thus, only for fissions induced by neutrons

with energies greater than about 0.1 Mev does the variation of v25 with

energy become important. Since the lattices studied are well-

moderated, and even the small amount of resonance fission occurs

near or below 100 ev, constance of v25 with energy is an excellent

assumption.

The factor rl has been defined in Sec. 2.2. If f(2 5) is taken to be
235

the average macroscopic thermal fission cross section for U , and

Ea(25) and Za(28) the average macroscopic thermal absorption cross
235 238sections for U and U , respectively, then the neutron regener-

ation factor is defined as follows:

25 f(25)

Ea(25) + Za(28)

(2.11)
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Provided that the cross sections are averaged over the thermal neutron

energy spectrum which would be present in an infinitely large reactor,

the value of -q defined above is appropriate for use in the four-factor

formula for k,,,. This spectrum is taken to be the same as the equi-

librium spectrum in the finite reactor (see Sec. 4.3.1). No corrections

for leakage need be applied, since all cross sections pertain to the same

energy group.

2.3.3 Thermal Utilization (f)

The thermal neutron absorption rate a. in material i is:

v1
a = f vn( r, v) Z (v) dv dr , (2.12)

iO0

where n( r, v) is the density of neutrons with speeds between v and

v+dv in the element of volume di at r, and Z (v) is the macroscopic

neutron absorption cross section for neutrons of speed v. The ab-

sorption cross section is assumed to have no spatial dependence with-

in the material. The thermal neutron energy range is taken to include

neutrons with speeds up to vc, the speed corresponding to the cadmium

cutoff energy.

Equation (2.12) may be replaced by the expression:

a = n v V , (2.13)

where the bars denote averages in space and velocity, defined as

follows:
v

f c vn(r, v) (v) dv dr
i. 1 0 (2.14)

1v

f f vn(r, v) dv dr
i 0

v
f n(r, v) dv dr

n. = (2.15)

and

fdr
1

v c
c vn(r, v) dv dr

v. =
I v

f fe n(r, v) dv dr
1 U

(2.16)
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The parameter V is the volume of the material i in a unit cell of the

infinite reactor under consideration. More will be said about the cell

concept in Sec. 4.3.1; for the present, a unit cell may be regarded as

being composed of a single fuel rod and the moderator and added

absorber associated with it. Table 2.2 indicates the index i for each

TABLE 2.2

Index i Assigned to Materials in Cell

Material

0 Fuel

1 Moderator

2 Cladding

3 Added absorber

material used in the experiments to be discussed. The thermal

neutron absorption in material i relative to the thermal neutron

absorption in the fuel is denoted by A.:

a. n.v.E.V.
A. = = . (2.17)

o n v V
0 0 0 0

The thermal utilization in the definition of Sec. 2.2 may then be

expressed in terms of the a. or A as follows:

f - 0 - (2.18)
a0 + a + a2 + a3 1 + A2 + A3

The various factors appearing in the above equation may be evalu-

ated by a combination of calculations and experiments. In the present

work, the ratios of cross section in the A terms are calculated with

the aid of a multigroup transport theory computer code (see Sec. 4.3.1),

and the flux disadvantage factors are measured in activation experi-

ments at the center of the subcritical assembly. Correction for the

spatial variation of the neutron flux due to leakage from the assembly

is readily made, in a manner described in detail in Sec. 4,3.2.
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2.3.4 The Resonance Escape Probability (p)

The derivation of the expression for p in terms of experimentally

measurable ratios is based on the corresponding derivation in Ref. KO 1.

That treatment is modified in the present work to take into account epi-

thermal absorption in copper, U 235, cladding, and moderator, and

includes all absorptions, rather than just those occuring in resonances.

The epithermal neutron absorption rate in material i, relative to

the thermal neutron absorption, is denoted by p.. The same ratio for
238 235

U is denoted by P28 The epithermal neutron fission rate in U

relative to the thermal neutron fission rate, is defined as 625'
These will now be related to the resonance escape probability

through consideration of the relevant portion of the neutron life cycle

in a finite reactor.

It is shown in Ref. KO 1 that if e is defined as in Sec. 2.3.1, then
.238 235

the number of fast captures in U per virgin U fission neutron

is N :

(E- 1)aC28
N = . (2.19)

f V 28 - 1 - a28

If f is the nonleakage probability in the high energy region, El f neutrons

reach the resonance energy region. Of these, Elfp avoid resonance

capture, and ERf(1-p) are captured. The nonleakage probabilities in the

resonance and thermal energy regions are Y r and 1s. respectively; they

are defined by equations analogous to Eq. (2.9). Then, EfYr 1sPf

neutrons are absorbed in uranium at thermal energies.

If G is defined as the ratio of absorptions in U238 to total absorp-

tions in fuel, at thermal energies, and a.2 5 is the capture-to-fission
235

ratio for U in the epithermal energy region, then the absorptions in

the resonance region may be related to the thermal absorptions. We

note that:

p2 8 G = ratio of epithermal U238 absorptions to thermal

absorption in fuel, (2.20)

p.A. = ratio of epithermal absorption in material i to
1 1

thermal absorption in fuel, (2.21)

62 5(1+Ca2 5) r1(1-G) 235
= ratio of epithermal U absorption

25 to thermal absorption in fuel. (2.22)
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Then, equating the total number of epithermal absorptions (relative to

the thermal absorption in the fuel) to the expression for this quantity

based on the neutron life cycle considerations above yields the following

equation: (E-1)CL 2 8

3 6 2 5(1+a2 5) Y(1-G) f(1-P) + V 2 8 - 1-a 2 8

p2 8 G + p A + v E f I pf (2.23)
i=125 f r s

When this equation is solved for p, the result is:

+ ~ -128 1

E V2 8 - 1 - a 2 8 1f (2.24)

3 6 25 (1+aL25 ) -(1-G)~

1+r esf P28G+ p A + v
i=1 25

This is the desired expression for the resonance escape probability in

an infinite assembly, based on parameters measured in a finite

assembly. The measured quantities are R 2 8 , R 3 , 625, and 628, and

the disadvantage factor implicit in the A terms. Where measured

values of the first three quantities were unavailable, they have been

calculated from measurements in similar assemblies, in a manner

explained in Sec. 4.4. The constants used in the evaluation of

Eq. (2.24) are presented in Table 2.1. The calculation of -0, G, and Ls

is discussed in Sec. 4.3.

2.3.5 The Ratio of Epithermal to Thermal Fissions of U235 (625)

Values of 625 measured in finite assemblies will be higher than

those that would be observed in equivalent infinite assemblies, owing

to neutron leakage in the resonance and thermal energy regions. The

following derivation of the appropriate correction factor is based on a

similar derivation in Ref. EN 1.

The treatment is similar to that of the preceding section. For the

purposes of this discussion only, the resonance escape probability p

will be replaced by two factors, p2 5 and p2 8., defined as the proba-
235 238

bility of escaping U and U resonance absorption, respectively.

For one virgin U235 fission neutron, ef neutrons slow down into the
235reoacsi

resonance region. The number captured in U resonances is

e.Qf(1-p 2 5 ) {_25+p28\

2 , while E R'r sf 2 ) slow down to thermal energies
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and are absorbed in the fuel. Let -qr/v2 5 be the number of resonance

fissions per resonance absorption in U 235, and -/v25 the corresponding

quantity for thermal fission. Then the finite medium value of 625 is:

6 2 5 (finite) = +r 1 -P 2 5  1 1 (2.25)
5 P2 5 + P28 f1r 'es

The infinite medium value of 625 is given by the same expression with

the nonleakage probabilities set equal to unity; accordingly, it may be

derived from the measured value as

625 = r 1s6 2 5 (finite) . (2.26)

2.4 EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF ke: ONE-REGION
ASSEMBLY

The broad outline of the method devised for the measurement of

k, has been given in Secs. 1.2 and 1.3, under a set of restrictive

assumptions. These restrictions will now be removed, and the corre-

sponding expression for ko will be derived for cases of practical

interest.

Consider a subcritical, heterogeneous assembly of fuel and

moderator, of sufficient size that an equilibrium spectrum exists

everywhere except in regions near sources and boundaries, and let

k, be greater than unity. Consider also the introduction into the

moderator of a uniformly distributed neutron absorber. Such an

absorber will absorb thermal and epithermal neutrons. If the assembly

is heterogeneous and the absorber is solid, some of the moderator will

be expelled from the assembly. The neutron-multiplying character-

istics of the medium, as summarized by Eq. (2.7), will be altered, to

an extent depending on the amount and type of absorber added. If the

absorber is selected properly, the value of k o may be reduced to unity.

As noted previously, this implies a null material buckling. For an

assembly with null material buckling, Eq. (2.7) may be replaced by the

equation,

1 = Ecpoof 0 1+625 . (2.27)

Superscript zeroes (0) refer to parameters characterizing such an
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assembly. Division of Eq. (2.7) by Eq. (2.27) and use of Eq. (2.18) gives

the result:

ko = (1+625 1+fA3+f Z -(A? . (2.28)
P , +25=1

This equation is analogous to Eq. (1.5) but contains the necessary cor-

rection factors.

If the added absorber displaces little or no moderator, if it is

predominantly a thermal neutron absorber, and if it is carefully placed

within the assembly, the first four factors in parentheses on the right-

hand side of Eq. (2.28) will all be near unity. Furthermore, the differ-

ence between A and A. for the cladding and moderator can be made
S1

small. In the approximation that the former correction terms are

indeed equal to unity, and the latter may be neglected, the similarity

to Eq. (1.6) is more apparent:

0

k - 1 = fA0  
3  (2.29)

00 3 a+a+ a

The factors entering the exact formulation of Eq. (2,28) account

for spectral perturbations, epithermal absorptions in the added

absorber, and effects of the heterogeneity of the lattice. In the present

work, the values of the individual correction factors for spectral per-

turbations and epithermal absorptions differed from unity by no more

than 3%; their product deviated from unity by less than 1.57. The
2

value of the correction factor f Z (A?-A,) was from 0.157o to 0.47o of
i=1 I

the bracketed term in which it appears in Eq. (2.28).

Although the correction factors are small, their nature is such

that they are dependent on the moderator-to-fuel ratio of the lattice.

To test the efficacy of the method, lattices spanning a wide range of

moderator-to-fuel ratios of practical interest have been investigated.

Furthermore, it is to be noted that it is ratios of factors, not the

factors themselves, which appear in Eq. (2.28). Thus, any systematic

errors will tend to cancel; one obvious example of this is afforded by

the factor (Y7/r). The final value of k, is independent of the value

used for v 2 5 , as well as that used for the -macroscopic cross sections

of the fuel.
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Zero material buckling values are not attained experimentally.

Varying amounts of absorber are added to the lattices, resulting in

both positive and negative bucklings. In each assembly, the buckling,

the fine structure of the thermal neutron distribution, R 2 8 , and 628
are measured. The ratio 625 is measured in the unmodified lattice,

and R3 in one or more of the assemblies. The correction factors of

Eq. (2.28) and the ratio A3 are derived from these measurements, in

a manner to be described in Sec. 4.3 and 4.4. These correction factors

are plotted individually, with the measured material buckling as

abcissa, and least squares fits employing low-order polynomials are

made. (See Sec. 4.5.) The best estimate of the value of each parame-

ter for an assembly with null material buckling is taken to be the

y-intercept of the least squares line at zero buckling. These values

are used in Eq. (2.28) to obtain an experimental value of k,. The

results are given in Sec. 5.4.

The values of k, for each assembly may be derived from a

formula analogous to Eq. (2.28). Quantities with superscript (') relate

to an assembly containing added absorbers; those with superscript (0)

relate to an assembly with null material buckling. The equation for

k, is.

k25 1+f A A + f ( A -A . (2.30)

2.5 POSSIBLE APPLICATION OF THE METHOD TO A TWO-REGION
ASSEMBLY

Many reactor physics parameters, including the material buck-

ling, can be measured under appropriate experimental conditions in

two-region subcritical assemblies (PE 2, RO 2, GO 1). Such assem-

blies consist of a central (or test) region, containing the mixture of

fuel and moderator to be investigated, and an outer (or reference)

region, containing a mixture of fuel and moderator whose properties

are known. The measurements have the greatest chance of success

when the differences between the test and reference regions are small.

It is of interest to consider the possibility of determining k, in

a two-region experiment. Combination of the high precision inherent

in the Hanford technique (and attributed to the one-region subcritical
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experiment described in the preceding section) with the minimal fuel

requirements characterizing subcritical substitution measurements

would be useful in experimental reactor physics.

The present study is aimed primarily at establishing the validity

of the one-region subcritical technique for the measurement of k .; a

simultaneous effort is under way to explore the limitations of sub-

critical substitution measurements of the buckling and other parame-

ters in D 2 0 lattices (GO 1). The test of the possibility of combining

the two methods must await completion of both projects, but one two-

region assembly has been investigated as part of the present work. No

attempt is made to determine a value of k0, on the basis of the measure-

ments on this assembly, but exploratory measurements have been

undertaken, in an attempt to investigate the feasibility of combining

the two methods.

As indicated above, the two-region measurements are best-suited

to situations where test and reference regions are not markedly differ-

ent. Although other configurations are possible in two-region measure-

ments of ko, (see Chap. VI), imbedding a test lattice modified by the

addition of absorbers in a non-modified reference lattice presents the

maximum possible economy in test fuel and absorber material. But

the differences between the test and reference regions (in terms of

material buckling, diffusion length, etc.) would, in this case, be very

large, since the success of the determination of k, depends on

obtaining at least one modified lattice with a value of the material

buckling at or near zero.

It was therefore deemed of interest to investigate a two-region

assembly with a large difference between the test and reference

regions. The flux distribution in the radial direction, and in the axial

direction at three different radii, were investigated with bare and

cadmium-covered foils. These measurements yield information about

the regions of the assembly where an equilibrium spectrum may be

expected and allow a comparison with the cadmium ratio values deter-

mined in the single-region measurements on the test and reference
2.

lattices. The assumption that the axial buckling y is independent of

radial position in a two-region assembly is important in most two-

region determinations of test lattice bucklings. The above-mentioned

measurements allow a test of the validity of this assumption in an
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assembly where test and reference regions differ widely. The results

of the measurements are discussed in Sec. 5.7.

2.6 DETERMINATION OF LATTICE PARAMETERS OTHER THAN ko,

2.6.1 Parameters Appearing in the Four-Factor Formula

While the method to be developed has been presented as a measure-

ment of k.., it may, with equal validity, be treated as a measurement

of rl, p, f, or (1+625). Since these parameters appear in Eq. (2.28) in

ratios, the experimental value of kc, derived is independent of their

absolute value, as discussed in Sec. 2.4. By solving Eq. (2.7) for the

desired factor in terms of k, and the other factors, and using the experi-

mental values for them, an experimental value of the desired factor may

be obtained. Such a procedure will be useful in cases where the per-

centage uncertainty in one of the factors is markedly greater than that

in any of the others. The matter is further discussed in Sec. 5.5.

2.6.2 Parameters Relating to Neutron Leakage (L2 , -

The discussion to this point has centered on the neutron economy

in an assembly so large that neutron leakage may be ignored. The

parameter characterizing such an assembly is, of course, the neutron

multiplication factor for an infinite medium, k,,,. As indicated in

Sec. 2.1.2, it may be related in a variety of ways to the material buck-

ling. The equation stating this relationship is the so-called "criticality

equation," the complexity of which is governed by the nature of the

assumptions made concerning the slowing-down process. Detailed

models have been evolved, but comparatively simple criticality

equations, derived from elementary reactor theory, have been found

adequate for correlating the available experimental data. References

CR 3 and HE 7, which are critical evaluations of investigations of the

physics of D 2 0-moderated assemblies, have demonstrated the efficacy

of such equations for parametric studies and correlation and intercom-

parison of data. Thus, the following equations have been used widely:

k = (1+L2B2 ) (1+rB 2) (2.30)

2rB2

ko, = (1+L 2B ) e m). (2.31)
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In these equations, L2 is the thermal neutron diffusion area, and T is

the Fermi age of neutrons. Equation (2.30) is derived from two-group

theory; Eq. (2.31) is derived from age-diffusion theory.

The expression for the fast nonleakage probability derived from

age theory, e , has been compared with a more precise expression

calculated with the Greuling-Goertzel approximation, which does not

involve the assumption of continuous slowing down basic to age theory

(LE 1). The comparison was made for reactors moderated with

deuterium. Although no single value of T was found for which the age

theory expression gave results in agreement with those of the Greuling-

Goertzel treatment for all values of B 2, for practical reactors

(B2 < 0.01 cm-2) the range of values was found to be small (101.6 cm2

to 107.2 cm2 for the age from 2 Mev to 1.4 ev). The largest buckling

encountered in this work is 0.0014 cm -2; for bucklings of this.magni-

tude or less, the age theory value of the nonleakage probability should

not differ greatly from the value derived under the Greuling-Goertzel

approximation.

Other workers have made experimental measurements of L2 and

T by adding neutron absorbers to lattices, observing the change in the

buckling and relating this to changes in k. (see Appendix A). Under

certain conditions, it is possible that both L2 and T can be simultane-

ously measured in experiments similar to those done here. The

method proposed involves calculating the change in both L2 and T

caused by the addition of the absorber, and leaving as unknowns the

values of these two parameters for the unmodified lattice. The method

is discussed in Appendix G. It is pointed out there that an assembly

with zero material buckling contributes no information about L2 and -r;

assemblies with low material buckling contribute very little information.

The main purpose of this study is the determination of k ., in the

manner described in Secs. 2.1 to 2.4. For this work, assemblies with

zero material buckling are ideal; an effort was made to obtain buck-

ling values near zero wherever possible. Thus, the available experi-

mental data is not well-suited for the determination of L2 and T.

"Experimental" values of L2 may, however, be obtained from

Eqs. (2.30) or (2.31), if calculated values of the Fermi age are used in

conjunction with the measured values of k. and the material buckling.
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H. E. Bliss has calculated values of the age for the lattices studied

(BL 2), using formulas given by A. D. Galanin (GA 1). Values of L2

calculated for the unmodified lattices in this way are given in Sec. 5.6.
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CHAPTER III

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

In this chapter, the apparatus used in these experiments is

described. Where detailed descriptions of equipment used are readily

available (e. g., the lattice facility), only a brief description will be

given, together with the pertinent references. In addition, some

details have been relegated to the appendices. The chapter closes

with a listing of the experiments.

3.1 SUBCRITICAL FACILITY AND M. I. T. REACTOR

The experiments took the form of foil irradiations in the M. I. T.

Heavy Water Lattice Facility (HE 1). Its neutron source is the M. I. T.

Research Reactor, a heavy water cooled and moderated, enriched

uranium fueled, tank-type reactor, which was operated at a power

level of 2 MW throughout the course of the experiments. Neutrons

passing out of the reactor through the graphite thermal column enter

the lattice tank from the bottom after making a 900 turn in the cavity

which is situated as shown in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2. The neutron source is

highly thermalized, having a gold-cadmium ratio of 3000-4000; the

source strength is approximately 10 10n/cm2 sec at the bottom of the

tank, when the reactor is operating at 2 MW. Because the subcritical

facility is not on a direct "line-of-sight" with the reactor core, gamma

rays from the core do not produce sufficient numbers of photoneutrons

in the heavy water in the lattice to affect the measurements appreci-

ably (PA 1).

The lattice facility consists of a cylindrical aluminum tank, three

feet in diameter, covered on its sides with cadmium 0.020 inch thick.

The subcritical lattices are made up by hanging the fuel rods on sets

of parallel girders, which are notched to accept the rod top adapters.

The rod bottom adapters notch into a grid plate, thus insuring accurate

rod spacing. Lattices are assembled on the floor of the reactor

building, then lifted into place with the overhead crane. The system is

sealed and dried before heavy water is admitted. A cover gas of dry
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nitrogen blankets all exposed D 2 0 surfaces, to prevent contamination

from atmospheric moisture. The lattice can be reached, after sealing,

only through the glove box mounted on the upper lid of the tank. By

means of a set of eccentrically-mounted circular lids, this glove box

may (with some effort) be positioned over any point in the lattice.

3.2 LATTICES STUDIED

All the lattices studied were made up of slightly enriched uranium

metal rods, clad in aluminum, and arranged on a triangular spacing in

heavy water moderator. The lattices were approximately 35 inches in

diameter; the active fuel zone was 48 inches high. An arbitrary desig-

nator (based on the spacing) has been assigned to each lattice, for con-

venience of reference. The designators, and pertinent details, are

listed in Table 3.1.

The lattices studied are the 250, 175, and 253 lattices. The 125

lattice is included in Table 3.1, even though it was not investigated by

means of added absorbers. The results of independent investigations

(HE 4, HE 5) on this lattice will be presented in Chap. V, for compari-

son with the results from the 250 and 175 lattices.

3.3 THERMAL NEUTRON ABSORBERS

Varying amounts of thermal neutron absorber had to be added to

each of the lattices studied. The neutron absorber could have taken a

number of different forms. The reasons for choosing the absorber used

are given here.

The basic choice is between a homogeneous absorber dispersed

uniformly in the moderator, and lumped absorbers placed at regular

intervals through the assembly. The advantages and disadvantages of

each are considered at greater length in Appendix B. The decision

was in favor of lumped absorbers, for the reasons discussed there.

It was clear from the outset that the absorbers placed in the

lattices ought to be continuous axially, to simplify interpretation of the

results of the axial buckling measurements. Consideration was given

to sheets, strips, rods, tubes, and bundles of rods or tubes. The

following conclusions were reached: sheets would be very difficult to

insert and remove from the lattices; they might buckle or ripple, and

thus introduce positioning uncertainties; and they would severely limit



TABLE 3.1

Description of Lattices Studied

Lattice Lattice Fuel Slug Air Gap Clad Fuel Rod Uranium D 2 0 Moderator Number

Designator Spacing Diameter (inches) Thickness Outer Enrichment Purity to Fuel of

(inches) (inches) (inches) Diameter (weight 70) (mole 7o) Volume Rods
(inches) Ratio

250 2.50 0.250 0.006 0.028 0.318 1.143 99.56 108.60 169

175 1.75 0.250 0.006 0.028 0.318 1.143 99.53 52.40 361

125 1.25 0.250 0.006 0.028 0.318 1.143 99.60 25.93 691

253 2.50 0.750 0.004 0.028 0.814 0.947 99.51 11.07 169

C,3
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the already poor visibility in the lattice assembly. Strips would be

easier to insert and remove, but retain the other disadvantages of

sheets. Tubes offer considerably more rigidity than rods of the same

cross-sectional area, but would be larger and more difficult to remove

and insert. Bundles of rods or tubes had the disadvantage that the cal-

culation of the disadvantage factors becomes unduly complicated.

Finally, solid cylindrical rods were chosen for the lumped absorbers

because of their simple shape, satisfactory rigidity, and because they

do not substantially interfere with visibility in the assembly.

Desirable attributes for the absorber material include:

a well-known thermal neutron cross section, of such a

magnitude that the lumped absorbers used have convenient

sizes;

a thermal neutron cross section which varies with incident

neutron velocity (v) as 1/v;

availability at moderate or low cost in the form and purity

desired;

moderate or low specific activation in neutron fluxes;

short half life if possible;

small resonance neutron absorption integral; and

inertness to corrosion in the moderator.

Aluminum would be ideal except for its thermal neutron cross

section, which is too small. Stainless steel and copper would both be

acceptable. Copper was chosen because its macroscopic thermal

neutron cross section is 50% larger than that of steel.

Copper, as it occurs naturally, has a thermal neutron cross section

which varies as 1/v; its value for 2200 m/sec neutrons is 3.79±0.04 barns

(DO 1); this cross section permits convenient rod sizes in the lattices

studied. The rods used were thick enough to be readily manipulable,

but, as will be seen, did not expel more than 1.71% of the moderator

from any of the lattices studied.

The longest half life involved, when copper undergoes neutron

irradiation, is 12.5 hours; the radioactive decay is mostly by electron

or positron emission, with relatively little (3.5%) accompanying gamma

emission, except for the annihilation gammas produced as a consequence
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of the positron decay. An indication of the modest radiation levels

involved is obtained from Table 3.2. The radiation level above back-

ground was measured with a portable radiation survey meter (Geiger

tube) as a function of the distance of the tube face from the center of

TABLE 3.2

Radiation Level as a Function of Distance from Irradiated Rod

Distance Radiation Level
(inches) (mr/hr)

18.0 1.0

9.0 3.0

4.5 9.0

2.5 16.5

a single, 0.188-inch-diameter, copper rod, 1.3 hours after the shut-

down of the last run of a three-week series of experiments. Three

irradiations totaling 31.5 hours were made in the 44 hours prior to the

radiation level measurement; the last run lasted 5.7 hours. The rod

came from the center of the assembly.

The resonance absorption integral at infinite dilution, defined as,

0- (E) dE , (3.1)
0.415 ev

is 3.12 barns for copper (BE 1); over half of this may be assigned to

the 1/v component of the cross section.

3.4 ABSORBER RODS USED

Two sets of rods were purchased, with nominal diameters of

0.188 inch and 0.144 inch, at a price of $1.50 to $2.00 per pound.

These two types of rods are here designated "A" and "B," respect-

ively. While cladding is apparently not strictly necessary when

dealing with copper and D 2 0 of the purities involved (CR 2), all

exposed surfaces were coated with 0.0005 inch of KANIGEN to remove

any slight possibility of the copper causing corrosion of the aluminum

tank and fuel cladding. KANIGEN, or "electroless nickel," consists of
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nickel containing 1% to 15% phosphorus and is deposited chemically,

without the use of externally applied voltages. The resulting coating

is more nearly uniform in thickness than, for example, electroplated

nickel or chromium. It is non-crystalline, non-porous, hard, and has

corrosion properties equal or superior to those of pure electroplated

nickel, as shown in a variety of cases tested by the Armour Research

Foundation of the Illinois Institute of Technology (AR 1). The cost is

comparable to that of equivalent thicknesses of less satisfactory

electroplated coatings.

The 0.0005-inch cladding thickness of the KANIGEN was chosen

with reference to experience with the control rod magnets in the MITR.

The cladding, while it discolored during the course of the experiments,

appeared to function satisfactorily, in that the conductivity of the lattice

D 2 0 did not deviate appreciably from its normal value of 0.4 mhos/cm.

Chemical analyses of the coating on the rods placed the weight percent-

age of phosphorous at 11.5% for the A rods and 9.2% for the B rods.

Qualitative spectrographic analysis of two samples of the copper

used indicated that the only impurity present in an amount sufficient to

alter the macroscopic thermal neutron absorption cross section by

more than 0.002% was silver; the 0.01% (by weight) of this element

increases the cross section by only 0.04%. Table 3.3 shows the major

impurities present. The resonance absorption integral for the rod

material should be very slightly (-0.5%) larger than that for pure copper,

owing to the silver impurity. The resonance escape probability would be

decreased by 0.2% at most.

3.5 POSITIONING AND SUPPORT OF ABSORBER RODS

The pattern in which the absorbing rods were placed in the lattice

was chosen for two reasons. First, it was thought that the rods should

be placed at regular intervals throughout the lattice, the interval being

equal to, or an integral fraction of, the lattice spacing. If this is done,

the "unit cell" associated with each fuel rod is identical throughout the

lattice (see Sec. 4.3.2). This simplifies the interpretation of the radial

buckling measurement; the material buckling of the lattices with added

absorbers is then measured in the same way as the buckling of the

normal lattices. Second, it was considered desirable to place each
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TABLE 3.3

Impurities Present in Copper Used in Experiments

(Based on qualitative spectrographic analysis of two samples)

Impurity Weight Percentage (Max.)

Pb 0.01

Ag'* 0.01

Ni 0.01-0.001

Na 0.001

Si 0.001

Mg 0.001-0.0001

Ca 0.0001

Fe 0.0001

So-called OFHC (oxygen-free, high conductivity) copper.

Subsequent quantitative analysis placed the actual amount
of silver present at 0.0020%±0.0003%.

absorber rod in a region of the cell where the neutron flux gradient is

small. In this way, slight errors in absorber rod positioning should

introduce only small perturbations in the results. The errors intro-

duced in this fashion are thought to be negligible; they will be discussed

further below.

These two requirements, together with mechanical limitations,

served largely to define the positions of the absorbing rods in the

lattices studied. In addition, the measurement of the thermal utili-

zation is somewhat simplified if each absorber rod of a given size is

located at the same position in the unit cell; this was found to be possi-

ble. The arrangement of the fuel rods and absorbing rods in the

lattices studied is shown in Figs. 3.3 to 3.11. (See also Sec. 3.10.)

The leading requirement to be met by the mechanism for the

support of the absorber rods was, of course, that of adequate mechani-

cal strength. Furthermore, the supports had to be compatible with the

equipment already in use in the subcritical assembly; no modifications

were made to accommodate the new lattice elements. Simplicity in

design was also held to be desirable. Finally, the mechanism had to
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guarantee, insofar as possible, that the absorber rods were parallel

to the fuel rods in the vertical direction.

In the 250 and 175 assemblies, the fuel support girders were

spaced widely enough so that there was room between them for the

absorber supports. The latter took the form of 1.25-inch by 1.25-inch

aluminum channel with a wall thickness of 0.125 inch in the 250

assemblies, and of 1.25-inch by 0.625-inch aluminum bar stock in the

175 assemblies. The dimensions of the fuel support girders are such

that, in each case, the absorber rod support elements described above

fit tightly (press fit) between them. The support elements were wedged

into place, carefully positioned, and checked at intervals during the

work on each lattice, as well as after all work was complete. In no

case was any lateral shift in the direction of motion parallel to the fuel

girders detected.

In the 253 assemblies, space limitations precluded placing

absorber rod supports between the rows of fuel. Instead, strips of

0.75-inch by 0.125-inch aluminum bar stock were laid on the top of the

fuel support girders, parallel to the rows of fuel; they were held in

place, in the direction transverse to the girders, by the fuel top

adapters, against which they fit snugly. Absorber rods were also

positioned within the rows of fuel rods in two of the assemblies

studied in this lattice. A set of 1.25-inch by 1.375-inch by 0.125-inch

rectangular aluminum coupons was fabricated; these fit snugly between

the fuel top adapters within the rows. They were fabricated with

special tabs, which fit into notches cut in the aluminum strips described

above. This arrangement prevented the strips from sliding out of

position along the direction of motion parallel to the fuel girders (see

Fig. 3.12).

Each copper rod was fitted out with a top adapter (Fig. 3.13). The

lower end of the adapter is spherical, as shown. The supports for the

copper rods were made by machining 0.125-inch-deep depressions

with a 0.5-inch ball end mill at the appropriate points on the channels,

bars, strips, or coupons, and then boring through the support member

with a 0.25-inch drill. The copper rods, when fitted with the top

adapters, hung through the support members and were positioned at

the center of the oversize hole by the spherical end of the adapter,
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resting in the spherical depression. As described above, this proved

to be a satisfactory means of supporting and positioning the absorber

rods and guaranteeing their proper alignment. Rods were readily

removable from, or replaceable in, the lattice throughout the series

of experiments on any given assembly.

It was decided at the outset that a new grid plate would not be

fabricated, and that the one normally in use would not be drilled to

accept the copper rods. The rods hung free, from the top supports,

with only those rods in the area where measurements were made (the

central rows) held in place by a bottom aligner affixed to the grid

plate. The rods used were carefully inspected for straightness before

insertion in the lattice. After all rods had been inserted, and before

the lattice was placed in the tank, careful inspections were made from

all angles, by sighting down the rows of rods. Bent rods, or those

which were out of line for any reason, were readily identifiable; they

were replaced with straight rods.

Figure 3.14 shows the device used in the 250 assemblies to align

the absorber rods in the central rows; it was constructed of 1.25-inch

0. D., square aluminum tubing with a wall thickness of 0.125 inch, and

securely affixed to the grid plate as shown. The location of the aligners

is shown in Figs. 3.3 to 3.6. Because of the size of the device, experi-

ments were made to determine its effect on the neutron flux distribu-

tion in the lattice. In the first and last of the assemblies investigated,

axial distribution measurements with bare gold foils were made at

points equidistant from the center of the lattice, one far from the

aligner and one in the central row of fuel rods, as shown in Figs. 3.3

and 3.6. The results are given in Fig. 3.15. The ratio of foil activi-

ties in each of the two traverses does not differ from unity by a statis-

tically significant amount (twice the S. D. of a single observation) for

points above 35 cm. The axial buckling determinations are not based

on any points below 35 cm (see Sec. 4.2), so the absorber rod aligner

should have no effect on these results.

All radial and axial buckling measurements done with gold foils,

with the exception of the axial measurements mentioned immediately

above, and all microscopic traverses, were made in the region where

the rods were positioned at the bottom by the aligners.
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FIG. 3.14 ABSORBER ROD ALIGNER IN 250B2 ASSEMBLY
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Aligners with a similar function were also used in the 175 and 253

assemblies (see Figs. '3.7 to 3.11), but were much smaller, consisting

of 0.5-inch by 0.5-inch aluminum channel with a wall thickness of

0.0938 inch. No experiments to check for their effects were considered

necessary in view of the foregoing results.

3.6 PURPOSE AND METHOD OF THE EXPERIMENTS

As stated at the beginning of this chapter, the experiments under

discussion consisted of foil irradiations, chiefly of two kinds, called

"macroscopic traverses" and "microscopic traverses," respectively.

The purpose of the former is to establish the relative neutron flux dis-

tribution throughout the assembly, away from sources and boundaries;

in practice, this involved mapping the activation distribution in the

direction parallel to the axis of the cylindrical assembly, as well as

perpendicular to it, with both bare and cadmium-covered gold foils.

From such measurements, the material buckling may be derived, in

the manner explained in Secs. 2.1 and 4.2. The second type of foil

irradiation, the microscopic traverse, had as its purpose the determi-

nation of the relative thermal neutron activation distribution in the fuel,

cladding, moderator, and copper absorber rods. Again, bare and

cadmium-covered gold foils were irradiated; the way in which the

thermal utilization may be derived from such experiments will be dis-

cussed in Sec. 4.3. The remainder of this section will be devoted to

describing the foils, foil holders, and cadmium covers used in the

experiments. Details concerning the irradiation and counting of the

foils will be found in Appendix C.

A considerable effort has been in progress at the M. I. T. Heavy

Water Lattice Project on the techniques for determining the material

buckling and thermal utilization of subcritical lattices of uranium

metal rods in heavy water. Reports on the material buckling have

been presented by P. F. Palmedo (PA 1) and J. Harrington (HA 1); the

thermal utilization experiments have been investigated by P. S. Brown

(BR 1) and R. Simms (SI 1). While certain modifications of those tech-

niques were made in the present work, particularly in the microscopic

experiments, the experimental work described here is based, to a

large extent, on the results of the preceding studies. Thus, the reader
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is referred to the above-mentioned reports, or the Annual Reports of

the project, for more detailed discussions. The foil irradiation

experiments in the lattices with added absorbers were made, insofar

as was possible, exactly as in lattices without added absorbers. The

results in the two types of lattices should therefore be directly compa-

rable.

3.7 NEUTRON-DETECTING FOILS

The foil material used was almost exclusively metallic gold. Gold

has a large thermal neutron cross section which has been measured

accurately (96 b. activation cross section for 2200 m/sec neutrons),

and is very nearly a " 11/v absorber" in the thermal neutron energy

range (HU 1, WE 3). It is also readily activated by resonance energy

neutrons; thus, activation of gold foils with and without cadmium

covers makes it possible to determine the subcadmium and epicadmium

activation distributions in a clear and relatively simple way. The sig-

nificance of this is discussed in Sec. 2.1.3. Gold of the requisite purity

is readily obtainable in sheets, is comparatively easy to form into satis-

factory foils, and does not react to any appreciable extent with the heavy

water moderator. Its 2.7-day half life and single isotope make it a con-

venient detector in practice; in the present work, for instance, many

sets of foils could be counted twice because of the long half life.

Another possible foil material, the use of which would have facili-

tated some aspects of the analysis, is copper. A number of the proper-

ties of copper which make it an ideal added absorber turn out, however,

to constitute disadvantages for a foil material. Its macroscopic acti-

vation cross section for thermal neutrons is only 4% that of gold, so

that larger foils and longer irradiations are needed to obtain the statis-

tical accuracy possible with gold foils. Furthermore, the small reso-

nance absorption integral of copper means that it is a less efficient

epithermal neutron detector than gold. Finally, the 12-hour half life

of copper, while it does not preclude its use as a detector, would

certainly reduce greatly the flexibility in the scheduling of experiments

possible with gold. (In view of the fact that the addition of absorbers

rendered the main exponential facility useless to most of the other

members of the Project, the experiments had to be completed as quickly

as possible.)
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The foils used were, for the most part, made up from fresh (pre-

viously unirradiated) sheets of gold, although some foils were reused

after a minimum of two months' cooling time. A punch and die press

in standard use on the Project was used in manufacturing the foils;

care was taken to see that all foils used in a given traverse were

1) made with the same punch and die,

2) punched from the same sheet of gold, and

3) as nearly matched in weight as possible.

The foils punched from a given sheet of gold, with a given punch and

die, were made up into "libraries" of 200 to 400 foils, arranged in

order of weight. The foils were weighed on a microgram balance; the

standard deviation for a single measurement with this device has been

determined to be 6 micrograms for an 0.038-gram foil. This consti-

tutes an uncertainty of 0.0157o and is negligible in comparison with the

uncertainties due to counting statistics, which were never less than

0.11%. The lightest and heaviest foils in each experiment did not differ

in weight by more than 2% of the mean.

The foils used in the macroscopic traverses were circular,

0.125 inch in diameter and 0.010 inch thick. Those used in the micro-

scopic traverses in the 250 and 175 assemblies were circular,

0.0625 inch in diameter and 0.010 inch thick; 0.0625-inch-diameter,

0.005-inch-thick foils were used for the microscopic measurements

in the 253 assembly. The purity of the gold was in all cases 99.95%

or better.

3.8 FOIL HOLDERS - MACROSCOPIC DISTRIBUTION MEASUREMENT

All foil holders used were constructed of aluminum, the minimum

amount consistent with the objectives of the experiment being used. The

purer alloys of aluminum (1100, 6063, and 6061) were used throughout.

Following general practice on the Project, "bare" foils were placed in

aluminum pillboxes with an 0. D. of 0.25 inch and a height of 0.060 inch;

"cadmium-covered" foils were placed in similar pillboxes of cadmium.

The thickness of the top, bottom, and wall of one of these pillboxes was

0.020 inch.
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3.8.1 Radial Foil Holders

The radial foil holders were constructed of extruded, rectangular

bar stock, 0.25 inch by 0.375 inch or 0.25 inch by 0.5 inch, and were

positioned in the moderator by suspending them at the ends with alumi-

num bead chain, from carefully positioned support points. Circular

depressions, 0.010 inch deep and capable of accommodating a gold foil

in an aluminum or cadmium pillbox, were milled at intervals corre-

sponding to the spacing of the lattice in which the holder was to be used;

the accuracy of the location of these positioning depressions is about

0.0005 inch. Foils were secured to the holders with mylar tape; previ-

ous work indicates that the perturbation caused by the tape is negligible

(SI 1). The foil holders were positioned in the lattices at heights from

70.6 cm to 71.4 cm above the bottom of the core. Positioning of the

radial foil holders is further discussed in Sec. 4.2.1. As indicated in

Figs. 3.3 to 3.11, they were parallel to the fuel support girders, in the

first or second channel away from the lattice center.

3.8.2 Axial Foil Holders

Axial traverses were made in three different ways. In all

assemblies studied (except the two-region assembly), at least one set

of foils was imbedded in a fuel rod and irradiated. (In the 250 and 175

assemblies, all axial traverses were made in this way.) In the 253

assemblies, axial traverses were made by positioning foils in the

moderator between fuel rods on aluminum foil holders. Finally, to

explore a third alternative for the axial buckling measurement, in the

last two assemblies to be investigated, fresh copper rods were irradi-

ated at positions close to the center of the lattice, removed shortly

after shutdown and sawed into pieces from which foils were cut; the

positions from which foils were to be taken were accurately measured

and marked before the irradiation. The positions of the various axial

traverses are given in Figs. 3.3 to 3.11. Foils were generally placed

at 2-inch intervals, from 12 inches to 40 inches above the bottom of

the core.

As noted above, most of the axial distribution measurements were

made with foils imbedded in the fuel. Several "experimental rods,"

consisting of hollow aluminum tubes with positioning tabs corresponding
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to the top adapter of a normal fuel rod, were available for use with each

lattice. Two-inch-long uranium slugs were also available; a total of 24

of these slugs, 15 or more with aluminum- or cadmium-boxed foils

imbedded in one end, were placed in an experimental rod in a typical

experiment of this kind. A fuel rod near the center of the lattice was

withd.wm-to make room for the experimental rod. After irradiation,

the experimental rod was removed and disassembled, and the foils

recovered for counting. The principal drawback in the use of this method

is the high radiation level encountered by personnel while loading and

unloading the experimental rods. Fuel slugs 0.75 inch in diameter,

irradiated near the bottom of the lattice, had contact radiation levels in

excess of 1 R (beta plus gamma). Extreme care was taken during

experimental preparation and breakdown to minimize radiation exposure

to all individuals concerned. There is also another drawback to the

method: the experimental rods occasionally leak. Of the 32 axial

traverses made in the manner described, three were rendered question-

able by waterlogging - leaky gaskets allowed heavy water to seep into

the rod during the course of the experiment. In all cases where experi-

mental rods were waterlogged, the foils were cleaned with extra care

before counting. More will be said about the results of these experi-

ments in Sec. 4.2.2.

The aluminum foil holders used in the 253 lattice were fabricated

in much the same manner as the radial foil holders previously described.

The cross section of the extruded aluminum was, however, T-shaped

and not rectangular (see Fig. 3.16). The back of the T measured

0.4375 inch, the leg 0.75 inch, and the wall thickness was 0.125 inch.

Foils were secured in place with mylar tape. The holders were

positioned at the top by means of a fuel rod top adapter which was

fastened to the body of the holder. The pointed tip of the holder fitted

into a hole in the fuel rod grid plate, which positioned the bottom of the

holder.

Two traverses were made with the third technique, which involved

the cutting of cross-sectional foils from an irradiated copper rod., The

results are further discussed in Sec. 4.2.2. Considerably more effort

was necessary to do the experiment with copper foils than it was to do

the gold foil experiment. The drawbacks previously associated with
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copper as foil material (comparatively small cross section and half

life), together with the difficulties involved in machining radioactive

materials in short times, account for most of the additional effort

needed.

A fourth method of measuring the axial buckling, involving the

construction of a wire or rod scanner, was considered but not em-

ployed. It was felt that the measurement could be made more readily

with foils, as described above, and that it would be very difficult to

obtain both satisfactory collimation and a count rate high enough to

allow good statistics.

The locations of the various axial traverses are shown in

Figs. 3.3 to 3.11.

3.9 FOIL HOLDERS - MICROSCOPIC DISTRIBUTION MEASUREMENT

The purpose of the microscopic or intracellular traverses was, as

previously noted, to determine the thermal neutron activation distribu-

tion in the fuel, moderator, and added absorber. In all the assemblies

investigated, the central rod or rods were removable, together with

the immediately adjacent copper rods. The "central cluster" could

then be fitted out with the necessary foil holders, lowered into the

lattice through the glove box by a winch, and replaced in position for

the irradiation. The bottom adapter on the central fuel rod notched into

the grid plate: a lower plate securely fixed to the central rod, below

the bottom of the active fuel zone, prevented the other rods in the

assembly from rotating or getting out of position. The upper plate of

the central cluster was fabricated from plexiglass, so that the foil

holders were visible when in position in the lattice. This upper plate

positioned all the rods properly with respect to each other and fit

snugly between the fuel support girders in such a way as to ensure

proper positioning of the entire central cluster. Similar devices have

been in use on the Project since its inception (BR 1, SI 1).

3.9.1 Activation Distribution in Moderator

To map the activation distribution in the moderator, foils were

placed on flat aluminum holders. In the 250 and 175 assemblies, these

holders were 0.012 inch thick, in keeping with previous practice on the

Project. To accommodate the bare foils, holes 0.065 inch in diameter
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were drilled in the holder at the positions desired. The foils fit easily

into these holes and were held in place with one or two layers of mylar

tape on the top and the bottom. The body of the foil holder for the

cadmium-covered foils was constructed similarly, but the holes were

drilled out to 0.125 inch in diameter; cadmium pillboxes of the type

shown in Fig. 3.17 were then inserted into the holes and cemented into

place with epoxy resin. The foil holders were secured to the central

fuel and absorber rods with mylar tape, at positions from 20 inches to

26 inches above the bottom of the core.

Although the results obtained with the foil holders described are

considered reliable, in practice, an inordinate amount of effort was

necessary to carry through a successful experiment with this equip-

ment. Difficulty was experienced in positioning the holders and in

securing them in position; mylar tape can be most inconvenient to

work with, in this connection. Previous experiments have shown that

as many as eight layers of mylar tape, in the immediate vicinity of the

foils, do not perturb the measurement (SI 1). Anchoring the foil holder

in place with a minimum amount of tape is, however, difficult at best.

Finally, the epoxy resin cement proved not to be wholly reliable.

Accordingly, in cooperation with Project personnel, a new kind of foil

holder substantially different from those previously used was designed

and built for use in the 253 assemblies.

The new holders consisted of flat aluminum plates, 0.060 inch

thick. They were roughly triangular in shape and, as shown in

Fig. 3.18, could be positioned by the three central fuel rods. Three

fuel rods were equipped with circular rings which fit around the rods

snugly and provided positive positioning for the foil holders. Bare

foils lay in shallow (0.006-inch-deep) circular depressions 0.065 inch

in diameter and were secured to the holder by a layer or two of mylar

tape. The foil holder for the cadmium-covered foils was again con-

structed by drilling out holes 0.125 inch in diameter at each of the foil

positions, but a modified cadmium box having no lower flanges was

used. These boxes fit tightly (press fit) into the 0.125-inch holes. The

foil holders, as constructed, were used successfully in three micro-

scopic traverses and were an improvement over their predecessors.

To determine whether the foil holder caused a local depression in
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the neutron flux for which a correction would have to be made, foils

were irradiated on the surface of a copper rod at two positions. The

first foil was taped into position at the point marked "a" in Fig. 3.18;

the second was two inches directly below it, taped to the absorber rod

at the height of the foil holder, so that it was between the foil holder

edge and the rod surface. The experiment was done twice; the activity

of the "a" foil was found to be 1.0% ± 0.5% higher than that of the lower

foil, when both activities were corrected to the same reference height.

No correction factor was applied to the activities of the foils on the

holder; the effect of a 1% increase in their activity would be to

decrease the thermal utilization by 0.005%, which is negligible in

comparison to other uncertainties in this parameter.

3.9.2 Activation Distribution in Rods

In addition to the foils irradiated in the moderator, foils were also

placed within the central fuel rod, within the copper rods, and on the

surface of the fuel rods and copper rods. The surface foils were simply

fixed in position with mylar tape. The foils in the fuel rod were

positioned on a 0.125-inch-thick "button" of fuel material whose diame-

ter was the same as that of a normal fuel slug. Such buttons are avail-

able for routine use on the Project; the foils could be positioned satis-

factorily in milled depressions, and a single piece of mylar tape held

them in place (see Fig. 3.19). An experimental rod, identical to that

described in connection with the axial traverses, was used as a central

fuel rod when microscopic traverses were made. This rod was loaded

with slugs of fuel totaling 48 inches in length; two buttons were loaded

with foils and placed between the slugs so that their positions in the

experimental rod were approximately 20 inches and 24 inches, respect-

ively, from the bottom of the core. The lower button was sandwiched

between unmilled, 0.125-inch-thick buttons; 0.020-inch-thick cadmium

foils were placed above and below the three buttons. A one-inch-long,

0.020-inch-thick, cadmium sleeve was placed on the rod so that its

center was at the same height as the lower set of foils. Thus, the lower

set of foils was surrounded by cadmium, and the upper set was bare.

The problem of determining the relative activation within the

copper rods was solved by fabricating a special set of rods (see

Fig. 3.20). They were constructed by cutting a copper rod into two
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pieces and turning a shoulder on the two pieces, at their meeting point.

A sleeve having the same outer diameter as the rod, and with a thick-

ness fixed by the diameter of the shoulder and the requirement of an easy

fit ("slip" fit), completed the device. This sleeve was clad with

KANIGEN just as was the body of the rod. Both the special "A" rod,

and the "B" rod designed to accept a bare foil, were constructed in

this manner. In use, the three parts of each rod were joined with

mylar tape; the smallest amount of tape commensurate with the requi-

site mechanical strength was used. The tape also served to keep D 2 0

out of the rods; foils were dry when removed from the rods. The rods

were fixed to the bottom plate of the central cluster in such a manner

as to support them from the bottom.

Owing to the very thin wall (less than 0.010 inch) that would have

been necessary for a similar rod capable of accepting a cadmium-

covered foil in a "B" rod, the simpler design of Fig. 3.20d was used.

The drawbacks to this arrangement were:

1) low mechanical strength,

2) the possibility of neutron streaming at the point where

the two parts of the rods join.

In practice, the two parts of the rod fit tightly over the cadmium box,

a press fit being necessary to join them. This, together with several

wraps of mylar tape and support by the bottom plate of the central

cluster, generally kept the two parts of the rod together snugly. This

rod required more careful handling than the others, but in general per-

formed satisfactorily.

The cadmium boxes used for the foils imbedded in copper rods,

and for those on the rod surfaces, were like those shown in Fig. 3.17,

without the flange; 0.020 inch of cadmium surrounded the foil on all

sides.

3.10 SUMMARY OF THE EXPERIMENTS

Nine assemblies have been studied in the present series of experi-

ments: four based on the 250 lattice, two based on the 175 lattice, and

three based on the 253 lattice. One of the latter was a two-region

assembly. The assembly configurations, together with the location of

the experimental apparatus in the various experiments, have already
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been presented (Figs. 3.3 to 3.11). Tables 3.4 and 3.5 give pertinent

data about the nature of each of these assemblies, the time spent in

studying them, and the experiments made in each. The designator for

each assembly is somewhat arbitrarily made up of the three digits

which form the designator of the host lattice, together with letters

indicating the number of each kind of copper rod in a unit cell. Rods

of 0.188-inch diameter are designated "Al; those of 0.144-inch diame-

ter are designated "B." These designators are purely for convenience

of reference to the various assemblies.

In addition to the types of experiment already described, three

additional measurements were made in several of the assemblies, as

indicated in Table 3.5. The first two of these involved irradiation of

natural and depleted uranium foils in the central rod of the assembly,

and had as their purpose the determination of the ratios R 2 8 and 628

(see Sec. 2.3). The work was done by C. Robertson, H. Gu6ron, and

S. Hellman; the details are available in theses by Robertson and

Hellman (RO 1, HE 8) and in the Lattice Project Annual Report for

1965 (HE 5).

Some of the measurements usually done were not made in the

175A1 and 253A2 assemblies, for lack of time. The variation of 628

with material buckling is so slight that it was unnecessary to measure

it in every assembly (see Sec. 5.3). The variation of R 2 8 is not small,

but it may be calculated in a manner described in Sec. 4.4. No radial

distribution measurement with cadmium-covered foils was made in the

253A2 assembly; the region of spectral equilibrium was taken to be

the same as that in the 253A2B1 assembly, which is very similar to

the 253A2.

Finally, measurements were made of the cadmium ratio for a

copper rod in the lattice (R 3 ). The experiment was done in conjunction

with the previously described measurement of the axial distribution

with foils sawn from an irradiated copper rod. The rods were located

at positions shown in Figs. 3.9 and 3.10. One end of a rectangular strip

of cadmium, 1 inch wide and 0.002 inch thick, was secured to the copper

rod and then wrapped around the rod 10 times, resulting in a sleeve

thickness of 0.020 inch. The sleeve was generally placed at a point on

the rod 18 inches above the bottom of the assembly. After irradiation,



TABLE 3.4

Description of Assemblies Studied

Number of Number of d ritage o Number of Run

Designator A Rods Per B Rods Per Moderator Weeks Spent Numbers

Fuel Rod Fuel Rod Expelled by in Study
Added Absorbers

250A2 2 0 1.04 2 1-8

250A1 1 0 0.52 1 9-13

250B2 0 2 0.62 1 14-18

250B1 0 1 0.31 1 19-23

175A1B1 1 1 1.71 1.5 24-29

175A1 1 0 1.08 1 30-34

253A2B1(2R) (2) (1) (1.47) 1 35-40

253A2B1 2 1 1.47 1.5 41-46

253A2 2 0 1.14 0.5 47-49

(2R) signifies two-region assembly.

a)a)



TABLE 3.5

Number and Type of Experiments Done in Each Assembly

Radial Axial Microscopic R28 628 R3

Designator Distribution Distribution Distribution Measure- Measure- Measure-

Measurement Measurement Measurement ment ment ment

Bare Cd-covered Bare Cd-covered
Foils Foils Foils Foils

250A2 3 1 4 2 2 4 3 0

256A1 2 1 2 2 2 2 3 0

250B2 2 1 2 2 2 4 3 0

250B1 2 1 4 2 2 4 3 0

175A1B1 2 1 3 3 2 4 3 0

175A1 2 1 2 2 2 8 0 0

253A2B1(2R) 1 1 3 3 0 0 0 0

253A2B1 1 2 3 2 2 2 2 8

253A2 1 0 2 1 2 0 0 3

(2R) signifies two-region assembly.

M)
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the sleeve was removed, and 0.015-inch- and 0.030-inch-thick foils

were cut from the rod at 18 inches and at several other points higher

up on the rod. The bare foil activities were used to determine the

axial flux distribution as previously noted; the activity of the foils cut

at 18 inches, together with the average activity of the bare foils cor-

rected to 18 inches, were used to determine the desired cadmium ratio.

During all but two of the 49 runs, a gold foil, 0.0625 inch in

diameter and 0.0025 inch thick, was exposed in the cavity beneath the

lattice assembly as a monitor. After all runs in a given assembly had

been completed, the monitor foils for these runs were counted. In this

way, the relative flux time for each irradiation was determined. Know-

ledge of the relative flux time is needed for the determination of cad-

mium ratios, when the bare and cadmium-covered foils are irradiated

in separate runs, as was done with the radial traverses (see Sec. 4.1).
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CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS OF DATA

The theoretical basis of the experimental work and the experiments

made have been discussed in the previous chapters. In this chapter, the

analytical methods developed and used to derive the values of parame-

ters from the experimental data are treated.

4.1 RELATIVE ACTIVATION DISTRIBUTION AND CADMIUM RATIOS

As noted in Chap. III, the purpose of many of the experiments was

the determination of the relative activation distribution for bare and

cadmium-covered gold foils, in the immediate neighborhood of the

central fuel rod, or along one of the two major coordinate axes. The

techniques used to count the foils and correct the observed activity of

each foil to the appropriate relative activity are not new and will only

be summarized here; the reader is referred to Appendix C for the

details.

Foils were counted with NaI crystal scintillation counters equipped

with single-channel analyzers adjusted for integral counting above a

particular energy. Automatic sample changers facilitated the taking of

data. Observed activities were corrected for radioactive decay during

the time from the end of the irradiation to the beginning of each count,

and for decay during counting. Each foil activity was also divided by

the weight of the foil, so that minor variations in foil size were ac-

counted for, Counter dead times were carefully measured by the two-

source method (PR 1). Background counts were taken before and after

each set of foils was counted. The background count rate used in the

analysis of the data was taken as the average of the two count rates,

except when copper foils were being counted. In this case, the back-

ground, over the period when foils were being counted, varied by

nearly a factor of two, owing to decay of the foil activities. The vari-

ation in the background count rate between the counts made before and

after was assumed to be linear.
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In almost every case, each set of foils was counted three or more

times and the results for each foil averaged to give the final activity;

each activity was weighted with the inverse square of its standard devi-

ation in forming this average. The standard deviation assigned each

activity was derived as indicated in Appendix C.

The measurement of the cadmium ratio as a function of axial

position was generally made by irradiating simultaneously a set of

bare foils and a set of cadmium-covered foils at equivalent positions.

Thus, it was presumed that azimuthal variations in the neutron flux

density at points well within the assembly were negligible; experiments

in previous lattices have shown the validity of this assumption (PA 1

and HA 1). Foil holders were placed at positions 13.3 cm to 22.3 cm

from the center rod of the assembly, in the center girder (see Figs.

3.3 to 3.11). After irradiation, the cadmium-covered foils were counted

first because of their lower activity. Following this, the bare foils were

counted; one or two of the cadmium-covered foils were counted with the

bare foils, to detect any changes in the counter sensitivity. All activi-

ties were corrected back to the time the irradiation ended; if the

activities of the foils counted both times differed by an amount greater

than that accounted for by statistical fluctuations, a correction for the

drift in counter sensitivity was made. After the other corrections

mentioned earlier in this section were made, the cadmium ratio was

obtained simply as the ratio of the corrected activities of the bare and

cadmium-covered foils.

The measurement of the cadmium ratio as a function of position

within the central cell of the assembly was made in a similar manner.

But, rather than exposing the foil holders at two equivalent radial

positions, the holders were loaded into the same cell, axially separated

by a distance of 4 to 6 inches. Since both holders were always within a

region (17 to 26 inches above the bottom of the assembly) where the

axial flux variation is well described by a single exponential function,

correction of the observed relative activations to an intermediate refer-

ence height (20 inches) was straightforward. Values of the cadmium

ratio or, what is of greater interest, the relative thermal activation,

as a function of position, were then readily derived as before.

Measurement of the cadmium ratio as a function of radial position
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involved an additional complication because the bare and cadmium-

covered foils were not irradiated simultaneously but in consecutive

experiments. Since the source strength as well as the irradiation

time generally differed for the two experiments, the relative acti-

vation of the "monitor foils" described at the close of the preceding

chapter was used to correct the observed relative activities. All

corrected foil activities were divided by the monitor foil activation

before cadmium ratios were computed.

4.2 DETERMINATION OF THE MATERIAL BUCKLING

As indicated in Sec. 2.1.3, the material buckling is obtained by

fitting functions of the form J 0(aR) and sinh y(H -z) to radial and axial

activation distributions, respectively, measured within the region of

spectral equilibrium; a and y are determined by an iterative least-

squares fitting process, and the material buckling obtained from

Eq. (2.5),

B2 2 2 45B 2 a2 -y T. (4.1)
m

The unit used here for buckling is the "microbuck" (RB):

0.01 m-2 = 0.000001 cm-2 = 1 jiB . (4.2)

The analysis of the large amount of data was facilitated by the use of

two digital computer codes written by P. F. Palmedo (PA 1) and modi-

fied by J. Harrington (HA 1, HA 2).

4.2.1 The RADFIT Code

The input to the radial buckling code (RADFIT) consists of the

positions of the foils on the holder, the distance of the foil holder from

the center of the assembly, the foil activities (and standard deviations,

if desired), an initial estimate of the buckling to start the iterative

process, and a few iteration parameters. An iterative least-squares

fit is made to the parameters A and a in the expression AJ (aR). The

quantity minimized is

m
W.d? , (4.3)

1 11
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where d. is the residual for foil i (the difference between the foil ac-

tivity and the value of the fitted function at R ), W is the weight associ-

ated with point i, and m is the number of foils. The appropriate value

for W. is the inverse square of the standard deviation of the activity of

foil i; if the standard deviation is not supplied, W is taken to be equal

to the inverse square of the activity. The latter option is appropriate

when all foils have been counted for the same number of counts. The

iterative process ceases when the change in both A and a is less than

a preset amount, here taken as 10-5

In thirteen of the twenty-five radial distributions, foils at equal

distances from the center of the assembly, but on opposite sides of the

assembly, showed unequal activities; the differences were greater

than those to be expected from counting statistics. An example is given

in Fig. 4.1. This result is indicative of one of two deviations from

ideal experimental conditions. Either the foil holder as a whole has

shftd on side o the" othe +ir (pa-rallelP to itseplf), or the holder was
OlL. '..,%-%. L .J kJ . "J . %_ .% . *.' '. V - - - - "r _- - - _ _ '-- _ _ -_ - __ ---

tilted (one end lower than the other). Because of the design of the foil

holder, the former possibility is highly unlikely. The holders hung

free, from carefully located support points, and were observed in

position before and after most runs. The second possibility almost

certainly accounts for the observed behavior of the radial distributions.

An effort was made to insure that foil holders were level; in fact, the

holders were never more than 0.25 inch out of level. The aluminum

bead chain used to support the holders has advantages over other

means, many of which have been investigated earlier (PA 1, HA 1).

Its major advantage is that exact positioning of a collar with set screw

on the chain is difficult because of the knobbiness of the chain; it can,

with some effort, be done to within approximately 0.04 inch. The dis-

advantage is smaller in clean lattices than in the modified lattices

because the axial relaxation length in the clean lattices is larger,

making the effect of foil holder tilt less serious.

A small amount of foil holder tilt does not invalidate the distri-

bution for use in obtaining the radial buckling. The axial activation

distribution is exponential in character at the point in question (71 cm).

Over the very small distances involved (less than 1 cm), the difference

in foil activities (41-2) is (to an excellent approximation) proportional
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to the separation between the foils (z -z2

(41-42) ~[sinh y(H -z0 ) - sinh T(H 0 -z 2 e -'(z2-z2)

(4.4)

Consider a foil holder at a small angle p to the horizontal. A foil

on the low end of the holder, at a distance x from the center, will be

a distance px below the height of a foil at the exact center of the foil

holder. A foil equidistant from the center on the high end of the holder

will be a distance px above the center foil. The activity of the foil on

the high end of the holder is decreased from the activity that would be

observed if the angle P were zero; the activity of the foil on the low

end is increased above this activity by the same fraction, to a high

degree of approximation. The desired activity is thus the average of

the two observed activities.

In practice, it is not necessary to average observed activities at

points equidistant from the center and on either side of the center

before making least-squares fits to the distributions. Test runs indi-

cated that the same value of a.2 was obtained (to within one microbuck),

whether the observed distribution (such as that of Fig. 4.1) or the dis-

tribution with averaged activities was used. This result can be traced

to the fact that it is the sum of the squares of the fractional (not abso-

lute) residuals that is minimized in the least-squares fitting process.

(This is rigorously true only where foils were counted for a preset

number of counts, but it holds approximately in all instances under

consideration here.) Thus, the fitting process does not distinguish

between two points at (4, R) and two points, one at (#+6, R) and the other

at (4-6, R).

In all but one of the assemblies, radial traverses were made with

bare and cadmium-covered foils (see Table 3.5). The positions of the

foil holders are shown in Figs. 3.3 to 3.11; the height of the center of

the holder varied from 70.6 cm to 71.4 cm. The height of the holder is

known to within about 0.0625 inch, or 0.16 cm. Cadmium ratios were

derived as described in Sec. 4.1 and plotted against radial position;

Fig. 4.2 shows the results for the 175A1B1 assembly. The values of

the cadmium ratio for points less than about 28 cm from the center of
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the assembly show a random behavior about the mean values. Accord-

ingly, an equilibrium spectrum was assumed present in this region.

Table 4.1 summarizes the results for the assemblies studied. The

number of foils within the equilibrium region varied from 7 to 13.

TABLE 4.1

Region of Equilibrium Cadmium Ratio (Radial)

Radial Region Value of
of Equilibrium Cadmium Ratio

Assembly Cadmium Ratio IN MODERATOR
(cm)

250B1 0 - 30.0 12.41 ± 0.13

250A1 0 - 25.0 12.57 ± 0.12

250B2 0 - 28.0 11.39 ± 0.14

250A2 0 - 27.5 11.06 ± 0.15

175A1 0 - 27.5 6.37 ± 0.05

175A1B1 0 - 27.5 6.03 ± 0.07

253A2 (0 - 22.5)

253A2B1 0 - 22.5 2.99 ± 0.03

Assumed on basis of measurements in 253A2B1 assembly.

Gold foils were 0.125 inch in diameter and 0.010 inch thick.

The mean value of the cadmium ratio within the equilibrium region,

based on all the available data, and the standard deviation of the mean

are given also. Where only one traverse with either bare or cadmium-

covered foils is available, the standard deviation includes the effect of

the 0.16-cm uncertainty in foil holder position. Further comments on

the cadmium ratios will be made in Sec. 4.2,2.

Figures 4.3 to 4.5 are samples of the results of the radial

traverses. They consist of the experimental activities, normalized to

unity at the innermost point and plotted as a function of radial position.

Activities of foils equidistant from the center have been averaged. The

J Bessel function fitted to the points within the equilibrium region is

given for comparison. The residuals are also plotted as a function of

radial position. In all but four of the twenty-three radial traverses

done in one-region assemblies, the residuals outside the region of
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equilibrium cadmium ratio were positive when cadmium-covered foils

were used and negative when bare foils were used (see Figs. 4.3 and

4.4). Four traverses made with bare foils did display positive residuals

outside the equilibrium region; Fig. 4.5 gives an example.

Of the 25 radial traverses made, one had to be discarded because

of malfunctions of the counting equipment; in addition, one point had to

be dropped from each of three runs because of difficulties with experi-

mental apparatus.

The radial buckling for each run was obtained from a least-squares

fit to all points within the equilibrium region; the residuals appeared in

each case to be randomly distributed about the value of zero within this

region. The radial buckling for each assembly was taken as the mean

of the values for all runs made in that assembly. The uncertainty is

the standard deviation of the mean; the Student correction for small

sample size was applied. The results are reported in Sec. 5.1.

The extrapolated radius, R , has been defined in Sec. 2.1.3 by

the equation,

R= 2.4048 (4.5)
o a

The extrapolation distance (the difference between the value of R and

the physical radius of the lattice) is needed for the axial buckling ana-

lysis described in the next section. If the cross-sectional area of a

lattice of N fuel rods is taken to be N times the area, Acell, assigned

to each rod in an infinite lattice, then the physical radius of the lattice,

R lat is (NAcel / 1/2. For a lattice on a triangular spacing S, the

value of A is (0.75)1/2S2 (see Sec. 4.3.1). Thus, the physical radius

of the lattice is given by the equation,

R = 31/2] 1/2 N1/2S = 0.52504 N1/2S. (4.6)
lat _ 27r .

The values of the extrapolation distance are given in Table 4.2, in

centimeters and in units of the transport mean free path, X tr. The

value of X tr for each assembly was taken as 3D, where D is the dif-

fusion coefficient calculated with Eq. 4.12; the values of D are listed

in Table 5.2. The extrapolation distance varies from 2.1 to 2.6, in

units of Xtr; for the 250, 175, and 253 lattices (unmodified by the

addition of absorbers), the extrapolation distance varies from 1.7 to

2.2, in units of Xtr'
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TABLE 4.2

Radial Extrapolation Distance, R - Rlat

Extrapolation Distance

Assembly (cm) (units of Xtr)

250B1 5.65 2.2

250A1 6.73 2.6

250B2 5.87 2.2

250A2 6.23 2.4

175A1 5.51 2.1

175A1B1 6.60 2.5

253A2 6.67 2.4

253A2B1 6,23 2.2

4.2.2 The AXFIT Code

The technique for calculating the axial buckling is similar to that

just described for the radial buckling. The axial buckling code (AXFIT)

functions much as does the RADFIT code; the parameters varied in the

fitting process are A and y, in the expression A sinh T(H -z). The

height, H 0 , at which the extrapolated flux goes to zero, is an input

parameter, and provision is made in the code for trying several values.

Axial traverses were made with bare and cadmium-covered foils

in all assemblies. The foil holders were placed at radial positions

from 13.3 to 22.3 cm from the center of the assembly in all cases

except those used in the experiments on the effect of the absorber rod

aligner, described in Sec. 3.5. The positions of all the axial traverses

are shown in Figs. 3.3 to 3.11. Cadmium ratios were obtained as

described in Sec. 4.1 and plotted against axial position; Fig. 4.6 shows

the results for the 250B2 assembly. The region from 35 cm to 95 cm

is taken as the equilibrium region. Table 4.3 gives the results for all

the assemblies studied. The equilibrium value of the cadmium ratio is

also given. Where two independent sets of measurements of the cad-

mium ratio as a function of axial position are available, the value

reported is the mean of all values in the equilibrium region. The
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TABLE 4.3

Region of Equilibrium Cadmium Ratio (Axial)

Axial Region Value of Cadmium Ratio*

Assembly of Equilibrium IN IN
Cadmium Ratio MODERATOR FUEL

(cm)

250B1 35 - 100 - 11.77 ± 0.06

250A1 45 - 100 - 11.76 ± 0.06

250B2 35 - 95 - 11.24 ± 0.02

250A2 35 - >100 - 11.15 ± 0.04

175A1 <30 - >100 - 6.16 ± 0.02

175A1B1 <30 - >100 - 5.78 ± 0.03

253A2 32.5 - 100 3.10 ± 0.02

253A2B1 32.5 - 100 3.21 ± 0.02

Gold foils were 0.125 inch in diameter and 0.010 inch thick.

See text.

standard deviation is the standard deviation of the mean. Where only

one set of measurements of the cadmium ratio was available, the

standard deviation reported is based on the two independent sources of

error, foil positioning and the scatter about the mean value. The

uncertainty in foil positioning is about 0.0313 inch, or 0.079 cm.

The value of the cadmium ratio in the 253A2B1 assembly is sus-

pected to be in error; it is higher than the value reported for the

253A2 assembly and higher than the value reported in Table 4.1, with

which it should be in agreement. Although the result is believed to be

in error, a careful check of all the available data fails to reveal a

reason for discarding it, and it is therefore included here. However,

the value of the cadmium ratio measured in the three radial traverses

in the 253A2B1 assembly (see Tables 3.5 and 4.1), not the value

reported in Table 4.3, is taken as the appropriate one for comparison

with the cadmium ratios measured in radial traverses in the two-

region assembly (see Sec. 5.7). There are two other minor anomalies

in Tables 4.1 and 4.3, but the calculated uncertainties more than account

for them. The absolute value of the cadmium ratio is important only in

the analysis of the two-region experiment; thus, no further discussion

is necessary.
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As with the radial buckling measurement, all points from regions

where the cadmium ratio was not stable, or the asymptotic distribution

was not observed, were rejected. The method used to determine the

region where the asymptotic distribution existed will be considered

next.

Initially, only those points more than 50 cm from the bottom of

the assembly were used. Least-squares fits were made, first to all

points in the resulting distribution, then to successively fewer, drop-

ping the point nearest the top of the assembly after each fit and

repeating the analysis. The process was continued until the axial dis-

tribution of the residuals was random.

To the resulting distribution were then added the points within

50 cm of the bottom of the assembly. Least-squares fits to the data

were again made with successively fewer points; after each fit, the

point nearest the bottom of the assembly was dropped. The process

was continued until the axial distribution of the residuals was random.

The "asymptotic region" was defined as the largest portion of the

assembly over which the axial distribution of the residuals was

random for all traverses (see Table 4.4). Since the asymptotic region

fell within the region of equilibrium cadmium ratio for all the assem-

blies, Table 4.4 defines the region for each assembly from which points

were taken in the axial buckling analysis. The least-squares fits from

which the buckling values were derived included from 6 to 9 points.

TABLE 4.4

Axial Region Where Asymptotic Distribution Prevails
in Each Assembly

Assembly Asymptotic Region
(cm)

250B1 35.0 - 73.0

250A1 45.0 - 73.0

250B2 36.0 - 78.0

250A2 50.0 - 78.0

175A1 41.0 - 77.7

175A1B1 30.6 - 73.0

253A2 40.6 - 71.0

253A2B1 35.5 - 71.0
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Because all points in the distributions were two or more relaxation

lengths from the extrapolated end point H 0 , it was not possible to deter-

mine the best value of H from the fitting process alone. However, the
0 2

dependence of the buckling y on the value chosen for H is very weak;

a 1-cm change in the value of H results in a 1-3 B change in the value
2

of y . The axial extrapolation distance was assumed to be the same as

the radial, and the value of H was obtained by adding the radial extrapo-

lation distance (from Table 4.2) to the physical length of the fuel rods

(121.92 cm). The resulting values of H are given in Table 4.5. The

values determined by least-squares fits to data from the clean lattices

range from 127 cm to 131 cm, in good agreement with the values

reported here.

TABLE 4.5

Value of Extrapolated Height, H 0 , for Each Assembly

Assembly Extrapolated Height
(cm)

250B1 127.57

250A1 128.65

250B2 127.79

250A2 128.15

175A1 127.43

175A1B1 128.52

253A2 128.59

253A2B1 128.15

Figures 4.7 and 4.8 are samples of the results of the axial

traverses, They consist of the experimentally observed foil activities

plotted with semilogarithmic coordinates as a function of axial position.

Fitted values of the function A sinhy(H -z) are plotted in the asymp-

totic region, for comparison. All theoretical and experimental points

have been normalized by dividing by A sinh y H9.
The results of the two axial traverses made in the 253 assemblies

with foils sawn from a copper rod (see Sec. 3.8) were consistent with

the results of the axial traverses made with gold foils. Because of
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unfavorable experimental conditions only, the results of these explora-

tory measurements are not believed to be as reliable as those obtained

with gold foils. Only four points remained in each distribution after

the activities of foils above 71 cm in height, or within 10 cm of the

cadmium sleeve used in the R3 measurement (see Sec. 3.10), had been

dropped. The four points in each case spanned an axial distance of only

15.24 cm, and the uncertainties due to counting statistics are signifi-

cantly greater than those in the traverses made with gold foils (0.33%

as opposed to 0.20% or less). Although the data do not show statisti-

cally significant differences, for the sake of consistency with data from

other assemblies, the value of the axial buckling for each assembly

was derived solely from measurements with gold foils. Of the 44 axial

traverses made with gold foils, five had to be discarded because of

mechanical difficulties. A bent experimental fuel tube was used twice,

and foil holders were improperly positioned twice. In one of the three

experiments in which fuel rods were waterlogged (see Sec. 3.8.2), it

was impossible to clean the foils satisfactorily; this run was discarded.

Of the approximately 700 experimentally observed foil activities,

four were dropped because of difficulties with experimental equipment;

five foils were accidentally lost in the course of the experiments.

The value of the axial buckling for each assembly was calculated

by averaging the values for all traverses free of mechanical difficulties

in that assembly; results are given in Sec. 5.1.

If a computed standard deviation for each fitted value of the buck-

ling were available, the final value taken for the assembly could be the

weighted average of the individual values, to which a standard deviation

based on the computed uncertainties could be assigned. No such com-

puted standard deviation is presently available, but an approximate

upper limit can be calculated in the case of the axial fitting process.

The technique used involves the calculation of the change in the buck-
2

ling (Ay ) necessary to reduce the residual at point i to zero, for all
i

points of the distribution. The value of the coefficient A in the

expression A sinhT(H -z.) is assumed to be constant. The r m s value
0 i

of the buckling increments gives an indication of the standard deviation

that should be assigned to the fitted value of T2, due to statistical

scatter in the data points about the asymptotic distribution, provided
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TABLE 4.6

Comparison of R M S Value of Buckling Increment
with S.D. of the Mean

Range of the SD. of Range of the r m s value
the mean of the axial of the buckling increment,

Assemblies buckling, from Table 5.1 calculated as described in text
(QB) (4B)

250 4 - 22 3 - 15

175 15 - 35 5 - 39

253 12 - 14 7 - 16

the points in the distribution are far from the extrapolated end point of

the assembly, as is the case here. In Table 4.6, the standard deviation

of the mean for the axial buckling measurements in each of the three

sets of assemblies is compared to the r m s value of the buckling incre-

ments. The fact that the two are comparable in magnitude is taken as

an indication that the scatter in the axial buckling data about the mean

is not caused by a series of experimental errors but is caused by

counting statistics. It does not, however, exclude the possibility of a

systematic error.

The values of the buckling for the clean lattices were obtained by

other workers on the Heavy Water Lattice Project (HE 4, HE 5). Close

coordination and cooperation ensured that the same equipment and tech-

niques were used in taking and analyzing the data in the unmodified

lattices and in the assemblies with added absorbers. There should,

therefore, be no systematic discrepancy between the two sets of buck-

ling values. The generally smaller standard deviations assigned to the

results for the unmodified lattices reflect the increased precision that

could be obtained from the larger number of traverses made in these

lattices. Furthermore, the assemblies containing added absorber rods

showed a more complicated fine structure, with a greatly reduced area

between rods where the flux was relatively flat. Hence, slight foil

positioning errors tended to produce larger deviations from ideal

behavior in the assemblies with added absorbers than in the unmodified

lattices. This factor is particularly important in considering the

results of the radial buckling determinations.
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4.3 THE CALCULATION OF THE SPATIALLY-DEPENDENT THERMAL

NEUTRON SPECTRUM AND THE THERMAL UTILIZATION

Although the present work is mainly experimental in nature, there

are some parameters which are more readily calculated than measured

or which can be measured only with great difficulty. In this connection,

it is useful to be able to calculate the neutron energy spectrum as a

function of position within the assembly, to provide a means of com-

puting spectrum-dependent parameters, such as hardened cross

sections for use in the calculation of the thermal utilization.

4.3.1 Thermal Energy Range - Unmodified Lattices

The various alternatives for calculating the thermal neutron

spectrum as a function of position, in lattices similar to those studied

here, have been considered in detail by P. Brown (BR 1) and R. Simms

(SI 1). Excellent agreement with experiment has been observed when

the thermalization transport theory code THERMOS (HO 1, HO 2) was

used in its modified one-dimensional form (HO 3). An independent

investigation of the usefulness of THERMOS is offered by the work of

Salah and Parkinson (SA 2). A thermal neutron beam extracted from

various points in a subcritical, natural uranium fueled, heavy water

moderated lattice was analyzed with a crystal spectrometer; excellent

agreement with the results of THERMOS was reported. In view of

these findings, this code was used extensively in the present work.

The calculation relates to a "unit cell" of a heterogeneous medium,

infinite in extent. The unit cell is composed of a single fuel rod and

the moderator associated with it. All unit cells are identical; thus,

the neutron distribution throughout an infinite medium is known if the

distribution in the unit cell is known. From considerations of symme-

try, it is possible to specify the neutron distribution throughout the

unit cell (and hence throughout the infinite medium) if the distribution

is known over an appropriately chosen segment of the unit cell. The

smallest such segment is here referred to as the "smallest repeating

cell segment.'

For a lattice of fuel rods on a triangular spacing S, the unit cell

is a hexagon; the length of the sides is 3-1/2 S and the area is
1/ 2

(0.75)1/2 S2. The smallest repeating cell segment is a right triangle,

the area of which is 1/12 that of the unit cell (see Fig. 4.9). The
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Wigner-Seitz approximation consists of replacing the hexagonal bound-

ary of the unit cell by a circle enclosing the same area; the problem

of calculating the neutron distribution becomes a one-dimensional one.

This approximation reduces greatly the effort necessary to calculate

the neutron distribution and has been found to be appropriate in lattices

of the type studied here (BR 1, SI1). For lattices on a triangular

spacing S, the radius of the Wigner-Seitz cell is (3) 14(27-1/2 S, or

0.52504 S.

The THERMOS code, as used here, obtains the space-dependent

thermal neutron spectrum in one-dimensional cylinders by solving the

integral transport equation numerically. Thirty energy groups (up to

0.78 ev) and twenty space points are used. The scattering kernel used

for the moderator is the Nelkin kernel, adapted for heavy water by

Honeck (HO 4). Diagonal elements have been corrected for anisotropic

scattering, in keeping with Simms' conclusions on this point (SI 1).

Free gas kernels are used for the other nuclides present. A spatially

uniform 1/E slowing-down source above 0.78 ev is assumed.

The cell boundary is assumed perfectly reflecting. It has been

found necessary to include an extra cylindrical region outside the cell

proper, composed of a very thin, very dense, fictitious medium of

high scattering cross section (BR 1, SI 1, HO 3). The presence of this

region has the effect of making the spatial distribution of neutrons

reflected back into the cell from the boundaries less dependent on the

neutrons' angle of incidence and greatly improves the agreement with

experiment for tightly-packed lattices. This outer scattering region

was used in all calculations.

The input data to the code consist of the dimensions of the regions

in the cylindrical cell, the concentrations of the several isotopes in

each region, and their cross sections. The input data used are tabu-

lated in Appendix D.

The calculation of spectrally averaged quantities is made by the

edit portion of the code after the spectrum at each space point has

been calculated. The following definitions are used:
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j " vZ(v) N(r, v) dv(21rrdr)

. O (4.7)
1 f f VIvN(r, v) dv(27rrdr)

1 0

f f v" vN(r, v) dv(27rrdr)

= i (4.8)
1 Nrv

f v*, N(r, v) dv(27rrdr)
N.= 1 0 (4.9)

V. =

V.

(27rrdr)

f ~vI vN(r, v) dv(27rrdr)
SO

N(r, v) dv(27rrdr)
1 0

(4.10)

(4.11)

rv4 xt(v)
f 3 vN(r, v) dv(27rrdr)

D mod 0 (4.12)
mod f vN(r, v) dv(27rrdr)

mod 0

In the equations, r is the position coordinate in the cylindrical cell,

v is the neutron velocity, N(r, v) is the space-dependent neutron

spectrum, Z(v) is the energy-dependent reaction cross section, X tr(v)

is the energy-dependent transport mean-free path, and v* is the upper

velocity limit on the integrations. The cross sections used are tabu-

lated in Refs. HO 2 and HU 1. The values of X tr(v) in each of the thirty

energy groups are derived and listed in Ref. PE 1. The integrations

are, of course, replaced by appropriate summations in the numerical

calculations.

The relative reaction rate in region i is .N v. V. If the aver-

ages are understood to be over the fuel rod volume, and the energy

region below the cadmium cutoff, the calculated values of rl and G,

two parameters defined in Sec. 2.3, are:

-fission(U25(

5= 25 -abs(U25) + - abs(U28 (4.13)
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and

GZabs(U28) (4.14)
Zabs(U 2 5 ) + abs(U 2 8 )

The thermal utilization f may be calculated as:

-abs v V
f 0 0 00 , (4.15)

2
yabs -. v.V.

1 1.1 1

i=O

with the subscript notation of Table 2.2. As discussed in Ref. PE 1, a

good estimate of the diffusion coefficient D averaged over the entire

cell is afforded by Eq. (4.12) because of the similarity of Xtr for

the fuel and the moderator. Since the diffusion coefficient

enters the calculation of k, only through the correction factor QS, and

because the results are not strongly dependent on the value of the dif-

fusion coefficient, the estimate afforded by Eq. (4.12) will here be used.

If the lattice average absorption cross section abs(cell) is defined by

Eq. (4.7) with the spatial integration done over the entire cell, a value

of the diffusion area L2 is obtained from the relationship:

L2 = Dmod/ abs(cell) . (4.16)

4.3.2 Thermal Energy Range - Modified Lattices

In lattices modified by the addition of an absorber distributed

homogeneously throughout the moderator, the method of the foregoing

section could be applied for the calculation of the neutron energy

spectrum as a function of position. However, if the lattice is modified

by the addition of lumped absorbers, the treatment must be extended.

Provided that the lumped absorbers are distributed uniformly and

their spacing is equal to the lattice spacing S or an integral fraction

thereof, the hexagonal unit cell remains as described above. Each

such cell is identical and is composed of the central fuel rod, the

surrounding moderator, and one or more lumped absorbers. The size

of the smallest repeating cell segment is generally larger in a modified

lattice, although this need not be true.
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As in the preceding discussion, knowledge of the neutron distri-

bution over the smallest repeating cell segment is sufficient to specify

the distribution throughout an infinite medium. However, neither the

smallest repeating cell segment nor the unit cell is convenient for the

calculation of the thermal neutron distribution in space and energy. It

is more convenient to regard each element as being centered in a

cylindrical cell and carry out independent THERMOS calculations for

each cell.

Determination of Cell Sizes. The sizes of the various cells are no

longer known a priori, as Suich has pointed out (SU 1). They can,

however, be determined a posteriori: on the basis of calculations,

as in the case of Suich's work; or on the basis of measurements, as

is done here. Using heterogeneous source-sink theory, Suich shows

that the cross-sectional area to be assigned to the cell about each

lattice element is directly proportional to the number of absorptions

in the element. In his work, a weakly-absorbing moderator, a uniform

slowing-down source across the cell, and invariance of the cell bound-

aries with neutron energy are assumed; all these assumptions may be

made for the lattices considered here.

These considerations seem to indicate an iterative approach.

Consider an assembly composed of an equal number of fuel rods and

copper rods, uniformly distributed. (Examples of such assemblies in

this work are the 250B1, 250A1, and 175A1 assemblies, shown in

Figs. 3.3, 3.4, and 3.7.) Cell sizes for cylindrical "fuel" and "copper"

cells may be chosen on the basis of Suich's algorithm and reasonable

guesses of the relative absorption in each (see Appendix F), subject

to the requirement that the sum of the fuel cell area and the copper

cell area is equal to the area of a unit cell. Separate THERMOS cal-

culations may then be made for each of the two cells. From these

calculations, a good approximation to the spectrally-averaged absorp-

tion cross sections of the fuel and copper rods is obtained.

In order to scale the relative neutron densities in the decoupled

cells, the results of the microscopic traverses described in Sec. 3.9

are used. The experimental results, and the corrections applied to

account for the effect of neutron leakage, are discussed later in this

section. The corrected distribution is normalized to the distributions
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calculated with the THERMOS code, at the center of each cell, as

described in Appendix E.

New estimates of the relative absorption in the fuel and the copper,

and the thermal utilization, are made next; THERMOS-calculated

cross sections and relative neutron densities based on experiment are

used wherever possible. (In the fuel rod cladding, and the annular

region which surrounds the foils imbedded in the copper rods, the

THERMOS-calculated neutron density distribution is used.) New cell

sizes are calculated, and the THERMOS calculations repeated. Only

two iterations were necessary; convergence was achieved rapidly.

For instance, the value of the thermal utilization taken as an initial

guess for the 250A2 assembly was 0.570; the value obtained from the

first set of calculations was 0.534, and the value obtained from the

second set was 0.533. Since the change in the value of the thermal

utilization resulting from the second set of calculations was less than

the uncertainty associated with it in every case, a third set of calcu-

lations was unnecessary.

Confidence in the iterative method just described is increased by

the fact that values of v at the outer edges of the two cells in the final

calculation always agreed within 0.8% or less; the same is true for Z.

The values of Z., ., N., V., , D5mod, Y, G, f, and L for the

modified lattices were obtained from Eqs. (4.7) to (4.16). The results

of the second set of THERMOS calculations provided the values of Z

and v.; values of N. were derived from observed foil activities where-

ever possible. The analysis was made with the aid of a digital com-

puter; the method is discussed in greater detail in Appendix E.

The generalization to two or more copper rods per unit cell is

straightforward; the rods need not be of the same size.

The Microscopic Traverses. Since the THERMOS calculation to which

the results of the microscopic traverses are compared is made for a

cylindrical cell in an infinite assembly, the observed foil activities had

to be corrected for the effect of neutron leakage from the finite assembly.

The correction was made by dividing all activities by the function J (a.R),0

where R is the radial position of the foil and a is the square root of the

radial buckling (SI 1). Because all foils were near the center of the

assembly, the correction factor deviated from unity by at most 3%.
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Foil activities also had to be corrected for differences in axial position.

All activities were multiplied by the function e-Y((z-zo), where y is the

square root of the axial buckling, z the distance of the foil from the

bottom of the assembly, and z a reference height taken, for conveni-

ence, as 20 inches.

The assumption is made here that the microscopic and macro-

scopic distributions are completely separable in the region where the

microscopic traverses were done, and that the corrections just de-

scribed are sufficient to account for the effects of neutron leakage. In

Ref. CR 1, an inseparability effect peculiar to assemblies with sepa-

rated fuel and absorbers is mentioned; it causes the ratio of the neutron

flux in the fuel to that in the absorbers to vary as the macroscopic dis-

tribution J (o.R). The source of the effect is not described, but a formula

correcting the value of the thermal utilization to the infinite medium

value is given. The ratio of the value of f for an infinite medium to the

value measured in an experiment in the neighborhood of a fuel rod at a

distance Ru from the center of the assembly is given as
u1

[1-A 3 f(1-J~ (aR ) where A is the ratio of thermal absorptions in

the absorber rods to thermal absorptions in the fuel. Since all micro-

scopic traverses were done in the neighborhood of the central fuel rod

of the assembly, the value of Ru is zero, and no correction factor is

necessary.

Two microscopic traverses were made in each assembly, result-

ing in two independent measurements of the relative absorption in all

the materials present. The two values of the thermal utilization agree,

on the average, within 0.45%. The maximum discrepancy is 1.13%.

Difficulties caused by counter malfunctions, and errors in assembling

the central cluster, place the results of both runs in the 175A1B1

assembly in question; the values of the thermal utilization agree with-

in 0.90%. The effect on the value of k, derived for the 175 lattice is

slight and is discussed further in Sec. 5.4.

Two examples of microscopic distributions, corrected for neutron

leakage, are given in Figs. 4.10 and 4.11. The activation distribution

calculated by THERMOS is given for comparison.
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4.4 CALCULATION OF RATIO OF EPITHERMAL AND THERMAL

REACTION RATES (pi, 625)

Although the neutron energy spectrum in the'epithermal energy

range does not need to be treated in great detail, it is necessary to

make some assumptions concerning it because some of the ratios of

epithermal to thermal reaction rates (p, 6 25) appearing in the formula

for the resonance escape probability (Eq. 2.24) have been calculated

rather than measured. Measurements of 625 were made in unmodified

lattices only; p3 for the copper rods was measured only in the 253A2B1

and 253A2 assemblies; and the values of p1 and p 2 , which relate to the

moderator and cladding, were calculated.

The method makes extensive use of the results of the THERMOS

calculations for the fuel and copper cells described in the preceding

subsection, but it is not a part of the THERMOS code and should not

be confused with it.

It is assumed that the epithermal neutron flux varies as 1/E. This

energy dependence is derived in the theoretical treatments of media

with low absorption cross sections, but experiments show that it is

also valid in many practical cases (AN 2), and it is commonly used.

Cross sections are assumed to vary with neutron velocity as 1/v in the

thermal energy region. The cladding and moderator are also treated

as 1/v absorbers in the epithermal region, while U235 and copper are

treated as resonance absorbers. Resonance integrals are derived

from measurements in closely related assemblies.

Consider first the calculation of p1 and p 2 . We have:

vT
f fT 4(r, v) Z (v) dv dr + f f 0 (r, v) Z (v) dv dr
1 v 1iv

P. c v T (4.17)

c 4(r, v) Z (v) dv dr
i 0

The spatial constancy of the absorption cross section Z (v) within the

region i is assumed. The upper limit of the neutron speed in the

thermal region is vc, and that of the highest-energy group in the

THERMOS calculation is vT. From the definition of the neutron flux,

we have:

0(r, v) = vn(r, v) . (4.18)
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The continuous function n(r, v) is approximated in practice (over the

range 0 < v < vT) by the matrix N(K, I) calculated by the THERMOS

code; K is a spatial index relating to the several subregions in

region i, and I is the energy group index (1 < I < 30); N is a density

in both space and velocity. If it is assumed that the epithermal neutron
2

flux varies as 1/E, then the epithermal neutron density varies as 1/v.

The requirement that the neutron density be continuous at vT specifies

the constant of proportionality:

[N(K, 30)] [v30] [v31]
n(r, v)= 2 v c * (4.19)

v

Here, v 3 0 and v 3 1 are the lower and upper velocity limits of the 3 0 th

group of the THERMOS calculation. On the assumption that the velocity

dependence of the absorption cross sections for the cladding and moder-

ator are adequately represented by a 1/v variation, we may write:

Z.v
Z.(v) = 0, 0 < v < 0. (4.20)

1 v

th
Here, Z. is the absorption cross section of the i material for neutrons

i

of energy v . Under these assumptions, Eq. (4.17) may be written in

the form:

[N v.E.V.]30 + Z.v v N(i, 30) V.
_ 1 i i 28 i o 30 1 (4.21)

[N v.EV . ]27
1 i i i1

Here, Eqs. (4.7), (4.9 ), (4.10), and (4.11) have been applied; the sub-

and superscripts on the bracketed expressions refer to the lower and

upper limits of the summation over the discrete spectrum produced by

THERMOS; N(i, 30) is the volume-averaged value of N(K, 30), over

material i. For the 0.020-inch-thick cadmium covers used in the ex-

periments, summation over the first 27 THERMOS groups is appropri-

ate. The upper limit of the thermal energy range is then 0.415 ev.

For a 1/v absorber, if is equal to v9 0, as reference to Eqs.

(4.7), (4.11), and (4.20) will show. This permits the following simple

expression for pi:

-30

[N.]30 + v N(i, 30)

P.= 1 28 3 0 N.,(4.22)
[N.1i1
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Values of all parameters appearing in Eq. (4.22) may be obtained from

the output of the THERMOS code, either directly from the printed output

or from the matrix N(K, I) which is printed and punched on data cards.

The velocity is a dimensionless variable based on 2200 m/sec; for the

usual THERMOS velocity mesh,

v = 1,

v 3 0 = 5.285, (4.23)

v31 = 5.855.

The derivation of the expression for 625 and p 3 is similar to that

just used: Eq. (4.17) is again the defining expression, with the inte-

grations over the volume of the rod in question. Equations (4.18) and

(4.19) also apply. But it is necessary to assume that N(K, 30) is

constant in all parts of the rod; this requirement is met in the cases of

interest here, to within 1.1%. If an effective resonance integral is

defined as:

- foo Z ~)dv
f dr f E (v)

1 v
ERI(i) = c (4.24)

V.
1

for the rod, then Eq. (4.17) may be rewritten in the manner of Eq.

(4.21) as follows:

S[N.viE V.]30 + N(i, 30) v v V. ERI(i)
_ 28 30 31 1 (4.25)

P- - - - - 27

This expression may be further simplified, in the same manner as

Eq. (4.22):

- 30 + v9 3 0 )FERI(i)]

1 28 30 31

p27 (4.26)

11

Equation (4.26) relates pi, the ratio of epithermal to thermal events,

to an appropriate resonance integral, in terms of parameters obtain-

able as before from the THERMOS output.

It has been assumed throughout that only small perturbations in
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the neutron distribution in the epithermal energy range are caused by

the addition of copper rods to the lattices. In particular, the value of

the effective resonance integral is taken as constant. At least one

measurement of pi, e. g. from measured cadmium ratios, is necessary

to establish the value of ERI(i) in an assembly for which a THERMOS

calculation is available. Once this is done, values of pi may be calcu-

lated in any similar assemblies for which THERMOS calculations have

been performed.

It is important that parameters measured in finite assemblies be

corrected by means of an equation analogous to Eq. (2.26) to their

infinite medium values, since the foregoing treatment does not other-

wise account for the effect of leakage.

The assumptions made in the course of these two derivations would

appear to limit their usefulness severely. To test the method, values

of (ERI/Z) were calculated from the measured values of P28; results

are given in Table 4.7. Although, in this case, the assumptions appear

least applicable, no value deviated more than 8.2% from the mean.

When the mean value of ERI/Z for each rod type was used to calculate

values of p 2 8 for each assembly, no value deviated more than 8.7%

from the measured value; the r m s value of the deviations was 3.9%

(see Table 4.7). The method was, therefore, considered to be suf-

ficiently accurate for use in the present application, as the following

considerations show.

The resonance escape probability is calculated from Eq. (2.24):

1+ E ~ 1 _ _28 1

C v 28 - 1 28 Pfp 8 . (4.27)

3 62 5(1l+a2 5 )n(1-G)
1 + Ir Ysf P28 G+ p Ai + v 2V2 5

The value of the second term in the numerator is always less than

0.0027 here, so that the value of p is almost completely determined

by the second term in the denominator. In the 250 and 175 assemblies,

the term p2 8G accounts for 62% to 83% of the value of the second term

in the denominator; measured values of p 2 8 with uncertainties less

than 2% are available for all the assemblies, and the values of the p

and 625 terms are calculated. If an upper limit on the uncertainty in
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TABLE 4.7

Measured and Calculated Value of p 2 8

ERI Calculated Deviation of

Measured z Calculated Value
Assembly Value (See Value of P28 from Measured

of p 2 8  Note 1) (See Note 2) Value (%)

250 0.234 2.473 0.239 + 1.9

250B1 0.247 2.495 0.249 + 1.0

250A1 0.262 2.687 0.246 - 6.0

250B2 0.272 2.637 0.260 - 4.3

250A2 0.291 2.314 0.317 + 8.7

175 0.475 2.518 0.489 + 2.9

175A1 0.527 2.653 0.515 - 2.2

175A1B1 0.592 2.604 0.589 - 0.4

253 1.358 2.181 1.374 + 1.2

253A2 1.407

253A2B1 1.442 2.235 1.425 - 1.2

Note 1: Value of E based on measured value of p 2 8 '

Note 2: Average value of ERI] used for each lattice:

Lattice

250
175
253

2.521
2.592
2.208
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these terms, due to the method of calculation, is taken as 5%, the un-

certainty in the expression in brackets in the second term in the

denominator is 2.2% at most; the resulting uncertainty in the value of

p is limited to less than 0.22%. In the 253 lattice and the two 253

assemblies, the term p2 8 G accounts for '81% to 85% of the resonance

absorptions. The two measured values of p2 8 have uncertainties of

1.9% and 2.1%. Assuming the p28G term to be known, in all three

cases, within 4.0%, the measured values of the p 3A 3 term to within

2.0%, and the calculated values of the p and 625 terms within 5%, the

uncertainty in the expression in brackets in the second term in the

denominator is 3.5% at most. The resulting uncertainty in the value

of p is 1.0% or less.

The value of the expression (1+625) is also obtained from the

values of 625 calculated for each of the assemblies. An uncertainty

of 5% in the calculated values results in an uncertainty in the value of

(1+625) which varies from 0.11% to 0.44%.

The method just described has advantages over other methods in

which a maxwellian spectrum is joined to a "1/E tail." First, the

assumption of a maxwellian is unnecessary, since the THERMOS-

calculated spectrum is used. Second, there is no problem of deciding

how and where to join the two spectra; the THERMOS calculation

carries the spectrum into the 1/E region.

4.5 LEAST SQUARES FITTING

As stated in Chap. II, the values of the parameters appearing in

Eq. (2.28) are obtained by a least squares fitting process. Each

parameter is plotted against the material buckling, and a first or

second degree polynomial is fitted to the data. The leading (constant)

term of the polynomial is taken as the best estimate of the value of the

parameter for an assembly with zero material buckling. Points were

not weighted in the fitting process. 1
The variations in the correction terms , &+6)

(A'-A,), and (A' 2 ) over the entire range of bucklings are so

small (see Tables 5.3 and 5.8) that the polynomial order is not of great

consequence in determining the value of these quantities at zero buck-

ling. The degree of fit was calculated each time a least squares fit

was made, and the fit corresponding to a minimum value of this quantity

was used. The degree of fit is defined as:
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M
(x -P ) 2

i=1 ,(4.28)
M -N-1

where x. is a data point, M is the number of such data points, N the

order of the polynomial approximation to the data, and P the value of

the polynomial at point i (WO 2).

The quantity A determines the value of k almost completely,

and thus it is important that an appropriate function be fitted to the

measured and calculated values of A3 in the several assemblies.

Assume that the material buckling B is related to k by Eq. (2.31)
m 0

and that thermal neutron absorptions in cladding and moderator may

be neglected, so that the expression for the thermal utilization, f,

(Eq. (2.18)) becomes (1+A 3 )~ . If the spectral perturbation is small,

the diffusion area of the modified lattices is approximated by the

quantity fL 2, where L2 is the diffusion area of the unmodified lattice.

The Fermi age, -r, may be presumed constant (see Appendix G).

Substitution of these expressions for the thermal utilization and the

diffusion area into Eq. (2.31), and use of Eq. (2.7) for k., leads to

the result,

A3 = Ep(1+ 6
2 5 )[1 - +rB - . . .] - (1+L B2) , (4.29)

A 3 = [rEp(1+6 2 5 )-1] - [L2 +rep(1+62 5 )]B2 +

1 2 4 _A
+ [-qep(1+6 2 5 )r ]B - . . . , .(4j30)

Because the magnitude of the quantity TB2 is always less than 0.2 here,

the series in brackets in Eq. (4.29) converges quickly. It is evident

from this equation that, in this approximation at least, a polynomial of

low degree in B2 should correlate the data well. Polynomials of degree

one, two, and three were tried in the fitting process on the data from

the 250 assemblies; the degree of fit was minimal for a second degree

polynomial. Accordingly, second degree polynomials were used to

obtain the value of A .

It may therefore be reasonably assumed that the fitting process

itself does not introduce significant errors into the fitted value of A .
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To ascertain the effect on the value of A" of the uncertainty in the3
buckling value of a particular assembly, the least squares analysis

by which A4 was determined was repeated twice, once with the buck-

ling for the assembly in question equal to the observed value plus one

standard deviation, and once with the buckling equal to the observed

value minus one standard deviation. The average change in the value

of A0 is the uncertainty in the fitted value caused by the uncertainty in

the buckling value of the assembly in question. To obtain the standard

deviation of the value of A , the uncertainty caused by the uncertain-3,
ties in the buckling values and A 3 values for each of the assemblies

was evaluated; since these are independent, the total uncertainty was

calculated as the square root of the sum of their squares.
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CHAPTER V

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of the investigation are given in this chapter. Sections

5.1 to 5.5 concern the determination of k, for the three lattices studied

(250, 175, 253). For the sake of comparison, values of measured and

calculated parameters (HE 4, HE 5) for the 125 lattice are also given,

although this lattice was not studied as part of the present work.

Section 5.6 concerns the measurement of the age and the diffusion

area; the results of the exploratory experiments on the two-region

assembly are given in Sec. 5.7. The conclusions drawn from the work

are given in Sec. 5.8.

5.1 BUCKLING

The determination of the material buckling is discussed in Secs.

2.1.3 and 4.2. The results are listed in Table 5.1. The extrapolated

radius R corresponding to the measured value of the radial buckling

is also given in Table 5.1. The D 20 temperature during the measure-

ments varied from a reference value of 25 0 C by no more than 5*C. In

independent work on the Heavy Water Lattice Project, the dependence

of the material buckling on temperature has been studied. The

material buckling of a lattice identical to the 250 lattice (except for its

enrichment, which was 1.027%) was measured at 18 0 C, 27 0 C, and 60'C

(HE 4). The temperature coefficient of the buckling (B 2/aT) was less

than 1.8 ILB/OC. Thus, any corrections to the measured bucklings

would be less than 9 4B, which is insignificant in comparison to the

uncertainty already assigned to most of them.

The moderator purity for each lattice is listed in Table 3.1.

Measurements of the variation of material buckling with moderator

purity have not been undertaken. The variation of the moderator purity

over the course of the work on any one lattice is smaller (0.01%) than

the uncertainty(0.03%) in the measured values of the purity, rendering

such corrections insignificant in the present study.

The values of the radial buckling for the modified assemblies are
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TABLE 5.1

Measured Bucklings

Radial Extrapolated Axial Material
Designator Buckling Radius Buckling Buckling

(p.B) (cm) ([iB) (riB)

250 2403 ± 16 (10) 49.00 1396 ± 7 (8) 1007 ± 17

250B1 2410 ± 19 (3) 48.99 1997 ± 9 (6) 413 ± 21

250A1 2307 ± 89 (3) 50.07 2313 ± 16 (4) -6 ± 90

250B2 2388 ± 11 (3) 49.21 2512 ± 4 (4) -124 ± 12

250A2 2353 ± 43 (4) 49.57 3073 ± 22 (4) -720 ± 48

175 2418 ± 4 (10) 48.90 1013 ± 12 (10) 1405 ± 13

175A1 2327 ± 19 (3) 49.85 2309 ± 35 (4) 18 ± 40

175A1B1 2229 ± 30 (2) 50.94 3083 ± 15 (5) -854 ± 34

125' 2392 ± 6 (14) 49.17 948 ± 8 (7) 1444 ± 10

253 2364 i 8 (5) 49.40 1395 ± 7 (9) 969 ± 11

253A2 2313 ± 74 (1) 50.01 2125 ± 12 (3) 188 ± 75

253A2B1 2353 ± 76 (3) 49.57 2339 ± 14 (3) 14 ± 77

Note: The number in parentheses following the radial and axial buck-
ling values is the number of independent measurements of the
value that were made.

See Ref. HE 4.
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lower than the values for the unmodified lattice in all cases but one,

although the difference is generally less than two standard deviations.

This is in keeping with the observation that values of the radial buck-

ling measured in lattices are lower than those measured in pure moder-

ator. The value of the radial buckling measured in pure moderator in

the tank used for these measurements has been measured and found to

be 2539±2 pB (HA 1, HE 3).

The uncertainties assigned to the values of the material buckling

of the lattices without added absorber are smaller than those assigned

to the values for the modified lattices, chiefly because of the larger

number of experiments done in the former, as discussed at the end of

Sec. 4.2.2. The three measured values of the radial buckling in the

250A1 assembly did not agree well, and the large uncertainty calcu-

lated reflects this fact. The same is true of the radial buckling value

of the 253A2B1 assembly. The radial buckling value of the 175A1B1

assembly appears suspiciously low; only two measurements are

available (2214 B and 2241 paB). As noted previously (see Table 3.5),

only one measurement of the radial buckling was made in the 253A2

assembly. The uncertainty assigned is the average value of the

standard deviation for a single observation of the radial buckling in

the other assemblies, for which three or more measurements are

available.

The effect of these uncertainties on the measured values of k, is

discussed in Sec. 5.4.

5.2 PARAMETERS CHARACTERIZING THE THERMAL ENERGY
REGION

The values of rl, ID, Z (cell), and L 2, calculated for each of the
a s

lattices and assemblies by means of Eqs. (4.15), (4.14), (4.9), and

(4.18), respectively, are listed in Table 5.2. No value of D for the
2

125 lattice was available; the value of L for a similar lattice with
5

slightly lower enrichment (1.027%) was used (DA 1). Values of G

calculated by means of Eq. (4.16) are in Table 5.3, as are values of

the A and f determined by the combination of measurement and cal-

culation described in Sec. 2.3.3. The subscript 4 refers to the clad-

ding on the copper rods. Absorption in the H 2 0 present in the heavy

water is included in the A term (and, incidentally, accounts for



TABLE 5.2

Parameters Characterizing the Thermal Energy Region (I)

Neutron Average Diffusion

Designator Regeneration Diffusion Macroscopic Absorption Area
Factor Coefficient Cross Section 2

()(D) ((Z a (c ell)) s

(cm) (cm~ 1) (cm )

250 1.5319 0.8623 0.003270 264

250B1 1.5314 0.8659 0.004148 209

250A1 1.5311 0.8678 0.004504 192

250B2 1.5309 0.8688 0.004835 180

250A2 1.5303 0.8726 0.005768 151

175 1.5300 0.8745 0.006446 136

175A1 1.5284 0.8844 0.008925 99

175A1B1 1.5276 0.8895 0.010195 87

125 1.5265 0.011915 74

253 1.4408 0.9128 0.01775 51

253A2 1.4392 0.9204 0.02046 46

253A2B1 1.4388 0.9226 0.02142 44
I'

I.



TABLE 5.3

Parameters Characterizing the Thermal Energy Region (II)

Ratio of Absorptions in Various Materials to Absorptions in Fuel

Copper 238
Designator Moderator Fuel Rod Copper Rod U Thermal

Cladding Cladding Utilization

(A 1 ) (A 2 ) (A 3 ) (A 4 ) (G) (f)

250 0.03433 0.01609 0. 0. 0.2606 0.9520

250B1 0.03314 0.01609 0.2490 0.00377 0.2607 0.7681

250A1 0.03401 0.01609 0.4057 0.00473 0.2608 0.6847

250B2 0.03341 0.01609 0.4905 0.00742 0.2608 0.6463

250A2 0.03350 0.01609 0.8178 0.00954 0.2609 0.5328

175 0.01716 0.01609 0. 0. 0.2610 0.9678

175A1 0.01666 0.01608 0.4043 0.00471 0.2614 0.6936

175A1B1 0.01643 0.01608 0.6198 0.00826 0.2616 0.6022

125 0.00743 0.01624 0. 0. 0.2619 0.9769

253 0.00536 0.00624 0. 0. 0.3022 0.9885

253A2 0.00504 0.00623 0.1271 0.00147 0.3025 0.8773

253A2B1 0.00494 0.00622 0.1673 0.00208 0.3026 0.8470
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approximately 77% of that term). Thermal neutron absorption in the

air in the gap between the fuel and the cladding was calculated to be

0.00172% of the absorption in the fuel in the 250 and 175 assemblies,

and 0.00048% of the absorption in the fuel in the 253 assemblies.

These absorptions were neglected in the calculation of the thermal

utilization.

5.3 PARAMETERS CHARACTERIZING THE EPITHERMAL ENERGY
REGION

The values of R 3 ' p3 , R 2 8 ' P2 8' p1 ' P 2 -' P4 625, and 628 are

listed in Tables 5.4 to 5.6. Measured parameters are listed in Tables

5.4 and 5.5; calculated parameters are given in Table 5.6. The values

of the parameters listed are those associated with the finite assembly.

Measured values of R 3 , the cadmium ratio for a copper rod, are

given in Table 5.5, together with the corresponding values of p 3 . The

value of ERI appropriate for use in Eq. (4.28) was found to be 0.2673

for the A copper rods, and 0.2517 for the B copper rods. The subscript

(oo) indicates that the value of p3 obtained with this value of (ERI is

that for an infinite lattice; it must be corrected, as indicated in Sec. 4.4,

to obtain the value for a finite assembly.

The calculated value of p 2 8 for the 253A2 assembly is given in

Table 5.6; the resonance integral used is given in Table 4.7. Values

of p (for i=1, 2, and 4) obtained from Eq. (4.24) are listed in Table 5.6.

Values of 625 are also given in Table 5.6. Equation (4.28) was

used, with a value of (ERI of 0.1146 for the 250 assemblies, a value

of 0.1194 for the 175 assemblies, and a value of 0.1178 for the 253

assemblies. The first two values were derived from the measurements

in the 250 and 175 lattices, the latter from measurements in a lattice

identical to the 253 lattice in every respect except for the spacing. The

spacing was 5 inches, and the measured value of 625 was 0.0299 ±

0.0004 (HE 6).

5.4 CALCULATION OF k00

In Secs. 2.1 to 2.4, the neutron multiplication factor for an infinite

medium, k00 , was discussed, and two independent methods for

measuring it were described. For convenience of reference, values of

k00 determined with Eqs. (2.28) or (2.30) are here denoted k001 ; values



TABLE 5.4

Measured Parameters Characterizing the Epithermal Energy Region (I)

Ratio of Epithermal Ratio of Epithermal
Fissions of U-235 Ratio of Fissions Cadmium Absorptions in U-238

to Thermal Fissions of U-238 Ratio to Thermal Absorptions
Designator of U-235 to Fissions of U-235 for U-238 in U-238

2 (628) (R28) ) 28

250 0.0163 ± 73 0.0164 ± 1 5.268 ± 94 0.2343 ± 51

250B1 0.0156 ± 5 5.048 ± 13 0.2470 ± 8

250A1 0.0169 ± 10 4.821 ± 24 0.2617 ± 16

250B2 0.0171 ± 3 4.676 ± 42 0.2720 ± 31

250A2 0.0173 ± 3 4.434 ± 29 0.2912 ± 24

175 0.0334 ± 16 0.0205 ± 3 3.105 ± 23 0.4750 ± 52

175A1 2.897 ± 24 0.5271 ± 67

175A1B1 0.0237 ± 39 2.690 ± 25 0.5917 ± 87

125 0.0579 ± 11 0.0265 ± 7 2.230 ± 18 0.8130 ± 119

253 0.0615 ± 21 1.736 ± 14 1.358 ± 26

253A2

253A2B1 0.0630 ± 31 1.693 ± 15 1.442 ± 31
I.
I.
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TABLE 5.5

Measured Parameters Characterizing the
Epithermal Energy Region (II)

Copper Ratio of Epithermal
Rod Cadmium Ratio Absorptions to

Designator Type for Rod Thermal Absorptions

(R 3 ) 3

253A2 A 8.19 ± 0.09 0.1392 ± 0.0017

253A2B1 A 7.81 ± 0.09 0.1468 ± 0.0019

253A2B1 B 8.53 ± 0.27 0.1328 ± 0.0048

of k, determined with the four-factor formula, Eq. (2.7), are denoted

k o2'

The values of rj and f from Tables 5.2 and 5.3, and the values of

e, p, and (1+625) obtained by means of Eqs. (2.8), (2.24), and (2.26),

by using data in Tables 5.1 to 5.6, are given in Table 5.7. All parame-

ters are those associated with an infinite medium. The value of the

fast fission factor, e, for the 175A1 and 253A2 assemblies was calcu-

lated by assuming a linear variation of E with material buckling. The

factors (rl/n'), (p/p'), (e/E'), and 1+625 are obtained directly from

1+25 )
them, and are listed in Table 5.8. These factors were fit to first or

second degree polynomials as explained in Sec. 4.5, in order to obtain

the value of each factor at zero buckling. These values ((I/r 0 ),

(c/E 0 ), etc.) have also been included in Table 5.8; they are the cor-

rection factors which appear in Eq. (2.28). The correction factors

appearing in Eq. 2.30 are given in Table 5.9.

As stated in Sec. 4.5, the value of k0 , is determined almost com-

pletely by the value of A , which is the ratio of thermal neutron

absorptions in copper to thermal neutron absorptions in fuel, for an

assembly with zero material buckling. Figures 5.1 to 5.3 show the
2

variation in A3 with material buckling, Bm, for the three lattices

studied. The standard deviations of the values of A3 were calculated

from the uncertainties in the cross sections of copper and uranium,



TABLE 5.6

Calculated Parameters Characterizing the Epithermal Energy Region

Ratio of Epithermal Absorptions to

Ratio of Epithermal Ratio of Epithermal Thermal Absorptions, in Various Materials

Fissions of U-235 Absorptions in U-238 Copper
to Thermal Fissions to Thermal Absorptions Fuel Rod Rod

Designator of U-235 in U-238 Moderator Cladding Copper Cladding

(625) 28 1(P 2) 3) 4

250 0.01268 0.01402

250B1 0.0170 0.01566 0.01817 0.02134 0.01356

250A1 0.0168 0.01782 0.02037 0.02540 0.01735

250B2 0.0177 0.01891 0.02156 0.02546 0.01847

250A2 0.0216 0.02303 0.02624 0.03416 0.02333

175 0.02619 0.02857

175A1 0.0351 0.03719 0.04147 0.05384 0.03677

0.06490

175A1B1 0.0405 0.04400 0.04872 (A rod) 0.04455
0.06179
(B rod)

125 0.04529 0.04860

253 0.1079 0.08479 0.10102

253A2 0.1105 1.407 0.09823 0.11724 0.09394

253A2B1 0.1119 0.10235 0.12211 0.09801
a)



TABLE 5.7

Values of Yn, E, p, f, and 1+625 Based on Measured and Calculated Parameters

Neutron Fast Resonance Resonance
Regeneration Fission Escape Thermal Fission

Designator Factor Factor Probability Utilization Factor

(rj) (E) (p) (f) (1+625)

250 1.532 ± 28 1.0117 ± 4 0.9530 ± 41 0.9520 ± 15 1.0116 ± 52

250B1 1.531 ± 28 1.0110 ± 5 0.9473 ± 36 0.7681 ± 19 1.0149 ± 67

250A1 1.531 ± 28 1.0119 ± 8 0.9412 ± 37 0.6847 ± 23 1.0168 ± 75

250B2 1.531 ± 28 1.0120 ± 4 0.9411 ± 37 0.6463 ± 24 1.0177 ± 79

250A2 1.530 ± 28 1.0122 ± 4 0.9398 ± 36 0.5328 ± 28 1.0216 ± 97

175 1.530 ± 28 1.0147 ± 5 0.9055 ± 47 0.9678 ± 8 1.0242 ± 17

175A1 1.528 ± 28 1.0159 ± 18 0.8861 ± 20 0.6936 ± 25 1.0350 ± 17

175A1B1 1.528 ± 28 1.0167 ± 27 0.8807 ± 23 0.6022 ± 35 1.0405 ± 19

125 1.527 ± 28 1.0190 ± 7 0.8374 ± 75 0.9769 ± 13 1.0450 ± 24

253 1.441 ± 26 1.0439 ± 20 0.7105 ± 54 0.9885 ± 3 1.0927 ± 49

253A2 1.439 ± 26 1.0444 ± 25 0.6953 ± 81 0.8773 ± 13 1.1073 ± 56

253A2B1 1.439 ± 26 1.0445 ± 25 0.6896 ± 52 0.8470 ± 17 1.1117 ± 58
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TABLE 5.8

Ratios Used in the Determination of Correction Factors

Ratio of Ratio of Ratio of Ratio of
Neutron Resonance Fast Resonance

Regeneration Escape Fission Fission
Designator Factors Probabilities Factors Factors

1+625
(ri/r') (p/p') (c/c') 1+6'~

25)

250 1. 1. 1. 1.

250B1 1.00031 1.0061 0.0006 0.9967

Value for a
hypothetical 1.00054 1.0114 0.9999 0.9947
zero buckling
assembly

250A1 1.00051 1.0125 0.9998 0.9949

250B2 1.00065 1.0126 0.9997 0.9940

250A2 1.00101 1.0141 0.9995 0.9902

175 1. 1. 1. 1.

175A1 1.00105 1.0219 0.9988 0.9896

Value for a
hypothetical 1.00106 1.0221 0.9988 0.9895
zero buckling
assembly I

175A1B1 1.00160 1.0282 0.9980 0.9843

253 1. 1. 1. 1.

253A2 1.00106 1.0219 0.9995 0.9868

253A2B1 1.00140 1.0304 0.9994 0.9829

Value for a
hypothetical 1.00143 1.0311 0.9994 0.9826
zero buckling
assembly I
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TABLE 5.9

Correction Factors for.Use in Equation (2.30)

Ratio of Ratio of Ratio of Ratio of
Neutron Resonance Fast Resonance

Regeneration Escape Fission Fission
Designator Factors Probabilities Factors Factors

+6'

(1+625

250B1 1.0002 1.0053 0.9992 0.9979

250A1 1.0000 0.9988 1.0001 0.9998

250B2 0.9999 0.9987 1.0002 1.0007

250A2 0.9995 0.9973 1.0004 1.0045

175A1 1.0000 1.0002 1.0000 0.9999

175A1B1 0.9995 0.9941 1.0008 1.0052

253A2 1.0003 1.0090 0.9999 0.9958

253A2B1 1.0001 1.0007 1.0000 0.9997

and the uncertainty (based on counting statistics) in the relative

thermal neutron density in copper and uranium. The 1.1% uncertainty

in the thermal neutron cross section of copper dominates; the maxi-

mum uncertainty in A 3 is 1.4%. The second degree polynomial fitted

to the data is shown in Figs. 5.1 to 5.3.

The determination of the value of A and its standard deviation is3
discussed in Sec. 4.5. The value calculated for the 250 lattice was

0.423 ± 0.017, the value for the 175 lattice 0.409 ± 0.011, and the value

for the 253 lattice 0.171 ± 0.027. The large uncertainty in the material

buckling of the 250A1 assembly, discussed in Sec. 5.1, accounts for

most of the uncertainty in the value of A for the 250 lattice. The least-3
squares analysis of the A3 data for these assemblies was repeated, with

the 250A1 data point omitted (see Fig. 5.4). The degree of fit associated

with the second degree polynomial fitted to the data was smaller by a

factor of five than that associated with the polynomial fitted to all five

data points (Fig. 5.1), suggesting that a more reliable estimate of A 3
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may be derived by omission of the 250A1 data. The value of A calcu-

lated is 0.435 ± 0.007; this value of A was used for the calculation of

k.1 for the 250 lattice.

As stated in Sec. 4.3.2, the value of A3 for the 175A1B1 assembly

is open to question because of difficulties with experimental equipment.

The calculated uncertainty takes account of the discrepancy between

the two independent measurements of A3 made in this assembly.

The value of the radial buckling for this assembly is discussed in

Sec. 5.1; the fact that the curve of Fig. 5.2 is concave downward,

rather than concave upward as the curves of Figs. 5.1, 5.3, and 5.4

are, is another reason for thinking that the radial buckling value of

this assembly is indeed too low. (The predicted shape of the curves is

discussed in Sec. 4.5.)

The analysis of the data from the 175 assemblies was repeated

with the 175A1B1 data omitted; a linear extrapolation was used to

obtain the value of A . The change in the calculated value of A was

0.12%, indicating that the calculated value of ko 1 is insensitive to

inclusion or omission of the 175A1B1 data. The value of A calculated

from all three data points has been used.

Table 5.10 contains the values of k0 1 and k o 2 . The uncertainty in

the values of k00 is determined by the uncertainty in A , which varies

from 1.6% to 15.8%. The term (A (A-A.) is at most 0.4% of the

i=1, 2, 4

term in which it appears; hence, uncertainties introduced by this term

may be neglected. The multiplicative correction factors which account

for the change in the values of E, p, and(1+6 2 5 )also contribute uncer-

tainties small in comparison with that contributed by the A 0 term

because they consist of ratios of the form, 1+y, where y and x are

nearly equal. Because the values of these ratios are near unity, they

are insensitive to systematic errors which affect both x and y equally

or nearly equally, such as changes in the values of v 2 5 , v 2 8 , Ca2 8 , and

the various cross sections used in the calculation of the correction

factors. The multiplicative correction factor which accounts for the

change in the value of rl is independent of the value of v25 and the
235

fission cross section of U . Because this correction factor deviates

from unity by at most 0.16%, uncertainties in the absorption cross

sections of U238 and U235 introduce no significant uncertainties into

this factor.
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TABLE 5.10

Values of the Multiplication Factor k,

Source of Value of k__

Designator Equation (2.28) Equation (2.30) Equation (2.7)

250 1.429 ± 0.007 1.422 ± 0.028

250B1 1.148 ± 0.007 1.143 ± 0.023

250A1 1.020 ± 0.010 1.015 ± 0.021

250B2 0.963 ± 0.005 0.959 ± 0.020

250A2 0.796 ± 0.006 0.792 ± 0.017

175 1.416 ± 0.011 1.393 ± 0.026

175A1 1.004 ± 0.009 0.988 ± 0.018

175A1B1 0.871 ± 0.012 0.857 ± 0.017

125 1.330 ± 0.027

253 1.187 ± 0.027 1.154 ± 0.023

253A2 1.044 ± 0.027 1.015 ± 0.024

253A2B1 1.003 ± 0.026 0.976 ± 0.020

The uncertainties in the values of ko2 are calculated from the

uncertainties in v25, v28, a2 cross sections, in the measured

parameters 628' P28' 625' P 3 , and in the measured relative thermal

neutron density in the copper rods.

The values of ko, reported in Table 5.10 are in good agreement,

within the quoted uncertainties, although the values of koj are con-

sistently higher than those of koo2'

5.5 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

As discussed in Sec. 5.4, the values of ko 1 depend chiefly on the

measured values of the material buckling, on the measured thermal

neutron disadvantage factor of the fuel (relative to the added absorber),

and on the values of the thermal neutron absorption cross sections for

the fuel and absorber. The values of ko02 depend chiefly on the

measured ratios p 2 8 , 625, and 6 28, on the values of the absorption

cross sections for the fuel, moderator, and cladding, and the fission
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cross section of the fuel; and on the values of v25 and v 28. Strong

efforts have been made by different workers to eliminate sources of

systematic error from both methods for determining k,; the two values

of k.,, given for each assembly in Table 5.10 are in agreement within

statistical uncertainties in every case. This lends confidence in both

methods for measuring k., at least for lattices composed of slightly

enriched uranium metal fuel and heavy water moderator, with

moderator-to-fuel ratios between 10 and 100. However, because there

are fewer sources of error in the measurement of k 1,,, these results

are likely to be more trustworthy.

The results for the 250 and 175 lattices show that values of kee

with uncertainties between 0.5% and 1.0% can be measured by making

use of thermal neutron absorbers in the manner described. These

uncertainties are smaller than those associated with values of koo2

which range from 1.9% to 2.0%; this is another reason for preferring

the values of k The uncertainty in the value for the 253 lattice

(2.3%) shows, however, that such precision is achieved only when accu-

rate values of the material buckling are obtained.

The uncertainty in (k001-1) is 1.6% for the 250 lattice, 2.6% for the

175 lattice, and 14.4% for the 253 lattice. The "null reactivity" method

of measuring k o, developed at the Physical Constants Testing Reactor

(PCTR), was discussed in Sec. 1.2; R. E. Heineman (HE 9) has noted

that such measurements yield an accuracy of about 3% in (k 0,-1). The

null reactivity technique was also used by T. C. Engelder et al. (EN 1),

to measure the multiplication factors of lattices fueled with UO2 and

UO2-ThO2 and moderated with mixtures of D20 and H2O; the quoted

uncertainties in Ref. EN 1 range from 3.3% to 8.3% in (k 0,-1). It may

be concluded that the use of added absorbers in subcritical assemblies,

as described here, can result in measurements of (k,-1) as accurate

as those obtained with the null reactivity technique, if the buckling

measurements are sufficiently precise.

It was pointed out in Sec. 2.6.1 that the measurements made here

may be treated as measurements of any one of the factors appearing

in Eq. (2.7). It is of interest, for reasons discussed below, to use the

results to calculate a value of the neutron regeneration factor, r). If

the right-hand sides of Eqs. (2.7) and (2.28) are equated, and the

resulting equation is solved for il, we obtain:
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(5.1)
\ 0 30 1 +625

This equation is simply a statement of the fact that the value of the

multiplication factor k, is unity for an assembly with zero material

buckling.

Equation (5.1) is of interest because direct measurements of r0 in

a lattice spectrum are not easily made (CR 1); values calculated with

an equation like Eq. (2.11) are usually used. The uncertainties assigned

to such values generally range from 1% to 2%, owing to uncertainties in

the values of v25 and in the fission and absorption cross sections of the

fuel (DA 1). Values of -0 calculated with Eq. (5.1) are independent of

these sources of error, however; if the buckling measurements are

sufficiently precise, as is the case here with the 250 and 175 lattices,

the uncertainty in the value of 7 is smaller than the uncertainty in

values calculated with Eq. (2.11),

The values of ra calculated for the 250 and 175 lattices with Eq. (2.11)

are 1.532 ± 0.028 and 1.530 ± 0.028, respectively. The values computed

for the same lattices with Eq. (5.1) are 1.525 ± 0.014 and 1.555 ± 0.008,

respectively. The results are in agreement within the calculated uncer-

tainties. Because of this, and because of the small number of experi-

ments, no special significance can be attached to the disagreement

between the values for the 175 lattice, which is somewhat greater than

that between the values for the 250 lattice. The values of rl calculated

with Eq. (5.1) are chiefly of interest because of the smaller uncertainties

associated with them.

5.6 CALCULATION OF DIFFUSION AREA (L2

The use of the available experimental data for the measurement of

the diffusion area and the Fermi age is discussed in Sec. 2.6.2. In this

section, "experimental" values of L 2 obtained from the two-group

and age-diffusion criticality equations, with calculated values of the

Fermi age supplied by H. E. Bliss (BL 2), are given; measured values

of ko 1 and the material buckling were used with Eqs. (2.30) and (2.31);

the results are given in Table .5.11. These may be

compared with the value of L2 calculated with Eq. (4.16); the
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TABLE 5.11

Measured and Calculated Values of the Diffusion Area (L )
for the Unmodified Lattices

2

Lattice Fermi Age Source of Value of L

Designator (r) Eq. (2.30) Eq. (2.31) Eq. (4.16)
2 2 2 2

cm cm cm cm

250 123 ± 3 269 ± 8 261 ± 9 264

175 125 ±3 145 ±7 134 ±7 136

125 129 ± 3 84 ± 16 72 ± 15 74

253 128 ± 3 58 ± 25 51 ± 25 51

values of F and D were obtained by averaging cross-section values

taken from the literature over the spatial and energy distribution cal-

culated by the THERMOS code, as discussed in Sec. 4.3 (see Table 5.2).

The values calculated with Eq. (2.31), which is based on age-diffusion

theory, are in better agreement with the calculated values than are the

values calculated with Eq. (2.30), which is based on two-group theory.

The large uncertainties calculated for the values of L2 for the 125 and

253 lattices are in part a result of the fact that the uncertainties in the

values of k00 for these lattices are larger than those for the 250 and 175

lattices. The values of L2 calculated with Eqs. (2.30) and (2.31) are

roughly proportional to (k,-1); thus they are very sensitive to the

uncertainty in ko,. For instance, in the case of the 250 lattice, if the

value of koo2 is used instead of the value of kolp the uncertainty in the
2  2

values of L2 increases from 8 or 9 cm to 25 or 26 cm

5.7 EXPLORATORY EXPERIMENTS ON TWO-REGION ASSEMBLY

Figure 3.11 is a diagram of the two-region assembly, designated

the 253A2B1(2R) assembly. The outer region was identical to the

unmodified 253 lattice; the pattern of fuel and absorber rods in the

central region was identical to the pattern of the 253A2B1 assembly.

The material buckling values for the outer and inner regions, measured

in independent one-region experiments, are 969 ± 11 [iB and 14 ± 77 p.B,
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respectively. The radius of the inner region, determined with Eq. (4.6),

was 20.28 cm.

5.7.1 Cadmium Ratio

Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the radial activation distributions

measured with bare and cadmium-covered gold foils. Each point

represents the average of two foil activities. The foil holders were

located 71.12 cm above the bottom of the assembly. The traverse with

bare foils shows significant deviations from the asymptotic distribution

for a one-region assembly (J0 Bessel function); the traverse with

cadmium-covered foils does not. Figure 5.7 shows the variation in the

cadmium ratio as a function of radial position within the two-region

assembly. Values obtained from the radial traverses show somewhat

larger uncertainties than those obtained from the axial traverses

because of the uncertainty in the foil holder position discussed in

Sec. 4.2.1. The equilibrium cadmium ratios characteristic of the

unmodified 253 lattice and the 253A2B1 assembly are also shown in

Fig. 5.7 for comparison.

Figure 5.8 shows the variation in the cadmium ratio as a function

of axial position, at three different radial positions. At each position,

equilibrium appears to exist between 45 cm and 100 cm from the

bottom of the assembly, although there is a slight upward trend in the

values measured at a radial position of 22.23 cm. The mean values of

the cadmium ratio, and standard deviation of the mean, are given in

Table 5.12.

TABLE 5.12

Equilibrium Cadmium Ratio
in Two-Region Assembly (253A2B1(2R))

Radial Position Mean Value

(cm)

5.50 3.10 ± 0.02

22.23 3.21 ± 0.02

33.21 3.26 ± 0.02
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The cadmium ratio appears to reach an equilibrium value within a

region approximately 16 cm in diameter, at the center of the assembly.

The three values of the cadmium ratio measured in this region are

3.08 ± 0.08, 3.07 ± 0.03, and 3.10 ± 0.09; the average value, weighted

with the inverse square of the standard deviation, is 3.07 ± 0.03. This

value is 2.7 standard deviations higher than the equilibrium value for

the 253A2B1 one-region assembly.

The question whether or not an equilibrium cadmium ratio is

attained must thus be left open; the most that can be said on the basis

of the experiments done so far is that the value of the cadmium ratio

approaches the value measured in the experiments in the 253A2B1 one-

region assembly, as shown in Fig. 5.7. Further study under a variety

of experimental conditions will be necessary to determine whether an

equilibrium cadmium ratio is achieved over a large enough region so

that measurements of 628, 625' p2 8 , and f can be made in the central

cell of two-region assemblies similar to the one studied here. The

experimental results reported here give some grounds for thinking that

this can be done.

5.7.2 Buckling

Least squares fits to the data from the macroscopic traverses

made in the 253A2B1(2R) assembly were analyzed in the manner
2

described in Sec. 4.2. Values of the radial buckling, a2 , obtained by

least squares fits to various sets of points from the traverse made

with cadmium-covered foils (see Fig. 5.6) are given in Table 5.13; the

sets of points selected are indicated in the table. The results of the

traverse with bare foils do not approach the asymptotic J distribution
20

(see Fig. 5.5); hence, fitted values of C are not meaningful and will

not be presented.
2

The values of the axial buckling, y , obtained from least squares

fits to the measured axial distributions, are given in Table 5.14.

Points less than 45 cm or more than 76 cm from the bottom of the

assembly were not used in the fitting process. The points in this

region were randomly distributed about the fitted distribution

(A sinh y(H 0 -z)) in all experiments but one, the traverse with cadmium-

covered foils at 33.21 cm. It is possible that the foil holder was not

properly engaged in position at the bottom during this experiment, but
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TABLE 5.13

Values of Radial Buckling
for Two-Region Assembly (253A2B1(2R))

Radial Buckling
Points Used (Cadmium-Covered Foils)

(QB)

All seven 2132

Inner six 2115

Inner five 2107

Outer three 2148

TABLE 5.14

Values of Axial Buckling
for Two-Region Assembly (253A2B1( 2R))

RMS Value
Radial Position Axial of Buckling
of Foil Holder Foil Condition Buckling Increment

(cm) ([iB) ([iB)

5.50 Bare 1863 7

5.50 Cadmium covered 1795 5

22.23 Bare 1803 10

22.23 Cadmium covered 1813 9

33.21 Bare 1706 8

33.21 Cadmium covered 1727 20
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this is not thought to be the cause of the deviation from the asymptotic

shape. The position at which the traverses were made was 12.6 cm

from the wall of the tank; it is possible that edge effects, such as fast

neutron reflection from the concrete shielding, are responsible for the

effect observed. Such effects have been investigated at M. I. T. by

D. Goebel (HE 5), and observed at distances up to 12.2 cm from the

tank wall.

As stated in Sec. 2.5, the axial buckling in a two-region assembly

is usually assumed to be constant as a function of radial position, in

calculating the value of the material buckling for the assembly. The low

values given in Table 5.14 for the outermost traverses may be caused by

the edge effects mentioned above. The results of D. Goebel's work show

that the axial buckling would indeed be expected to decrease, for

positions near the edge of the assembly. Of the remaining four measure-

ments, done at interior points, three are in good agreement. The value

of 1863 B measured with bare foils near the center of the assembly

indicates that more experiments are necessary before it can be concluded

that the axial buckling of assemblies like the one studied can be presumed

constant as a function of radial position.

5.8 CONCLUSIONS

The most important conclusion to be drawn from the results pre-

sented in this chapter is that values of k, and Yj can be measured, with

uncertainties between 0.5% and 1.0%, by making use of thermal neutron

absorbers in subcritical assemblies in the manner described in Secs. 2.4

and 2.6.1. The measured values of the 4iultiplication factor (k j) are

independent or nearly independent of many parameters associated with

values of the multiplication factor calculated with the four-factor

formula (ko2); among these are v 2 5 , v28' 625' 628' P2 8, the macro-

scopic fission cross section of the fuel, and all absorption cross

sections except that of the fuel. The values of k0 ,, for the three lattices

studied are in good agreement within experimental uncertainties with

the values of ko2, if account is taken of fission of U235 in the epithermal

energy range. Because the sources of error in the values of k.. 1 are

fewer in number than the sources of error in k0 0 2 , and because the uncer-

tainties calculated for the values of koo1 are smaller than those calculated

for the values of k 0 2 , the values of kooj are believed to be more trust-

worthy.
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The measured values of the neutron regeneration factor, rl, are

independent of the value of v25 and the fission cross section of the fuel;

they are in agreement, within experimental uncertainties, with values

of r) calculated from values of v25 and the ratio of the fission and

absorption cross sections of the fuel (Eq. (2.11) or Eq. (4.13) ), averaged

over the spectrum calculated with a multigroup transport theory code

(THERMOS).

The foregoing conclusions are based on the results of single-region

experiments in a subcritical assembly. Exploratory experiments, dis-

cussed in Sec. 2.5, were made to see if the measurements could be done

in two-region subcritical assemblies. No grounds for belief that the

experiment could not be done in this way were discovered; there is con-

siderable reason to believe, on the basis of the experiments done, that

this can, in fact, be done if the material buckling can be measured in a

two-region subcritical experiment. More measurements will be neces-

sary, however, before a conclusion can be definitely established.

The values of ko.1 were used, in conjunction with a calculated value

of the Fermi age and the measured value of the material buckling, to

obtain values of the diffusion area with the two-group and age-diffusion

criticality equations. The values were compared with values of the dif-

fusion area calculated with Eq. 4.16, using values of the absorption cross

section and diffusion coefficient averaged over the spatial and energy

distribution calculated with the THERMOS code. The values obtained

with the age-diffusion equation were in slightly better agreement with

the calculated values than were those obtained with the two-group equation.

It was found that the uncertainties in the experimental values of the dif-

fusion area were greater by a factor of three if the values of ko0 2 were

used.
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CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR THE FUTURE

The conclusions given in Sec. 5.8 show that the objectives set forth

in Sec. 1.3 have been realized. The work is summarized in this chapter,

and suggestions for future work are given.

6.1 SUMMARY

The first objective of the work was to develop a method for the

measurement of koo, to be based on the Hanford technique described in

Sec. 1.2, but to utilize a subcritical, not a critical, facility. The

method is described in Secs. 2.1 to 2.4, and consists basically of a

determination of the amount of thermal neutron absorber necessary to

reduce the value of the material buckling to zero, or equivalently, to

reduce the value of koo to unity. The value of koo for the lattice without

added absorbers may be computed from the amount of absorber neces-

sary, with Eq. (2.28); correction factors are included for spectral per-

turbations, epithermal absorption in the added absorber, and effects of

the -I-el h e+tg e oif +he " 1a++tc.

There are two important advantages to this method of measuring

koo, as compared with the usual method involving direct use of the four-

factor formula (Eq.(2.7)). The first advantage is that the measured

value is independent of the values of v25 and the macroscopic fission

cross section of the fuel, and nearly independent of the values of v28'

625' 628' P2 8, and all absorption cross sections except those of the

fuel and the added absorber. A second advantage is that higher pre-

cision is possible than with the four-factor formula, since the method

is really a measurement of (koo-1). The measurements can, with equal

validity, be treated as an experimental measurement of 71 (see Sec.

2.6.2); this fact is significant because experimental measurements of

this factor are otherwise difficult to make.

The second objective of the work was to apply the method. Three

lattices were investigated; each consisted of slightly enriched uranium

metal fuel rods immersed in heavy water moderator; the volume ratio
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of moderator to fuel varied from 11.07 to 108.60 (see Sec. 3.2). Solid

copper rods clad in nickel were chosen for use as added absorbers,

for reasons discussed in Secs. 3.3 and 3.4. Diagrams of the nine assem-

blies investigated are given in Chap. III. The following quantities were

measured: the macroscopic activation distribution with gold foils; the

fine structure of the thermal neutron activation distribution with gold

foils; the ratios 625 and 6 28; and the cadmium ratios for gold, U238

and copper, for the assemblies with added absorbers. The techniques

used in these measurements were not new, for the most part. They

are described in Secs. 3.6 to 3.10.

The analysis of the macroscopic activation distributions to obtain

the values of the material buckling of the assemblies with added

absorbers proceeded much as in the now standard way used for unmodi-

fied lattices, with two exceptions (see Sec. 4.2). The first is that the

radial extrapolation distance in units of the mean free path Xtr is

slightly larger for the modified assemblies (2.4 ± 0.3) than it is for the

unmodified lattices (2.0 ± 0.3). The second is that the region of equi-

librium cadmium ratio in the modified lattices is smaller than that in

the unmodified lattices. Because data taken near the top of the assembly

were unusable for this reason, the extrapolated height of the lattice was

taken as the physical height plus the radial extrapolation distance. The

values of the axial buckling are not sensitive to the value chosen for the

extrapolated height.

The multigroup transport theory code THERMOS was used to

obtain calculated, space-dependent spectra in decoupled cylindrical

cells centered on fuel rods and copper rods (see Sec. 4.3.1). Use was

made of a result of heterogeneous source-sink theory given by

J. E. Suich (see Sec. 4.3.2) to determine the cell sizes and normalize

the THERMOS-calculated activation distributions to the experimentally

observed distributions. The calculated spectra were used to obtain

hardened cross sections for use in calculating values of -0, f, and

various thermal reaction rate ratios. A method was developed which

makes use of the THERMOS-calculated spectra, and experimentally

observed ratios of epithermal events to thermal events, to predict

values of the same ratio in assemblies similar to the one in which the

measurement was made (see Sec. 4.4). If the reaction rate cross
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section is assumed to vary with neutron velocity (v) as 1/v throughout

the epithermal energy range, no measurements are necessary. Fair

agreement with experiment was observed when the method was used to
238

predict values of p 2 8 , the ratio of epithermal absorptions in U to
238

thermal absorptions in U ; the method was sufficiently accurate to

be useful for calculating values of 625' and values of the ratio of epi-

thermal absorptions to thermal absorptions in cladding, moderator,

and added absorber.

The results of the investigation show that values of koo and ri can

be measured in the manner proposed, with uncertainties between 0.5%

and 1.0%, if the buckling measurements are sufficiently precise (see

Secs. 5.1 to 5.5). Agreement with values of koo calculated from the

four-factor formula is good if the latter is modified to take into account
235

epithermal fissions in U2. The values of rl obtained from the

measurements were in good agreement with values calculated with

THERMOS-hardened cross sections. The measurement of (koo-1) is

comparable in precision to that of the PCTR technique; this is signifi-

cant because it shows that it is possible to obtain precise measurements

of koo without a critical facility.

A major advantage which the PCTR technique offers is economy of

test lattice fuel; as little as one cell of the test lattice may be used. In

order to investigate the possibility of similar economies in the sub-

critical measurement of koo with added absorbers, exploratory experi-

ments in a two-region assembly were done (see Sec. 2.5). No final

conclusion can be reached on the basis of these experiments, but it

seems likely that the fine structure measurement and the measure-

ments of p 2 8 , 628' and 625 can be done in suitable two-region assem-

blies (see Sec. 5.7). The measurement of the material buckling in a

two-region assembly is the subject of a separate study by another

worker; final conclusions must await completion of this work.

It was found that the uncertainty in "experimental" values of the
2

diffusion area, L , were smaller by a factor of three if the measured

values of koo were used instead of the values obtained with the four-

factor formula (see Sec. 5.6). Criticality equations derived from two-

group theory and age-diffusion theory were used, with calculated

values of the Fermi ageand measured buckling values. The values of

L2 derived from the age-diffusion equation were in slightly better
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agreement with calculated values than were those derived from the two-

group equation.

Simultaneous measurement of both parameters related to neutron

leakage from finite assemblies during slowing down and diffusion (L 2, )

was hampered by the low buckling values of the modified lattices, which

render them unsuitable for determinations of these quantities (see Secs.

2.6.2 and 5.6).

6.2 SUGGESTIONS FOR THE FUTURE

6.2.1 One-Region Measurements

On the basis of the work done to date, it appears that thermal

neutron absorbers can be used in one-region loadings in subcritical

assemblies similar to those investigated here, to obtain measured values

of koo with an accuracy in (koo-1) of 3% or better, and an accuracy of 0.5%

to 1.0% in rY. At M. I. T., one to two weeks of experimentation per lattice,

in addition to the normal experiments in the unmodified lattices, should

provide sufficient data, if the added absorber concentrations are care-

fully chosen (see Appendix F). On the basis of these results, and the

development of Sec. 4.4, it would appear that the parameters R 2 8, 625'

and 628 need only be measured in the unmodified lattice and, at most,

one modified lattice, preferably the one with the lowest buckling value.

Measurements of R 3 in one assembly in each series should suffice; if a

body of effective resonance integral data for each copper rod size is

built up, it may be possible to dispense with this measurement altogether

and rely entirely on the method of Sec. 4.4 for values of p 3 '

The microscopic distribution experiments could be improved by

reducing the number of foils in the moderator, particularly in tightly-

spaced lattices, and increasing the number of foils irradiated on the

rod surfaces. The evidence gathered to date indicates that the THERMOS-

calculated activation distribution in and on the surface of the copper rods

and the fuel rods is in good agreement with the measured distribution.

It may, therefore, be possible to dispense with irradiation of the foils

within the rods, irradiate a number of foils on the rod surfaces instead,

and use the THERMOS results to calculate the distribution within the rod.

One of the most time-consuming aspects of the microscopic experiments

is the loading of foils into the fuel and copper rods; certainly some of
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the microscopic traverses could be done in this way in each assembly.

It was noted in Sec. 5.4 that the uncertainty in koo depends strongly

on the uncertainty in A , the ratio of thermal neutron absorptions in

added absorber to thermal neutron absorptions in fuel, for an assembly

with a material buckling value of zero. The measurement of koo can be
0

improved by reducing the uncertainties in A 3 . Figures 5.1 to 5.4 show

that the value of A is usually more strongly influenced by uncertainties
3

in the values of the material buckling than by uncertainties in the values

of A Table 5.1 shows that increasing the number of buckling measure-

ments would result in considerable improvements in the uncertainties,

the desirability of this has to be weighed against the increased time

necessary for the measurements. If the uncertainties in the values of

the buckling are markedly reduced, then the uncertainties in the values

of A 3 for each assembly will make a more important contribution to the

uncertainty in A . The uncertainty in A3 is dominated by the 1.1%

uncertainty in the microscopic absorption cross section of copper for

thermal neutrons (see Sec. 5.4). Remeasurement of this parameter

with greater precision, or use of a different absorber with a better-

known absorption cross section, would reduce the uncertainties in the

values of A 3 . If substantial reductions in the uncertainty in the absorp-

tion cross section can be made, counting statistics on the foils in the

microscopic traverses will make a more important contribution and

should be improved correspondingly.

The measurements could be improved in some respects by the use

of a homogeneous added absorber, such as boric acid dissolved in the

moderator. The advantages and disadvantages of this, and the reasons

for the use of lumped absorbers here, are discussed in Appendix B.

Improvements in the precision with which koo is measured will

result in corresponding improvements in the uncertainfies in the

"experimental" values of the diffusion area, L As noted in Secs. 2.6.2

and 5.6, and in Appendix G, the requirements for the measurement of
2

koo and the requirements for the simultaneous measurement of L and

'r conflict with each other, so that separate sets of experiments will

probably be necessary if both measurements are to be made.
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6.2.2 Two-Region Measurements

It has been shown that approximately equal precision in the

measurement of (koo-1) may be expected from the Hanford technique

(see Sec. 1.2) and the subcritical measurement described here. The

Hanford technique requires much less fuel, but a critical facility is

necessary, and the so-called "spectral mismatch" problem is

important in the interpretation of the results. Care must be taken to

measure the extent to which the neutron spectrum incident on the central

cell of the reactor differs from the equilibrium spectrum, and correct

the measured values of koo accordingly. The subcritical technique cir-

cumvents the spectral mismatch problem; thus, if enough test fuel is

available for the construction of an exponential assembly, it should

give results as good as those given by the Hanford technique, possibly

at less cost.

In the Introduction, the need for accurate results from assemblies

utilizing minimum amounts of fuel was noted. Accordingly, the next

step in the development of the subcritical measurement of ko should be

a detailed investigation of the two-region experiment. Such measure-

ments involve a spectral mismatch problem just as does the PCTR

measurement, but if theoretical correction factors can be derived, the

mtohodpromise of combining highi pr ck_01is andL%. ecnm in test % L

fuel, as well as the safety and low operating costs associated with an

exponential facility. Some of the alternatives for future experimenta-

tion are given in Table 6.1. One "Type 1" experiment has been done

already; the results are given in Sec. 5.7. Type 1 and Type 2 experi-

ments represent no improvement over the one-region measurement,

since a full subcritical loading of fuel is required; such experiments

will be chiefly of interest in the development of the method. A success-

ful Type 3 experiment is the ultimate objective; problems of theoretical

interpretation will be greatest in this case, but the required amount of

test fuel and added absorber are at a minimum. If Type 3 experiments

cannot be done, a Type 4 experiment would be nearly as useful; by

adding absorbers to the reference region, the differences between the

test and reference region may be made small, and problems of theo-

retical interpretation eased.

The problem deserves further study.



TABLE 6.1

Possible Configurations for Subcritical Two-Region Measurements of koo

Full Subcritical

Experiment Reference Region Test Region Loading of Test Comment

Type Fuel Required?

Lattice I without Large difference

1 added absorbers. Yes between test and
reference regions.

Lattice I with Minimal difference

added absorbers between test and

2 sufficient to make Lattice I with added Yes reference regions.

value of B 2 near absorbers in several
zero. different amounts,

varied to obtain several
values of B 2 near zero.

Lattice II without m Large difference

3 added absorbers. No between test and
reference regions.

Lattice II with Difference between

added absorbers test and reference

sufficient to make N regions depends on

value of B 2 near choice of test and

zero. reference fuel; may
be made small.

Note: Lattice I is the lattice to be investigated; lattice II is a reference lattice presumably available in

large enough amounts so that its characteristics may be established in one-region measurements.
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APPENDIX A

LITERATURE RESEARCH

The purpose of this appendix is to note briefly some references to

work that has been done in areas of interest closely allied to this study.

A.1 MEASUREMENT OF koo AND 1

Experimental determinations of koo are usually made by measuring

quantities such as 628, 625' - 2 8 , and the fine structure of the thermal

neutron distribution, using the measurements to calculate values of E,

p, f, and (1+6 2 5 )in a manner similar to that described in Sec. 2.3, cal-

culating 17, and then computing koo from an equation like Eq. (2.7). The

measurements can be done in critical or subcritical lattices. Other

ways of measuring koo include the Hanford technique, described in

Sec. 1.2, and pulsed neutron experiments (MA 1). A review of measure-

ments of koo and intracell lattice parameters (including rj) in lattices

fueled with uranium and moderated with light water, heavy water, or

graphite is given in Ref. KA 1; the Hanford technique is also discussed.

Another more detailed survey, confined to assemblies moderated with

heavy water, is found in Ref. CR 3; measurements of both ko and 0 are

discussed.

Measurements of koo are being made in Europe with the Hanford

technique; one example is the work done at the Institute of Technology

in Munich by G. Riesch (RI 1).
235

Results of measurements of ri as a function of energy for U and

other nuclides are given in Refs. AN 1 and SA 3. Values of r7 in a lattice

spectrum have been obtained from analyses of the variation of other
235

measured lattice parameters as a function of U concentration (KO 1)

and lattice spacing (MU 1). Values of r1 have also been measured at the

Savannah River Laboratory by a cadmium ratio technique (CR 3, HU 2).

The subcritical technique for the measurement of koo described in

Sec. 2.4 is applicable only for lattices with values of koo greater than

unity. A complementary technique restricted to lattices for which the

value of koo is less than unity has been evolved at the University of
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Virginia. The method involves the use of added absorbers, but does

not appear to be closely related to the Hanford technique. The method

is described in Ref. BU 1; experimental results for a lattice of natural

uranium rods in light water moderator are given. The value of koo

obtained was 0.929 ± 0.002; the calculated value obtained with the four-

factor formula for the same lattice was 0.944 ± 0.011. The value of koo

measured in pulsed neutron experiments was 0.939 ± 0.012.

A.2 USE OF ADDED ABSORBERS IN SUBCRITICAL LATTICES

Added absorbers are often used in critical experiments, but their

use in subcritical lattices is much less common. An early example of

such work is reported by E. R. Cohen et al. in Ref. CO 1. Lattices of

natural uranium rods in heavy water moderator were studied; in one of

these, measurements of the Fermi age were made by borating the moder-

ator. Changes in the radial buckling, Y1, p, and e were assumed negligible,

f and L2 were calculated, and the age evaluated by measuring the change

in the axial buckling; Eq. (2.31) was used. Heterogeneous absorbers

have been added to subcritical lattices moderated with heavy water at

the Savannah River Laboratory (CR 2); in one such experiment, unclad

copper tubes were used (DU 1). The work was part of an effort to

measure migration areas and anisotropy for a particular lattice; the

results were used in conjunction with critical experiments.

Boric acid was added to the light water moderator of a number of

lattices of slightly enriched uranium metal rods studied at Brookhaven

National Laboratory (KO 1) in experiments to determine the migration
2

area, M2. Equations derived from simple reactor models were used to

relate koo and the buckling; one of these is:

2 2
koo = 1 + M2B . (A.1)

The buckling was measured for the modified lattices, and the thermal

utilization was calculated. From Eqs. (A.1) and (1.1), a formula for

the thermal utilization as a function of the material buckling can be

written:

= --+M 2 B 2 . (A.2)
TIEp nep m

Values of the migration area, which was assumed to be unaffected by
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the added absorber, were calculated from the slope of the curve of f
2

against B2. The measured values of rl, E, and p for the unmodified

lattice were used. Similar analyses were done with equations like

Eqs. (2.30) and (2.31) in place of Eq. (A.1); the migration area was

determined from the relationship:

M2 = L2 + - . (A.3)

The value of koo obtained from Eq. (A.1), with the experimental values
2 2

of M and B, can be shown to be the same as that which would be

obtained if the experiments were analyzed with the technique described

in Sec. 2.4, under the assumption that the correction terms in Eq,

(2.28) are all unity.

English workers have done experiments similar to those done at

Brookhaven in lattices of natural uranium rods in light water moder-

ator at Queen Mary College in London (MA 2). The work on natural

uranium-water lattices at the University of Virginia has been mentioned

in Sec. A.1.

As far as is presently known, the present study represents the first

published account of experiments made in an attempt to adapt the Hanford

technique to subcritical measurements, although the possibility is

mentioned in one of the earliest articles on the technique (HE 10).
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APPENDIX B

USE OF ADDED ABSORBERS

HOMOGENEOUSLY DISPERSED IN LIQUID MODERATOR

Although lumped absorbers were chosen for use here (see Sec. 3.3),

the absorber could equally well have been dissolved in the liquid moder-

ator. This method has advantages, to be discussed below. It will be

noted that the description of the theory, the equipment, and the analysis

of data in Chaps. I to IV applies equally well to either case, except in

some respects in which the use of homogeneously dispersed absorber

results in a simplification of the treatment. The purpose of this

appendix is to discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each method

of adding absorber, and give the reasons for using lumped absorbers

here.

The first and most important difference between the two methods

concerns the measurement of the thermal utilization, or equivalently,

the relative absorption in the added absorber. As noted at the begin-

ning of Sec. 4.3.2, if the absorber is uniformly dispersed in the moder-

ator, a THERMOS calculation may be made for the modified lattice

exactly in the manner described in Sec. 4.3.1 for the unmodified lattices.

The treatment of Sec. 4.3.2 may thus be dispensed with entirely. It is

possible that no microscopic traverses would be necessary at all, if it

were proven that the THERMOS results were as reliable as an experi-

ment, as is the case with an unmodified lattice of the type considered

here. In either event, an important decrease in the time needed for

experiments would result. The preliminary calculations described in

Appendix F would also be made simpler and more precise.

A second difference between the heterogeneous and homogeneous

methods concerns the determination of the ratio of epithermal absorp-

tions to thermal absorptions in the absorber, p 3 . If, for example, an

absorber such as boric acid were to be dissolved in the moderator, and

the assumption could be made that the absorber cross section varies as

1/v throughout the epithermal energy range, the value of p 3 could

simply be obtained with Eq. (4.22). A further decrease in the amount of
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time needed for the experiments would be effected.

Another (minor) advantage of a homogeneous absorber is that it dis-

places virtually no moderator. This is inconsequential in assemblies

moderated with heavy water, as has been shown here, but it is possible

that in the more tightly packed assemblies moderated with light water,

solid absorbers would displace enough moderator to cause an undesir-

ably large change in the resonance escape probability.

A fourth difference between the two methods under discussion con-

cerns the ease with which buckling values near zero may be attained

practically. If a homogeneous absorber is used, the absorber concen-

tration may more readily be varied in small amounts. If this were done

after preliminary analysis of buckling measurements, it would be

possible to attain buckling values very near zero, or bunched about that

point. This procedure should result in increased accuracy, or equiva-

lently, should require fewer experiments than the heterogeneous method,

to obtain equal accuracy in koo.

Against the foregoing advantages of homogeneously dispersed

absorber, some disadvantages must be considered. Determination of

the amount of absorber added, which can be done without significant

uncertainties for heterogeneous absorbers, is not always simple, and

may become an added source of error in the most important parameter

in the measurements, A (see Sec. 4.5). For boric acid, titration tech-

niques have been used (KO 1, CR 2). A sigma-pile measurement (WE 1)

might also be done in the exponential tank with the fuel rods removed.

Care must also be taken to ensure that no absorber is plated out or

deposited in the piping of the system. Also, if a relatively expensive

moderator such as heavy water is used, it is important to be sure that

all of the absorber can be removed when the experiments are over.

Finally, if two-region measurements such as those discussed in Secs.

2.5, 5.7, and 6.2.2 are to be done, heterogeneous absorbers are required

unless the test region is to be isolated from the reference region. Such

measurements involve varying the absorber concentration in the test

region, without varying it in the reference region. Obviously, unless

the test region is separated from the reference region, heterogeneous

absorbers are required.

Heterogeneous absorbers were used in this work principally to

avoid contamination of the heavy water moderator and the plumbing of
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the subcritical facility; the work described here is only a small part of

the Lattice Project research, and it was thought that it should on no

account endanger the success of other experiments in progress. Further-

more, experiments with two-region assemblies may be done in the future;

as noted above, this all but requires heterogeneous absorbers. Finally,

as discussed earlier, the heterogeneous method is more complicated

than the homogeneous method; since it has been used successfully, it

would appear clear that the homogeneous method should work as well or

better, resulting in even more accurate measurements of ko. Had

homogeneous absorber been used, little could have been said about

heterogeneous absorbers.
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APPENDIX C

FOIL COUNTING: PROCEDURES AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

The foils used, the procedures for counting them, and the methods

of data analysis have been discussed in Secs. 3.7 and 4.1. The purpose

of this appendix is to give further details on these aspects of the work.

The counting equipment used is described in detail in Ref. SI 1.

The practices followed here in counting the foils are much the same as

those described there. Dead times for the two Nal scintillation counters

were remeasured by the two-source method (PR 1); the values obtained,

and used in this analysis, were between 10~ minute and 3 X 10 minute,

The counting equipment was calibrated regularly; integral counting was

used throughout, with the cutoff energy set at the low point in the

gamma spectrum between the 411-key photopeak and the Compton edge.

Foils were washed in acetone before they were weighed, before

they were mounted on foil holders for irradiation, and before they were

counted. Foils that were scratched in the process of removal from the

holders were reweighed; usually, the weight did not differ by a statis-

tically meaningful amount, but in the few cases where it did, the new

weight was used in the analysis. Scratched foils were not reused.

In general, each set of foils was counted at least three times, for

a preset number of counts. The total number of counts on foils from

the macroscopic traverses was always between 60, 000 and 600, 000,

and usually was between 100, 000 and 300, 000. The total number of

counts on the foils from the microscopic traverses varied from

30, 000 to 300, 000, and usually was between 40, 000 and 200, 000.

Because the thermal activation was sought, the bare foils were counted

for two to four times as many counts as the cadmium-covered foils.

Because the printer-timer accuracy is ±0.01 minute, no counting inter-

vals were less than 2.50 minutes; most were longer than 5.00 minutes.

No count rates were higher than 50, 000 counts per minute, to ensure

that the dead time correction did not introduce appreciable error.

The measurement of the background count rate is discussed in

Sec. 4.1. The measurements made before and after the counting runs
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did not differ by a statistically meaningful amount, except in one

instance, to be discussed below. The variation in background count

rate due to the movement of foils by the automatic sample changers is

greater; variations by nearly a factor of two are possible. Accordingly,

background count rates were always measured with all foils in the

sample changer, at several points in the counting cycle, and the aver-

age value used. Because the counters were well shielded, the back-

ground count rate was usually 5% of the lowest count rate, or less. A

sufficient number of background counts was taken so that the uncertainty

in the foil count rate due to the uncertainty in the background was less

than the uncertainty due to counting statistics on the foil itself.

The foil data analysis was done with a computer code described in

Refs. SI 1 and SI 3. The fractional standard deviation based on counting

statistics (PR 1) and the fractional standard deviation based on scatter

about the mean, for all foils, are calculated and printed out for com-

parison. The two were in good agreement, within 10% of each other,

except as noted below. The fractional deviation from the mean is also

printed out, for each count on each foil.

In Sec. 4.3.2, malfunctions of counting apparatus were mentioned

which affect the results of experiments in the 175A1B1 assembly. It

was observed repeatedly that one of the counting setups had two distinct

background levels, 30 counts per minute and 120 counts per minute.

The background count rate was constant at one of these two levels, for

periods long compared to the duration of a single foil count, but it did

alternate between the two. No other counting equipment was available,

and no remedy could be found for the difficulty on short notice. Accord-

ingly, the foils were counted with the faulty apparatus. The data were

analyzed twice, with the background count rate taken first as 30 counts

per minute and then as 120 counts per minute. Foils were counted

three to six times; inspection of the table of deviations from the mean

count rate allowed an estimate to be made of which of the two back-

grounds was appropriate for each foil count. The data were then

reanalyzed with the variable background count rate determined in this

way. The fractional standard deviation based on scatter about the

mean for all foils was always reduced by this reanalysis. No counting

runs were used for which this quantity was more than twice the value

calculated from the total number of counts.
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The foregoing procedure was an emergency measure, and it is

realized that it is not wholly satisfactory. The counter difficulty was

subsequently remedied and did not reoccur. The effect of the 175A1B1

measurements on the results is discussed in Sec. 5.4 and shown to be

negligible.

Usually, all foils from a given macroscopic traverse were counted

in the same counting run. This was not possible, however, in the case

of the axial distribution measurements in the 250 assemblies. Because

the activities of the foils at opposite ends of the foil holder differed by

as much as a factor of 100 (see Fig. 4.7), counting all foils for a preset

number of counts in one counting run was impractical. Accordingly,

the 17 foils in each traverse were split into two batches. The eleven

least active foils were counted first, followed by the nine most active

foils. Three intermediate foils were counted in both batches and pro-

vided a means of correcting for counter drift; these corrections were

made as explained in Sec. 4.1. During the experiments on the 175 and

253 lattices, counting equipment was available which allowed all foils

from a given axial traverse to be counted in one run. Instead of simply

presetting the number of counts, both a preset time and a preset

number of counts could be used; counts were terminated when either

limit was reached. This equipment was used for analysis of all axial

traverses in the 175 and 253 assemblies.

It should be noted that in the experimental measurement of R363
described in Sec. 3.10., it is actually the cadmium ratio of Cu , here

defined as RCd, which is determined. The other isotope of natural
Cd, 66

copper, Cu 6 5 , activates to form Cu , which has a 5.2-minute half

life. Since more than two hours always elapsed between the end of the

irradiations and the beginning of the foil counting, no account was
65

taken of Cu in the measured cadmium ratio. The average value of
63

RCd ~
the ratio 65 was experimentally measured by workers at Hanford,

RCd ~
with foils varying from 0.0013 inch to 0.020 inch in thickness, and

found to be 1.00 ± 0.07 (BE 1). It is shown in the reference cited that

the resonance integrals of natural copper, Cu 63, and Cu65 may be

inferred from their thermal cross sections and measurements of R d
65 C

only. Accordingly, no measurement of RCd was made, and the
63

measured value of RCd was used in the calculation of p 3 , the ratio of

epithermal absorptions to thermal absorptions in natural copper.
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APPENDIX D

DIMENSIONS, DENSITIES, AND NUCLEAR CROSS SECTIONS

OF MATERIALS USED

In this appendix, the physical dimensions and properties of the

various materials used jn the assemblies are given.

D.1 DIMENSIONS AND DENSITIES

The dimensions of the fuel rods are given in Table 3.1 The diameter

of the "A" copper rods is 0.1872 ± 0.0001 inch; the diameter of the "B'

copper rods is 0.1438 ± 0.0001 inch. The cladding thickness is 0.0005 ±

0.0002 inch. The uncertainties are standard deviations of the mean of

eight to twelve measurements. The rods are very uniform in diameter,

as indicated by the small uncertainties.

The density taken for the uranium metal fuel in the 250 and 175
3

assemblies was 18.92 gm/cm . The density taken for the fuel in the

253 assemblies was 18.90 gm/cm 3. For the determination of the density

of the copper, three cylindrical samples were prepared by circular

grinding. Their dimensions were carefully measured with a micrometer,

and they were weighed with a microgram balance. Table D.1 gives the

results. The uncertainty calculated on the basis of the uncertainty in

the measurements is given; the standard deviation of the mean of the
3

three measurements is 0.012 gm/cm

TABLE D.1

Density of Copper Samples

Sample Weight Volume D ensity

(gm) (cm ) (gm/cm )

1 5.351138 0.600908 8.905

2 5.302960 0.596276 8.894

3 5.828190 0.656631 8.876

Average 8.892 ± 0.015
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The density of KANIGEN is listed in Ref. AR 1 as 7.85 ± 0.03 gm/cm3

The purity of the D20 is given in Table 3.1; it is based on the assump-

tion of a linear variation in the purity between two measurements made

at the beginning and at the end of the experiments on the lattices for

which results are reported. The uncertainty in a single measurement is

about 0.03 mol %.

D.2 NUCLEAR CROSS SECTIONS USED IN THERMOS CALCULATIONS

The THERMOS code was used as described in Sec. 4.3.1. The moder-

ator temperature was taken as 20*C; the mass used in calculating the high

energy source term was the mass number. The standard cross section

data described and tabulated in Refs. DA 1, HO 2, SI 1, and SI 2 were
235 238 14 16 27

used for the cross sections of U 2 U 28 N , 0 1, Al , D20, and

H20; the original data sources are Refs. HU 1, NE 1, and SA 1. Cross-

section data for the copper rods and their KANIGEN cladding are given

in Table D.2. The source of the data is Ref. HU 1, except that the

thermal neutron absorption cross section of copper is taken from Ref.

DO1.

TABLE D.2

Nuclear Cross Sections of Added Absorbers

Microscopic Absorption Microscopic Scattering
Cross Section for Cross Section for

Material 2200 m/sec Neutrons Slow Neutrons

(barns) (barns)

Cu 3.79 7.2

Ni 4.6 17.5

P 0.19 5.0

For the convenience of future workers, the concentrations calcu-

lated from the foregoing data for use with the THERMOS code are given

in Table D.3. The absorption cross sections of the nitrogen in the air

gap and the copper, nickel, and phosphorus in the added absorbers were

assumed to vary as 1/v with incident neutron velocity v; the scattering

cross sections were treated as constant. The scattering cross sections

used in the high energy source calculation are given in Table D.3 also.



THERMOS Input Data: Concentrations and High Energy Cross Sections

Concentration High Energy Concentration
Isotope for Scattering for High

Identification Calculation Cross Energy Source

Region Lattice Material Numbers- Proper Isotope Section Calculation
(at./barn cm) (barns) (at./barn cm)

Fuel 250-175 Uranium 23592-1 0.00055444 U235 10.0
23592-2

23892-1 0.047349 U238 8.5

253 Uranium 23592-1 0.00045888 U235 10.0
23592-2

23892-1 0.047393 U 23 8  8.5

Air gap All Air 3000-20 0.00008 N 4 9.9 0.0001
2000-20 0.00024

16
Fuel rod All Aluminum 168-1 0.0000538 0 3.75

cladding_ 2713-1 0.060275 Al 2 7  1.40

Moderator 250 Light and 20-51 0.066229 D 3.4
heavy 18-51 0.0002927 H 20.4
water 168-1 0.033261 0 3.75

175 Light and 20-51 0.066209 D 3.4
heavy 18-51 0.0003127 H 20.4
water 168-1 0.033261 0 3.75

253 Light and 20-51 0.066196 D 3.4
heavy 18-51 0.0003260 H 20.4
water 168-1 0.033261 0 3.75

Added All Copper 3000-20 0.31954 Cu(nat) 7.2 0.08431
absorber 2000-20 0.60704

KANIGEN 3000-20 0.33127 Ni(nat) 17.5 0.07129
2000-20 1.33543 P(nat) 3.4 0.01757

Fictitious
scattering All - 2000-20 200. - 0.
region

Concentration is the same as for calculation proper, unless otherwise given.

cJI

TABLE D.3
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APPENDIX E

CALCULATION OF SPECTRALLY AVERAGED PARAMETERS

IN A MODIFIED LATTICE WITH THE TULIP CODE

The method in which THERMOS calculations and the results of the

microscopic traverses have been used to calculate spectrally averaged

parameters for the modified lattices is described in Sec. 4.3.2. The

purpose of this appendix is to give some details concerning the method,

and describe a computer code written to do the calculations.

E.1 CALCULATION OF FOIL ACTIVITIES

The experimentally observable quantity in studying the fine

structure of the thermal neutron distribution in an assembly is the

activity of foils positioned in and around the fuel and absorber rods

(BR 1, SI 1). For a precise comparison with theory, foil activities

must be calculated from the theoretical distribution in space and

energy. The calculated thermal activity of foil j is A., where

v
A = [ [c vN(r, v) Z (v) dv dr , (E.1)

J 0

and the notation of Sec. 4.3 is used; Z (v), the activation cross section

as a function of velocity, is also a function of foil thickness, owing to

self-absorption effects (SI 1). The spatial integration is over the surface

of the foil j. In the formulation for a cylinder, with r the radial

position coordinate, the expression for A. may be written:

A. = A(r)(2?rrdr) , (E.2)

with

A> (r) = fvc vN(r, v) Z (v) dv . (E.3)
0

The quantity A* (r) is the specific activation at r; it must be integrated

over the foil surface to obtain A..

The THERMOS code can be used to calculate values of A (r); since

all quantities are taken to be constant within each of the twenty space
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regions, the graph of A''(r) against r is really a histogram (see Fig. E. 1),

although it is generally shown in graphs like Figs. 4.10 and 4.11 as a

continuous curve. This histogram may be integrated over the surfaces

of the foils, or it may be converted to an appropriate smoothed function

before the integration is done.

Normalization of the experimental results to the THERMOS-

calculated distribution for unmodified lattices is discussed by P. Brown

in Ref. BR 1; Brown concluded that the normalization should be done at

the cell edge, where the neutron distribution is fairly constant over a

large area. Here, on the other hand, the inclusion of absorber rods in

the lattices reduces the area over which the distribution is constant;

furthermore, good agreement with the THERMOS-calculated distribu-

tion everywhere in the moderator is not expected or required. Accord-

ingly, experiment has been normalized to theory at the center of the fuel

rod, where good agreement is to be expected.

The gradient of the neutron density distribution is relatively large

in the fuel rod, and it was not clear at the beginning of the work that the

foils used were small enough, compared to the fuel rod size, to be

treated as point detectors. It was thought worthwhile to treat the prob-

lem of calculating the foil activities in more detail than is customary in

analyzing the results of the experiments in the unmodified lattices.

Accordingly, four methods for calculating the foil activities have

been tried. The first, and simplest, involves treating A (r) as a

histogram, and using the values of A* (r) at the foil center (r.) to com-

pute A

A. = FA' (r.) , (E.4)
-J J

where F is the area of the foil. The second involves integration of

A'(r) in its histogram form over the foil surface to obtain A. (Eq. (E.2)).
-J

The third and fourth methods were identical to the first and second,

respectively, except that the histogram A'(r) was converted to a con-

tinuous, piecewise linear distribution before the A. were calculated.
-J

The linearization was made by requiring continuity at the interfaces

between regions, as well as constancy of the integral

f A(r)(27rrdr) (E.5)

over each region, in both approximations to the true A (r). The
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calculation was begun by assuming that A '(r) was flat throughout the

center region. An example of the results obtained is shown in Fig. E.1.

Activities for the foils in the fuel rod in each of the sixteen inde-

pendent microscopic traverses were calculated by the four methods

described, and compared with experiment by calculating the r m s value

of the percentage differences. The results are given in Table E.1.

(The slightly larger r m s values in the 253 assemblies are caused by

counting statistics, which were not as good as those in the 250 and 175

experiments, where thicker foils were used.) It does not appear that

any one of the methods can definitely be excluded on the basis of these

results. The linearization of the THERMOS-calculated distribution

(methods 3 and 4) seems to improve agreement with experiment slightly,

particularly in the 250 and 175 assemblies, probably because the histo-

gram for A'(r) gives over- or underestimates for the specific activity

near the interfaces between regions (see Fig. E.1). Although method 4

would be expected to be more precise than method 3 for the experiments

done here, both appear to yield equally good agreement with experiment.

The difference between the two values of the thermal utilization derived

with methods three and four is very small, and is less than the uncer-

tainty in this quantity. Method 4 has been used consistently throughout

the work.

E.2 NORMALIZATION OF CALCULATED NEUTRON DENSITIES

Let the experimental activity of foil j be E.. Then the proportion-

ality factor a. between experimental and calculated activities for foil j

may be written:

A.
a - 3 (E.6)

The average proportionality factor a is defined for the fuel cell as:

M

= a., (E.7)
1

where M is the number of foils in the fuel. If average quantities,

defined as in Sec. 4.3 are used, Eq. (E.1) may be written:

A. = .i F .(E.8)
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TABLE E.1

Comparison of Four Methods for Normalizing Theory and Experiment:
R MS Value of Percentage Residuals

Run A (r) Taken as Histogram A (r) Linearized
Assembly No. Eq. (E.4) Eq. (E.2) Eq. (E.4) Eq. (E.2)

Method 1 Method 2 Method 3 Method 4

250A2

250A2

250Al1

250A1

250B2

250B2

250B1

250B1

175A1B1

175A1B1

175A1

175A1

253A2B1

253A2B1

253A2

253A2

7

8

11

13

16

18

21

23

26

29

32

34

44

46

48

49

1.96

1.10

1.41

1.77

1.11

1.19

1.11

1.60

0.62

0.79

0.77

1.09

2.10

2.98

2.04

2.07

1.23

0.85

1.43

1.40

0.72

0.96

0.82

0.74

1.33

0.51

0.84

1.05

1.54

2.59

2.52

2.24

1.17

0.80

1.50

1.30

0.68

0.86

0.73

0.75

1.30

0.42

0.78

1.12

1.55

2.29

2.64

2.38

1.29

0.80

1.41

1.39

0.69

0.91

0.77

0.85

1.21

0.43

0.76

1.03

1.62

2.39

2.59

2.22
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Solving for the relative neutron density in terms of the experimentally

observed activity yields the following equation:

aLE
N. E (E.9)

Sv. Z.F
J J

It has been found convenient in practice to normalize all neutron

densities to the calculated neutron density for the fuel cell. The values

of N. for use in Eqs. (4.7), (4.8), (4.11), (4.12), and (4.15) are then

obtained as follows: N for the fuel and its cladding are obtained directly

from the THERMOS calculation; the value of a determined for the foils

in the fuel allows determination of the N3 throughout most of the rest of

the cell from the experimental values of E. . The copper cladding and

the outer region of the copper rod have no foils imbedded in them, so

that an appropriate value of N. for these regions must be taken from the

copper cell calculation, with proper normalization.

E.3 CALCULATION OF THERMAL UTILIZATION AND OTHER
PARAMETERS

Insofar as is possible, the derived values of f and other parameters

are experimental in nature. The disadvantage factors (N./N ) are

obtained as outlined above; v. and Z. are taken from the THERMOS cal-
1 1

culation and are independent of the normalization just discussed. The

V are fixed by the dimensions of the various lattice elements. The

moderator region was split up into subregions, each roughly centered

on a foil, and the neutron density taken to be constant over the subregion

and given by Eq. (E.9) (see Fig. E.2). Although this is a somewhat

drastic assumption, it is acceptable in practice because the neutron dis-

tribution is nearly "flat" in the moderator region and because very few

neutrons are absorbed there. Several different moderator subregion

sets were tried in each assembly; the values of the thermal utilization

were not appreciably affected.

The calculation of the diffusion coefficient, D, is described in

Sec. 4.3.1; it is evaluated for the moderator with Eq. (4.12), and the

assumption is made that this is a good approximation to the value for

the lattice, since the volume of fuel is usually small compared to the

volume of moderator, and the diffusion coefficients for the fuel and

moderator are not markedly different (see Table E.2). The same
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TABLE E.2

Transport Cross Section (Etr) and Mean Free Path (tr of

Lattice Materials Based on 2200 m/sec Microscopic Cross Sections

Material tr tr

(cm~) (cm)

D 2 0 (99.5%) 0.449 2.23

U 0.770 1.30

Cu 0.923 1.08

xtr tr s 1)+Za

approximation is used here for the modified lattices. The volume of

copper is 1.71% of the moderator volume or less (see Table 3.4); the

transport cross sections and mean free paths are given in Table E.2.

E.4 THE TULIP CODE

A computer code (TULIP, Thermal Utilization of Lattices Including

Poison) has been written in the IBM FORTRAN language to do the numer-

ical computations involved in the normalization of experiment and theory,

and calculation of the thermal utilization (f), relative thermal neutron

absorption in various materials (A ), and the average macroscopic

absorption cross section for the assembly (Za (cell)). The purpose of

this section is to describe and list the code, and indicate how it may be

used.

The unit cell of the modified lattice is assumed to consist of ten

regions: the fuel, the air gap, the fuel rod cladding, an arbitrary

number of copper rods of no more than three different sizes, each with

cladding, and the moderator. Each region consists of an arbitrary

number of subregions, corresponding to the subregions in the THERMOS

calculation in the rods, and to a pattern like that shown in Fig. E.2 in

the moderator.

The input data required by the code include the experimental
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activities of the foils in the microscopic traverse, the radial positions

of the foils in the fuel, the diameter of the foils and of the fuel rod,

THERMOS-calculated values of , abs, and Z for each subregion,

values of N. for subregions where no foils were irradiated, and values

of A (r ) for the subregions in the fuel. Input data are read in by the

main program. MAIN prints out titles and the values of all input quanti-

ties, and calls the subroutines in proper order, according to the method

of analysis desired. Subroutine GEOM computes fuel rod subregion

volumes. Subroutine LIN linearizes A(r) in the fuel if desired (see

Fig. E.1); subroutine FLOP is called by LIN. Subroutine ACTY calcu-

lates the foil activities by whichever of the four methods of Sec. E.1 is

desired, calling subroutines ISEEK and INTEGR in the process. Sub-

routine NORM does the normalization described in Sec. E.2, and cal-

culates values of N. for the moderator subregions with Eq. (E.9). Sub-

routine UTIL calculates Z (cell), A. and f. Communication between
a 1

routines is via COMMON storage, except for subroutines FLOP, INTEGR,

and ISEEK.

Multiple calculations may be made in one job. Several completely

separate cases may be run, or the same case may be analyzed

repeatedly under varying conditions. These conditions are prescribed

by a card of "switch settings" which are read in before the computations

are begun. The total number of printed lines for one case is approxi-

mately

100 + 3[NUMBER OF FOILS] + 2[NUMBER OF SUBREGIONS].

Analysis of one case takes from 10 to 25 seconds of IBM 7094 computer

time.

Table E.3 describes the input formats for the TULIP code.

Listings of the code and of a sample input deck follow. The upper limits

on the size of the arrays may be deduced from the DIMENSION state-

ments.



TABLE E.3

Input Format for the TULIP Code

Card Type Variables Format Description

None (72H Comments or problem identification.

(NSW(I), I=1, 5)

(NSR(I), I=1, 10)

(NFR(I), I=1, 10)

(DFUEL, DFOIL)

(ACT, RF)

(ENDEN*VOL,
VBAR, SIGABS,
VOL, SIGACT,
RELACT,
ACTFAC, MAL)

(ACT)

(515) Switches; see TULIP listing.

(1015)

(1015)

(2E10.5)

(E12.5, F12,4)

(7E 10. 5, I2)

(E12.5)

Number of subregions in each of the
ten regions.

Number of foils in each of the ten
regions.

Diameters of fuel rod and foils.

Activities and positions of the foils
in fuel.

Quantities calculated by user or by
THERMOS for subregion k:

- - -a -N V v V anAk k' k' k, k' k' (rk), and
two multiplicative factors included
for convenience (see listings).
One card for each region.

Activities of the foils not in the fuel.
One activity per card.

More Type 7 cards may be included, for moderator, if desired (see NSW(4)).
If reanalysis of data is desired, put in appropriate cards of Types 1 and 2 next. If analysis of separate
case is to follow, put in cards of Types 1 to 8 next. This may be continued indefinitely. Two blank cards
terminate the job.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

I.
C)
C)



C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

101 READ 104
104 FORMAT(72H

1
READ 39 (NSW(I)t
NSW( 1)
NSW ( 2)
NSW (2)
NSW ( 3)
FOIL.
NSW (4)

I=1,8)
MUST BE NONZERO TO OBTAIN FURTHER EXECUTION.
= 0 ... A(R) TAKEN AS CONTINUOUS, PIECEWISE LINEAR.
= 1 ... A(R) TAKEN AS HISTOGRAM. SEE (LIN).
= NUMBER OF SUBDIVISIONS PER SUBREGION iN INTEURATION OVER

TAKEN AS 20 IF NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIED. SLE (ACTY).
= NUMBER OF ADDITIONAL SETS OF MODERATOR SUBREGIONS TO BE

TRIED.
NSW(5) CONTROLS PRINTOUT OF
ACTIVITIES.
IF(NSW(3)) 17918917
NSW(3) = 20
PRINT 1
FORMAT( 76H1CODE TULIP
1TTICES INVOLVING POISON.

SEE (UTIL).
ALTERNATIVE CALCULATION OF FOIL

SEE 51 bELOW.

-- EVALUATES THERMAL UTILIZATION OF LA
/37HOM.I.T. HEAVY WATER LATTICE PRUJEC

2T. // /)
PRINT 104
PRINT 105

105 cORMAT(///////38H RECORD OF TIME OF DATA PROCESSING...

CALL CLOCK(2)
IF (NSW(1)) 103,

103 IF (NSW(1) + 1)
102 NREG = 10

READ 3, (NSR(I),
READ 3, (NFR(I),
PI = 3.1415927

3 FORMAT(14I5, 2X)
NFF = NFR(1)
READ 2, DFUEL, D
VFOIL = (PI/4.)
READ 919 (ACT(1,

91 FORMAT(E12.5, Fl
NFUEL = NSR(1)
DO 60 J=1,NFUEL

6,102
41,42,42

1,NREG)
1 ,NREG)

F

J

OIL
DFOIL**2
), RF(J), J=1,NFF)

2.4 )
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TULIP -- A DATA REDUCTION CODE FOR EVALUATION OF THERMIAL
UTILIZATION OF LATTICES INVOLVING POISON. INPUTS -- CELL
DIMENSIONS, EXPERIMENTAL RELATIVE THERMAL NEUTRON ACTIVATION
DISTRIBUTIONS, CALCULATED MICROSCOPIC QUANTITIES, AND

NON-NORMALIZED RELATIVE THERMAL NEUTRON DENSITIES AND THERMAL
ACTIVATIONS CALCULATED bY THERMOS. OUTPUT -- NORMALIZED RELATIVE
THERMAL NEUTRON ABSORPTIO'N IN ALL REGIONS OF LATTICE.
MIT HEAVY WATER LATTICE PROJECT. J. HARRINGTUN, 4/65.
COMMON NSW, NREG, NSR, NFR, PI, NFF, DFUEL, DFOIL, ACT, RF, NFULL,
1N1, ENDEN, VBAR, SIGAbS, VOL, SIGACT, RELACT, ACTFAC, MAL, CALACT,
2ALF, DIF, VOLMAL, RO, RC, RI, FEDGEl, FEDGE2, CU, Cl, NFM, VFOIL,

3 ALFBAR, DDLSFZ
DIMENSION NSW(8), NSR(10), NFR(10), ACT(10,50), RF(20), ENDEN(10,5

1 0), VBAR(10,50), SIGAE3(10,50), VOL(10,50), SIGACT(10,50),
2 RELACT(10,50), ACTFAC(10,50), MAL(lu), CALACT(2U), ALF(2U),
3 DIF(20), VOLMAL(10,5U),RO(20), RC(2U), RI(20), FEDGel(2U),
4 FEDGE2(20), CO(20), Cl(2U ), DDLSEZ(20), FRACT1(20), FRACT2(20)
DIMENSION ACTIV(10,50)

C
C
C
C

C

C
C

18
17
1

)

)

I=
I=



READ 29 ENDEN(1,J), VBAI<(1,J), SIGABS(1,J),
1 RELACT(1,J), ACTFAC(1,J), MAL(1)

60 RELACT(1,J) = RELACT(1,J)*ACTFAC(1,J)
CALL GEOM
DO 61 J=1,NFUEL

61 ENDEN(1,J) = ENDEN(1,J)
IF (Ni) 7,6,7

6 CALL EXIT
7 DO 5 T=2,NREG

NSRI = NSR(I)
IF (NSRI) 15,15,9

13 ENDEN (1,1) = 0.
VBAR (1,1) = 0.
SIGABS (1,1) = 0.
VOL (1,1) = 0.

SIGACT (1,1) = 0.
RELACT (1,1) = 0.
VOLMAL (1,1) = 0.
GO TO 5

9 DO 4 J=1,NSRI
READ 2., ENDEN(IJ), VbA

1RELACT(IJ), ACTFAC(IJ
2 FORMAT(7E10.5, 12)

VOLMAL(I,J) = VOL(IJ)

ENDEN(IJ) = ENDEN(I,JJ
4 CONTINUE
5 CONTINUE

PRINT 20

VUL( 1, J)
168

SIGACT(1,J),

/ VOL(1,J)

R(I,J), S
), MAL(I)

IGABS(IJ), VOL (I ,J) SIGACT(IJ),

* FLOATF(MAL(Il)
/ VOL( I,J)

20 FORMAT (71HlNON-NORMALIZED INPUT QUANTIT

lAND SUBREGION //.//13H REGION ,
212H NDEN , 2X, 12d AVE VEL , 2X

312H VOLUME , 2X, 12H VOLUME , 2X

412H REL ACT / 7UX, 14H(SINGLE CELL),

DO 21 I=1,NREG
NSRI = NSR(I)
IF (NSRI) 23,23,21

23 NSRI = 1
21 PRINT 22, (I,J,ENDEN(IJ), VBAR(IJ), SI

1 VOLMAL(IJ), SIGACT(IJ), RELACT(I,J),
22 PORMAT(lHO, 17, llX, I3, 5X, lP7E14.5/(I

DO 10 I=2,NREG
IF(NFR(I)) 8,10,8

8 NFRI = NFR(I)
DO 12 J=1,NFRI
READ 929 ACT(I,J)

92 FORMAT(E12.5
12 CONTINUE
10 CONTINUE
41 CALL LIN
42 PRINT 30
3j FORMAT(42HlMEASURED AND CALC

CALL ACTY
PRINT 31

31 FORMAT(/////59H MEASURED AND
IIN FUEL ///13H REGION

IES BROKEN DOWN bY
2X, 12H SUBREGION
, 12H SIGMA A ,
, 12H SIGMA ACT ,

4X, 7H(TOTAL)/ )

GAbS(IJ),VOL(IJ)
J=1 ,NSRI)
8, 11X, I3, 5X,7E1

REGION
, 2X
2X,
2X,

,

4.5))

FOIL ACTIVITIES ////

CALCULATED FOIL ACTIVITIES FOR FOILS
, 2X, 12H FOIL NO. , 2X9

' )



2
3

12H MEAS ACT , 2X, 12H CALC ACT

15H PCT DEV FM AVE/)

, 2X, 12HPROP FACTOR 9

RMSVAL = 0.
KKK = 1
DO 32 J=1,NFF
RMSVAL = RMSVAL + DIF(J)**2

32 PRINT 93, KKK, ., ACT(1,J), CALACT(J), ALF(J), D

93 FORMAT(I8, llX, 13, 5X, 1P3E14.5, 2PF11.2)
RMSVAL = SQRTF(RMSVAL/FLOATF(NFF)
PRINT 33, ALFBAR

33 FORMAT( 1HO, 38Xi 18HAVE PROP FACTOR = , lPE12.5

PRINT 16, RMSVAL
16 FORMAT(lHO, 38X, 33HRMS VALUE OF PCT DEV FROM AV

PRINT 34, ALFBAR
34 FORMAT(/////26H MEASURED FOIL ACTIVITIES ///

1 13H REGION ,2X, 12H FOIL NO. , 2X, 12H

2 2X, 12H MEAS ACT X /43X, 1PE12.5//)

DO 70 I=1,NREG
IF(NFR(I)) 68,70,68

68 NFRI = NFR(I)
DO 72 J=1,NFRI
ACTIV(IJ) = ACT(IJ)*ALFBAR

51
55

PRINT 93, I,
CONTINUE
CALL NORM
IF (NSW(5))
PRINT 55
FORMAT(/////

ACTIV(IJ)

IF(J)

= 9 2PF8.2)

MEA. ACT

E

51,52,51

93H COMPARISON OF MEASURED

1LCULATED ON BASIS OF A(R) AT FOIL CENTER

PRINT 31
ALF2 = 0.
DO 54 J=1,NFF
CALL ISEEK(J,0,N3)
IF(NSW(2)) 62,63,62

62 DDLSEZ(J) = VFOIL*(RELACT(1,N3))
GO TO 64

63 DDLSEZ(J) = VFOIL*(CO(N3) + Cl(N3)*RF(J))

64 ALF(J) = DDLSEZ(J)/ACT(1,J)
54 ALF2 = ALF2+ALF(J)

ALF2 = ALF2/FLOATF(NFF)
RMSVAL = 0.
DO 56 J=1,NFF
FRACT1(J) = ALF(J)/ALF2 - 1.
PRINT 93, KKK,J,ACT(1,J), DDLSEZ(J),ALF(J),

56 RMSVAL = RMSVAL + FRACT1(J)**2
RMSVAL = SQRTF(F'viSVAL/FLOATF(NFF);
PRINT 33, ALF2
PRINT 16, RMSVAL

52 PRINT 58
58 FORMAT(lHl)

PRINT 104
CALL UTIL
4O TO 101
END

ACTIVITY WITH ACTIVIT\ CA

FRACTl(J)

169
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)

J, ACT(IJ),
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SUBROUTINE GEOM
C SUBROUTINE FOR CODE TULIP.

COMMON NSW, NREG, NSR, NFR, P

1N1, ENDEN, VBAR, SIGABS, VOL,
2ALF, DIF, VOLMAL, R0, RC, RI,

3 ALFBAR, DDLSEZ
DIMENSION NSW(8), NSR(10), NF

1 0), VBAR(10,50), SIGABS(10,5
2 RELACT(10,50), ACTFAC(10,50)
3 DIF(20), VOLMAL(10,50),RO(20
4 FEDGE2(20), CO(20), Cl(20),

T = DFUEL/2.
RO(1) = T/FLOATF(2*NFUEL - 1)
RC(1) = 0.5*RO(l)
P1(1) 0.
VOL(1,1) = PI*RO(
VOLMAL(1,1) = VOL
DO 1 I = 2, NFUFL
RI(I) RO(I-1)
RC(I) = RO(I-1) +
PO(I) = RO(I-1) +

VOL(1,I) = PI*(RO

J. HARRINGTON, 4/65.
I, NFF, DFUEL, DFOIL, ACT, RF, NFUEL,

SIGACT, RELACT, ACTFAC, MAL, CALACT,
FEDGEl, FEDGE2, CC, C1, NFM, VFOIL,

R(
0)

DD

10), ACT(
, VOL(10,
MAL (10),
RC (20),

LSEZ(20),

10,50) 9
50), SI
CALACT(
RI(20),

FRACTl

RF(2C), ENDEN(10,5
GACT(10,50),
20), PLF(20),

FEDC El (20),
(20), FRACT2(20)

1) **2
(1,1)

RO (1)
2. *RO ( 1
I) **2-RI (I) **2

1 VOLMAL(1,I) = VOL(1,I)
PRINT 10

10 FORMAT(29H1FUEL REGION GEOMETRY DATA

1ER), 4X, 9HR(CENTER), 3X, 8HR(OUTER),
PRINT 11,

11 FORMAT(13
IF(RF(1))

2 FEDGE1(1)
FEDGE2(1)
IF (NFF-1)

/5HOREG.,
5X, 7HVOLUME )

RO(I), VOL(1,I),

2X, 8HR(INN

I=1, NFUEL)(I, RI(I), RC(I),
, lX, 1P4E12.5)
2,2,3
= 0.
= DFOIL/2.
14,14,15

15 N1 = 2
GO TO 4

3 Ni = 1
4 DO 8 1 = Ni, NFF

FEDGE1(I) = RF(I) - (DFOIL/2.)

FEDGE2( I) = FEDGE1(I) + DFOIL
IF (FEDGEI(I)) 6,7,7

7 IF (FEDGE2(I)-T) 8,8,6

6 PRINT 9
9 FORMAT (78H1A FOIL IS PLACED IN

1i CAN NOT BE PERFORMED.
NI = 0

SUCH A MANNER THAT THE INTEGRATION

8 CONTINUE
14 PRINT 12, DFOIL

12 FORMAT(/////10H FOIL DATA/llHOFOILS ARE ,F6.4, 17H CN.

1. / llHOLOCATIONS- /6HOFOIL , 10HINNER EDGE, 4X,

?X, 10HOUTER EDGE /)
PRINT 13, (I, FEDGE1(I), RF(I), FEDGE2(T), I=1,NFF)

13 FORMAT(I4, lX, 1P3E12.5)

RPTURN
END

IN DIAMETER
6HCENTER, 4

(
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SUIPROUTINE LIN
C SUBROUTINE FOR CODE TULIP. J. HARRINGTON, 4/65.

COMMON NSW, NREG, NSR, NFR, PI, NFF, DFUEL, DFOIL, ACT, RF, NFUEL,

1N1, ENDEN, VBAR, SIGABS, VOL, SIGACT, RELACT, ACTFAC, MAL, CALACT,

2ALF, DIF, VOLMAL, R0, RC, RI, FEDGEl, FEDGE2, CO, C1, NFM, VFOIL,

3 ALFBAR, DDLSEZ
DIMENSION NSW(8), NSR(10), NFR(10), ACT(10,50), RF(20), ENDEN(10,5

1 0), VBAR(10,50), SIGABS(10,50), VOL(10,50), SIGACT(10,50),

2 RELACT(10,50), ACTFAC(10,50), MAL(10), CALACT(20), ALF(20),

3 DIF(20), VOLMAL(10,50),RO(2 0 ), RC(20), RI(20), FEDGE1(20),

4 FEDGE2(20), CO(20), Cl(20), DDLSEZ(20), FRACT1(20), FRACT2(20)

DIMENSION TABLE (20,3)

IF(NFUEL-1) 6,6,12
12 IF(NSW(2)) 6,7,6
7 CO(1) = RELACT(1,1)

C1(1) = 0.
PRINT 13

13 FORMAT(/////
1 131H1HISTOGRAM FOR SPECIFIC ACTIVATION AS FUNCTION OF RADIU

15 WITHIN FUEL HAS BEEN CONVERTED TO A CONTINUOUS, PIECEWISE LINEAF

2 FUNCTION /58X, 17HA(R) = CO + Cl*R./ 102H THE INTEGRAL OF A(

3R) OVER EACH REGION EQUALS THE VALUE OF THE.STEP FUNCTION TIMES TH

4F REGION VOLUMF.

10 NN2 = 2*NFUFL - 2
DO 2 T=2,NN2,2
T2 = T /?

2 CALL FLOP (1., RI(I2+1), VOL(1,I2+1), (2.*PI/3.)*

1
2
DO 4 I
TABLE( I
TABLE( I
TABLE( I
PRINT 3

(RO( 12+1
RELACT(1
1,NFUEL

1) = Co(
2) = CC(
3) = CO(

)**3-RI(12+1)**3) ,
,12+1)*VOL(1,I2+1) 9

+
+

+

Cl
Cl
Cl

I )*RI
I )*RC
I )*RO

I
I
I

C CO( I
CO( 12+1) 9

Cl( 12)*RO(I2),
C1 ( T2+1) )

I)
I)
I)

FORMAT(4HOREG, 5X, 13HHISTOGRAM FOR, 5X, 36H

1N VALUE AT ,5X, 6X, 12HCOEFFICIENTS/4H (I),

2 , 5X, 4X, 4HR(I), 8X, 4HR(C), 8X, 4HR(O), 4X,

3, 12H C1(I)
PRINT 5, (I, RELACT(1,I), (TABLE(IJ), J=1,3),

1 NFUEL)
FORMAT (13, 7X, 1P6E14.5)
RETURN
END

LINE/.RIZED FUNCTIO
5X, 1?H REL ACT
5X, 12-1 CO(I)

C(I), Cl(I), I=lt

4
11
3

5
6

2)

(
(

(

(
(

(

)
)

)



SUBROUTINE ACTY
C SDUBROUTINE FOR CODE TULIP. Jo HARRINGTON, 4/65.

COMMON NSW, NREG, NSR, NFR, PI, NFF, DFUEL, DFOIL, AC

1N1, ENDEN, VBAR, SIGABS, VOL, SIGACT, RELACT, ACTFAC,

2ALF, DIF, VOLMAL, RO, RC, RI, FEDGEl, FEDGE2, CU, Cl,

3 ALFBAR, DDLSEZ
DIMENSION NSW(8), NSR(10), NFR(10), ACT(10,50), RF(20

1 0), VBAR(lU,50), SIGABS(10,50), VOL(1U,5O), SIGACT(1

2 RELACT(10,50), ACTFAC(i0,50), MAL(10), CALACT(20), A

3 DIF(20), VOLMAL(lU,5u),RO(20), RC(20), RI(20), FEDG

4 FEDGE2(20), CO(20), Cl(2U), DDLSEZ(20), FRACT1(20),

I, RF, NFUEL
MAL, CALACT
NFM, VFOIL,

), ENDEN(1
0, 0),
LF(20)
Ll(2U)
FRACT2(20)

0,5

IF (NSW(2)) 50,1,50
1 PRINT 16, NSW(3)
16 FORMAT( 109HOCALCULATED FUIL ACTIVITY FOR EACH FOIL OOTAINED)

1GION-BY-REGION INTEGRATION OF A(R) OVER FOIL SURFACE.

2 1H0 13, 33H SUBREGIONS TAKEN IN EACH REGION.)

IF (RF(1)) 2,2,23
2 Ni = 2

J=1
R1=0.
ISW=O
CALACT(1) = 0.

7 IF(RO(J) - FEDGE2(1)) 4,3,3

4 R2 = RO(J)
GO TO 5

3 R2 = FEDGE2(1)
ISW = 1

5 BITTY = CU(J)*PI*(R2**2-Rl**2)
CALACT(1) = CALACT(1) + BITTY
IF (ISW) 6,6,24

6 R1=R2
J=J+1
GO TO 7

23 Ni = 1
24 DO 48 K=N1,NFF

CALACT(K) = 0.
1= FEDGE1(K)
ISW = 0

CALL ISEEK (Kq -1,
37 IF(RO(J)-FEDGE2(K)
34 R2 = RO(J)

GO TO 35
33 R2 = FEDGE2(K)

ISW 1

BY RE

+ 2.*PI*Cl(J)*(R2**3-Rl**3)/3.

J)
)34,33933

35 NSW3 = NSW(3)
DEL (R2-R1)/FLOATF(NSW3)
DO 40 I = 1,NSW3
FT = I
HT = CO(J) + Cl(J)*(R1 +
RINNER = Ri + (FI-1.)*DEL

ROUTER = RINNER + DEL
CALL INTEGR (RINNER, ROUTE

40 CALACT(K) = CALACT(K) + HT
IF (ISW) 36,36,48

36 Ri = R2

FI-0.5)*DEL)

R, K, IITTY)
BITTY

172



J=J+1
GO TO 37
CONTINUE
GO TO 101
PRINT 15
FORMAT( 65HUSPECIFIC ACTIVATION A6 FuNCTION OF RADIuS TRLATED

lAS HISTOGRAM. /131HjCALCULATED FOIL ACTIVITY FUR FOIL J UBTAINED

2BY SUMMING PRODUCT OF SPLCIFIC ACTIVATION IN REGION I AND AREA OF
3FOIL J IN REGION I, /42H FOR ALL REGIONS IN WHICH FOIL J APPEARS

4.
IF(RF(1)) 52,52,73

52 N1=2
J=1
R1=0.
ISW=0
CALACT(1)
IF (RO ( J)

= 0.
- FEDGE2(1)) 54,53,53

54 R2 = RO(J)
GO Tl 55

53 R2 = FEDGE2(1)

ISW = 1
55 SITTY =

CALACT(l) =

IF (ISW) 56
56 Ri = R2

J=J+1
GO TO 57

73

74

PI * (R2**2
CALACT(1) +
56,74

- R1**2)*RELACT(1,J)
bI TTY

Ni = 1
DO 100 I=N1,NFF
CALACT(I) =0.
R1 = FEDGE1(I)
ISW=0
CALL ISEEK (It -1,

87 IF(RO(J)-FEDGE2(I)

84 R2 = RO(J)
GO TO 85

83 R2 = FEDGE2(I)

J)
84,83,83

ISW = 1
85 CALL INTEGR(R1,R2,I, BITT

CALACT(I) = CALACT(I) + B

IF(ISW) 86,86,100
86 Ri = R2

J= J+1
GO TO 87

100 CONTINUE
101 ALFBAR =0.

DO 102 I=1,NFF
ALF(I) = CALACT(I)/ACT(1,

102 ALFBAR = ALFBAR + ALF(I)
ALFBAR = ALFBAR/FLOATF(NF
DO 103 I=1,NFF

103 DIF(I) = ALF(I)/ALFBAR-1.
RETURN
END

Y)
ITTY*RELACT(1,J)

I)

F)

48
49
50
15

57
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SUBROUTINE NORM
C SUBROUTINE FOR CODE TULIP.

COMMON NSW, NREG, NSR, NFR, P

1Ni1, FNDEN, VBAP, SIGABS, VOL,
2ALF, DIF, VOLMAL, R0, PC, RI,
3 ALFBAR, DDLSEZ
DTMENSION NSW(
1 0), VBAR(10,50
2 RELACT (10,50) ,

NSR(10), NFR
, SIGABS(10,50
ACTFAC(10,50 ) ,

3 DIF(20), VOLMAL(1.,5C),PO(20
4 FEDGE2(20), CO(20), Cl(20),

NFM = NFR( 10)
DO 1 J = 1 ,NFM

1 ENDEN (10,J)= (ALFBAR*ACT(10,
DO 3 T = 4,8,2
IF (ENDEN(I,1)) 2,3,2

2 DUMDEN = ( ALFBA R*ACT ( I,1) / (VB
BETA = DUMDEN/FNDEN(I,1)
II = I+1
DO 4 K=,11
NPK = NRP(K)
DO) 4 J=1,NSPK

4 ENDEN(KJ) = BETA*ENDEN(KJ)

)D
DD

J. HARRINGTON, 4/65.
I, NFF, DFUEL, DFOIL, ACT, RF, NFUEL,

SIGACT, RELACT, ACTFAC, MAL, CALACT,

FEDGEl, FEDGE2, CO, Cl, NFM, VFOIL,

10) , ACT(
, VOL( 10,
MAL ( 10)
PC ( 20)

LSEZ (20),

10950 ) ,
50), 1SI
CALACT (
P I(20) t

FRACTl

RF ( 20) , ENDEN (10,5
GACT(10,50),
20), ALF(20),

FEDGEl(20),
(20), FRACT2(20)

J))/(VBAR(10,J)*VFOIL*SIGACT(10,J))

AR( I,1 )*VFOIL*SIGACT( I, )))

X = (VFOIL-VOL(I,1))/VFOIL
IF(ABSF(X)-0.0001) 3,3,5
PRINT 6, I, X
FORMAT(58H1FOIL AREA DIFFERS FROM AREA OF INNER SUBREGION

1N ,I, 4H BY , 2PF5.2, 9H PERCENT., 27H STRICT EQUALITY
OF REGIO
ASSUMED.

2
3 CONTINUE

RETURN
F ND

5
6

(

)
)
)
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SUBROUTINE UTIL

C SUBROUTINE FOR CODE TULIP.

COMMON NSW, NREG, NSR, NFR, P

1N1, ENDEN, VBAR, SIGABS, VOL,

2ALF, DIF, VOLMAL, RO, RC, RI,

3 ALFBAR , DDLSFZ

J. HARRINGTON, 4/65.
I, NFF, DFUEL, DFOIL, ACT, RF, NFUEL,

SIGACT, RELACT, ACTFAC, MAL, CALACT,

FEDGE1 FEDGE2, CO, C1, NFM, VFOIL,

DIMENSION NSW (8), NSR(10), NFR(10), ACT(10,50),

1 0), VBAR(10,50), SIGAB.S(10,50), VOL(10,50), SIC

2 RELACT(10,50), ACTFAC(10,5O), MAL(10), CALACT(
3 DIF(20), VOLMAL(10,50),RO(20), RC(20), RI(20),

4 FEDGE2(20), CO(20), Cl(20), DDLSEZ(20), FRACTl

DIMENSION ABSO(10), ABS(10,50), RELABS(10)

DIMENSION FLUX(10 ), FLX(10,50)

FINIV =
TOTABS = 0.
TOTFLX = 0.
DO 2 T=1,NREG
ABSO(I)
FLUX (I) = 0.
NSRI = NSR(I)
DO 1 J= 1,NSRT
ABS( I,J) = VBAR( I,J)*ENDEN(I,J)*SIGABS(IJ)*VOL
FLX(IJ) = VBAR(IJ)*ENDEN(IJ)*VOLMAL(IJ)
FLUX(I) FLUX(I) + FLX(IJ)
ABSO(I) = ABSO(I) + ABS(I,J)
RELABS(I) = ABSO(I)/ABSO(1)
TOTABS TOTABS + ABSO(I)
TOTFLX = TOTFLX + FLUX(I)

2 FINV = FINV + RELABS(I)
F = 1./FINV
TOTSIG = TOTABS/TOTFLX
PRINT 3

3 FORMAT( 76HONORMALIZED RELATIVE ABSORPTION RATE

IION AND SUBREGION
PRINT 4

4 FORMAT(///13H
1,2X, 12H NDEN
2 12H TOT FLUX ,

DO 9 I=1,NREG
NSRI=NSR( I)
DO 6 J=1,NSRI
PRINT 5, I,J,VBAR(

1 FLX(IJ), ABS(
FORMAT(I8,11X, I3,5

6 CONTINUF
GO TO (11,

11 PRINT 110
110 FORMAT(lX,

GO TO 8
12 PRINT 120
120 FORMAT(lX,

GO TO 8
13 PRINT 130
130 FORMAT(lX,

GO TO 8

REGION ,2X, 12H SUBREGION 9

, 2X, 12H SIGMA A

2X9 12H ABSORPTIONS

I,
I,
5

RF(20), ENDEN(10,5
GACT(10,50),
20), ALF(20),
FEDGEl(20),

(20), FRACT2(20)
UT IL

MAL (I, J)

BROKEN DOWN BY REG

2X,12H AVE VEL

, 2X, 12H TOT VOL
,2X, 12HABS REL FUEL/)

,2X,

J), ENDEN(IJ), SIGABS(IJ), VOLMAL(IJ) )

J)
X, 1P6E14.5)

12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 15, 17, 15, 18), I

12H FUEL

12H

12H

AIR GAP

CLAD

)

)

)



14 PRINT 140
140 FORMAT(lX, 12H A POISON

GO TO 8
15 PRINT 150
150 FORMAT(lX, 12HPOISON CLAD)

GO TO 8
16 PRTNT160
160 FORMAT(lX, 12H B POISON

GO TO 8
17 PRINT 170

170 FORMAT(lX, 12H C POISON
GO TO 8

18 PRINT 180
180 FORMAT(lX, 12H MODERATOR

8 PRINT 7, FLUX(I), ABSO(I), RELABS(I)

7 FORMAT(lH+, 14X, 12H TOTAL 956X, 1P3

9 C ONTINJE
19 PRINT 20, FINV, F , TOTSIG , TOTABS, TO

20 FORMAT(113X, 12H-------------//108X,5H1/F
1 1PE12.5,// 96X, 17HLATTICE SIGMA A =,1P

2 94X,19HTOTAL ABSORPTIONS =,1PE12.5//101X

3 1PE12.5)
IF (NSW (4)) 100,100,21

21 READ 22,(ENDEN(10,J), VBAR(10,J),SIGABS(1

1,J), RELACT(10,J), ACTFAC(10,J), MAL(10)

22 FORMAT (7E10.5,12)
TOTABS = TOTABS - ABSO(10)
TOTFLX = TOTFLX - FLUX(10)

ABSO(10) = 0.
FLUX(10) = 0.
Do 23 J=1,NFM
VOLMAL(10,J) VOL(10,J) * FLOATF(MAL(10)

ENDEN(10,J) = (ALFBAR*ACT(10,J))/(VBAR(10
ABS(10,J) = VBAR(10,J)*ENDEN(10,J)*SIGABS
FLX(10,J) = VBAR(10,J)*ENDEN(10,J)*VOLMAL
FLUX(10) = FLUX(10) + FLX(10,J)

23 ABSO(10)= ABSO(10) + ABS(10,J)
TOTABS = TOTABS.+ ABSO(10)

TOTFLX = TOTFLX + FLUX(10)
TOTSIG = TOTABS/TOTFLX
FINV = FINV-RELABS(10)
RELABS(10) = ABSO(10)/ABSO(1)
FINV = FINV + RELABS(10)
F = 1./FINV
I=10
PRINT 25
PRINT 4
DO 24 J=1,NFM

24 PRINT 5, I, JVBAR(10,J) ,ENDEN(10,J), S

1 , ABS(10,J)
25 FORMAT(54HlRECALCULATION WITH NEW SET OF

PRINT 180
PRINT 7, ABSO(10), RELABS(10)

E14.5/)

TFLX
=,1PE12.5//110Xq3HF
E12. 5//
,12HTOTAL FLUX = ,

0,J), VOL(10
, J=1,NFM)

,J),SIGACT(10

J)*VFOIL*SIGACT(10,J))
10,J)*VOLMAL( 10,J)
10,J)

IGABS(10,J), VOLMAL(10,J)

MODERATOR SUBREGIONS.

176

)
,
(

(

)
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NSW(4) = NSW(4) - 1
GO TO 19

100 RETURN
END



SUBROUTINE ISEEK (K1, K2, K3)
SUBROUTINE FOR CODE TULIP. J. HARRINGTON, 4/65.
SUBROUTINE TO FIND FUEL SU9RFGION IN WHICH INNER EDGE, CENTER,

OR OUTER EDGE OF FOIL K1 IS LOCATED.
COMMON NSW, NRFG, NSR, NFR, PI, NFF, DFUEL, DFOIL, ACT, RF, NFUEL,
1N1, ENDEN, VBAR, SIGABS, VOL, SIGACT, RELACT, ACTFAC, MAL, CALACT,

2ALF, DIF, VOLMAL, RO, RC, RI, FEDGEl, FEDGE2, CO, C1, NFM, VFOIL,

3 ALFBAR, DDLSEZ
DIMENSION NSW(8), NSR

1 0), VBAR(10,50), SIG
2 RELACT(10,50), ACTFA
3 DIF(20), VOLMAL(10,5
4 FEDGE2(20), CO(20),

IF (K2) 1,2,3
1 R = FEDGE1(K1)

GO TO 4
2 R = RF(K1)

GO TO 4
3 R = FEDGE2(K1)
4 DO 5 T=1,NFUEL

IF (R-RO(I)) 7,5,5
5 CONTINUE

PRINT 6, K2, K1
6 FORMAT(27HlSUBROUTINE

1, I3, 1H.)
CALL EXIT

7 K3 = I
RETURN
FND

0)
Cl

0), NFR(10), ACT
S(10,50), VOL(10
10,50), MYAL(10),
,RO(20), RC(20),
(20), DDLSEZ(20)

10,50)
,50), SI
CALACT(
RI (20) 9

FRACTl

RF(20), ENDEN(10,5
GACT(10,50),
20), ALF(20),

FEDGEl(20),
(20), FRACT2(20)

(ISEEK) IN MODE, 13, 20H FAILED TO FIND FOIL

SUBROUTINE FLOP (A,B,C,D,E,F,
SUBROUTINE FOR CODE TULIP.
SUBROUTINE TO SOLVE SYSTEM
ANSWER ( X = G Y = H
COMMON NSW, NRFG, NSR, NFR, P
1N1, ENDEN, VBAR, SIGABS, VOL,
2ALF, DIF, VOLMAL, R0, RC, RI,
3 ALFBAR, DDLSEZ

DIMENSION NSW(8), NSR(10), NF
1 0), VBAR(10,50), SIGABS(10,5
2 RELACT(10,50), ACTFAC(10,50)
3 DIF(20), VOLMAL(10,50),RO(20
4 FEDGE2(20), CO(20), Cl(20),

DEN = A*D-P*C
IF (DEN) 1,2,1
G = (E*D-B*F) /DEN
H = ( A*F-E*C) /DEN

G,H)
J. HARR

AX+BY= E,
INGTON, 4/65.

CX+DY=F )

I, NFF, DFUFL, DFOIL
SIGACT, RELACT, ACT
FEDGE1, FEDGE2, CO,

R(10), ACT(
0), VOL(10,
, MAL(10),
), RC(20),
DDLSEZ(20),

10,50)
50), S
CALACT
RI(20)

FRACT

I

(

, ACT, RF, NFUEL,
FAC, MAL, CALACT,
C1, NFM, VFOIL,

RF(20), ENDEN(10,5
GACT(10,50),
20), ALF(20),

FEDGE1(20),
(20), FRACT2(20)

R FTUPN
2 PRINT 3,C
3 FORMAT (60HlDETERMINANT OF SYSTEM TO BE SOLVED IS ZERO.

1C IS ,1PE12.5)
PPINT 4

4 FORMAT(48H C = VOLUME OF REGION TO WHICH SYSTEM APPLIES.
CALL EXIT
END

VALUE OF

C
C
C

178
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SUBROUTINE INTFGR(R1, R2, J, VAL)
SUBROUTINE FOR CODE TULIP. J. HARRINGTON, 4/65.

SUBROUTINE EVALUATES INTEGRAL OF

(2*R*ARCCOS(BIGR) * DR)
OVER INTERVAL (R1,R2) FOR FOIL J.

THIS IS THE AREA OF THE FOIL BETWEEN THE TWO RADII.

COMMON NSW, NREG, NSR, NFR, PI, NFF, DFUEL, DFOIL, ACT, RF, NFUEL,
1N1, ENDEN, VBAR, SIGABS, VOL, SIGACT, RELACT, ACTFAC, MAL, CALACT,

2ALF, DIF, VOLM;AL, RO, RC, RI, FEDGEl, FEDGE2, CO, Cl, NFM, VFOIL,
3 ALFBAR, DDLSEZ

DIMENSION NSW(8), NSR(10
10), VBAR(10,50), SIGABS
2 RELACT(10,50), ACTFAC(1
3 DIF(20), VOLMAL(10,50),
4 FEDGE2(2C), CO(20), C1(

DIMFNSI ON TERM (3,2)
A = FEDGE1 ( J)
B = FEDGE2 (J)
IF (Ri-A) 10,1,2
TEPM (1 1 ) = 0.
TERM(2,1) = 0.

TERM(3,1) = VFOIL/2.
GO TO 3
R1B = (R1**2)-(B**2)

BIGR1 = ((R1**2) + (A*B)

RiA = (R1**2) - (A**2)
TERM(1,1) = -(R1**2)*ACO
TERM(2,1) = ( 0.5)*SQRTF
TERM(3,1) = ((DFOIL/2.)

IF (R2-B)
TFRM(1,2)
TERM(?,2)
TERM(3,2)
GO TO 6

(1
0,
R0
20

0
5

NFR(10), ACT( 10,50)
,5C), VOL(10,50), S
0), MAL(10), CALACT
20), RC(20), RI(20)
f DDLSEZ(20), FRACT

, RF(2C), ENDEN(10,5
IGACT(30,50),
(20)9 AL-F(20),
, FEDGE1(20),
1(20)9 FRACT2(20)

)/ (R1* ( A+B )

SF I G R 1)
(-R1A *R 1B
**2 )*AS I NF

((R1A+R1B)/( (A**2)-(B**2)))
5,4,10

= 4.

=VFOIL/2.

(R2**2) - (B**2)
( 2**2) - ( A**2

= ((R2**2) + (A*B))/(R2*(A+B))
1,2) = (R2**2)*ACOSF(BIGR2)
2,2) = (-0.5)*SQRTF(-R2A*R2B)
3,2) = -((DFOIL/2.)**2)*ASINF

1
6 VAL = 0.

DO 7 I=1,3
DO 7 J=1,2

7 VAL = VAL + TERM(IJ)
RETURN

10 PRINT 11, J, R1, R2
11 FORMAT(57H1WHILE IN SUBROUTINE

1 ,13, 9H BETWEEN , 1PE12.5,
2TION LIMIT FALLING OUTSIDE THE

CALL EXIT
END

(INTEGR), FOR INTEGRATION OVER FOIL
5H AND , 1PE12.5,/ 66H AN INTEGRA
FOIL WAS ENCOUNTERED.

C
C
C
C
C

2

3
4

5 R2B =
R2A =

BIGR2
TERM(
TERM(
TERM(

1

( ( R2A+R2B5) / ( ( A**,2 ) - (B5**c2 ) ) )



CODE TULIP SAMPLE INPUT DECK

0253A2B1 CORE...RUN 46...SERIES II THERMOS DATA&&*MOD SUBREGION SET 2
1

06 1
06 0

1.9050
655.7
663.2
679.3
703.4
843.6
797.1
1.6394E-2
1.3239E-1
2.7093E-1
4.2331E-1
6.0120E-1
8.2470E-1
5.7581E-2
2.1005E-1
2.2231E-1
3.2793E-1
9.8899E-1
1.6823E-0
3.3684E-2
5.5769E-1
9.6816E-1
1.4651E-0
4.3556E-2

967.0
1012.2

2
0

0. 15875

3
1

1
1
0

3
1

0.218186
0.436626
0.654812
0.872998
0.872998
1.57030 2.6945E-1
1.56662 2.7014E-1
1.55788 2.7179E-1
1.54285 2.7470E-1
1.52037 2.7914E-1
1.48572 2.8625E-1
1.45575 5.4955E-5
1.45128 9.5525E-3
1.44596 9.5876E-3
1.42641 2.2402E-1
1.42270 2.2460E-1
1.41582 2.2569E-1
1.40906 2.3510E-1
1.41594 2.2567E-1
1.41238 2.2624E-1
1.40748 2.2703E-1
1.40319 2.3608E-1
1.43160 09.5952E-5
1.40933 09.7470E-5
1.38929 09.8874E-5
1.38929 09.8874E-5
1.40435 09.7814E-5
1.39502 09.8469E-5
1.38691 09.9043E-5
1.38691 09.9044E-5
1.38910 09.8886E-5
1.39022 09.8809E-5
1.39057 09.8785E-5
1.38789 09.8974E-5
1.38910 09.8886E-5
1.38691 09.9043E-5
1.39267 09.8635E-5
1.39502 09.8469E-5
1.38929 09.8874E-5
1.40351 09.7873E-5
1.39874 09.8207E-5

1 19
19

0.0OOOE-0
0.0000E-0
0.0OOOE-0
0.OOOOE-0
0.OOOOE-0
0.OOOOE-0
6.1129E-2
2.1906E-1
2.2700E-1
1.9793E-2
5.9168E-2
9.8543E-2
1.9469E-3
1.9793E-2
3.4109E-2
5.0847E-2
1.4968E-3
0.26572
0.45926
0.37042
0.33259
0.56189
0.33595
0.29863
0.35484
0.41102
0.24612
1.15138
0*16408
0.41102
0.59726
0.70637
0.56189
0.33259
0.15079
0.06202

1.0000
1.0091
1.0318
1.0735
1. 1411
1.2483
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0.61936
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.62332
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.61648
0.62492
0.63278
0.63278
0.62684
0.63052
0.63373
0.63371
0.63302
0.63268
0.63254
0.63334
0.63302
0.63373
0.63144
0.63052
0.63278
0.A2783
0.62971

0.62219
0.62219
0.62219
0.62219
0.62219
0.62219
0.00000
0.00000
0.0000

RUN 46
RUN 46
RUN 46
RUN 46
RUN 46
RUN 46

1253A2812
1253A2B12
1253A2B12
1253A2812
1253A2812
1253A2B12
1253A2B12
1253A2B12
1253A2B12
2253A2B12
2253A2B12
2253A2B12
2253A2B12
1253A2B12
1253A2B12
1253A2B12
1253A2B12
4253A2B12
4253A2B12
4253A2B12
4253A2B12
4253A2B12
4253A2B12
4253A2B12
4253A2B12
4253A2B12
4253A2B12
4253A2B12
4253A2B12
4253A2812
4253A2B12
4253A2812
4253A2B12
4253A2B12
4253A2B12
4253A2B12
RUN 46
RUN 46

180
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898.1 RUN 46

630.5 RUN 46

1038.7 RUN 46

1050.9 RUN 46

977.9 RUN 46

998.3 RUN 46

1056.0 RUN 46
1088.6 RUN 46

1054.2 RUN 46

1030.7 RUN 46

1067.3 RUN 46
1047.6 RUN 46
1073.1 RUN 46

1067.3 RUN 46

1033.7 RUN 46

1009.9 RUN 46

1070.7 RUN 46

1067.2 RUN 46

1069.9 RUN 46
0253A2B1 CORE...RUN 46...SERIES II THERMOS DATA...MOD SUBREGION SET 2

-1 1 1
0 END OF RUN.
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APPENDIX F

APPROXIMATE METHOD FOR CALCULATING

THE EFFECT OF ADDED THERMAL ABSORBERS

The steps taken in the planning of the experiments discussed here

are recorded in this appendix for the convenience of future workers.

The method is approximate but gave satisfactory results. The notation

of Chap. II is used.

The availability of a THERMOS calculation for a cell of the lattice

to be studied is presumed. Cross sections, concentrations, and

dimensions used in the calculation should be chosen carefully, as the

results are needed for the final data analysis, as well as the approxi-

mate calculations described here. The values of f and -0 are obtained

from the THERMOS results.

Reasonable estimates of E, 625' and p are next calculated or

obtained from results of previous measurements, and the value of koo

is obtained from Eq. (2.7).

For the calculation of V , the volume of absorber that must be

added to a unit cell of the lattice to obtain a zero buckling value, the

following approximations suffice:

E 0 = (F.1)

r 0 = ) ,(F.2)

p = p, (F.3)

1 + 6 = 1 + 625 (F.4)

(Of course, a correction factor may be included here if desired, perhaps

based on the results given in Table 5.8.) Then, we have:

k o , (F.5)
f 0

f = [ enp(1+6 2 5 )]~ , (F.6)

fo = 1+A7+A +Af =[ +A . (F.7)
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The assumption made in writing Eq. (F.7) is that the A terms for the

cladding and moderator are the same in the unmodified and modified

lattices. Table 5.3 shows that this is a good approximation for the

lattices studied here.

From Eqs. (F.6) and (F.7), we obtain:

3 3 3 3 1
- V crjp(1+6 2 5 ~ (F.8)

n v 0

For the ratio of v 0 and v 3 , the ratio of the macroscopic cross

sections (based on the 2200 m/sec microscopic cross section) is a suf-

ficiently good estimate, if all absorbers are 1/v absorbers or are

nearly so. (See Ref. BR 1 for a discussion of this point for the lattices

studied at M. I. T..) V and Vo are the volume of fuel and absorber,
0 3

respectively, in a unit cell. If the fuel rods have radius D and absorber

rods of radius d are to be used, then it may be convenient to replace

the V"/V term with md2/D , where m is the number of absorber rods

per unit cell which will bring the buckling value of the lattice to zero.

For present purposes, the neutron density ratio in Eq. (F.8) is

written:

n3  nmod 
(F.9)

- n-
n mod n

Here, nmod is the thermal neutron density in the moderator far from

fuel and absorber rods. A good estimate of nmod /no is obtained from

the THERMOS calculation for the unmodified lattice. The ratio n 3 /nmod

must be calculated, either by a THERMOS calculation, or from a

simpler calculation. Possibilities for the latter include the use of dif-

fusion theory for the moderator, combined with the method of success-

ive generations (SI 1, ST 1) or the self-absorption factors of Royston

(RO 3) for the rod. Equation (F.8) may now be solved for V 3 , or for m,

whichever is desired.
2

For the lattices studied here, the material buckling, Bm, was

approximately linearly related to the volume of added absorber, V 3 '

for values of B2 between zero and the value for the unmodified lattice,
2 m 2.

B at . If an estimate of the value of Blat is available, a straight line

may be plotted through the points (0, VO) and (Blat 0) on a graph of Bm
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against V 3 , to give an approximation of the material buckling value that

will be obtained for a given value of V This result may be derived

from Eq. (4.30) under the assumption that the value of r3/ o is constant,

and that the term (rB2at 2 is small compared to unity, where T is the

Fermi age for the unmodified lattice.
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APPENDIX G

SIMULTANEOUS EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF

DIFFUSION AREA AND FERMI AGE

Use of the experimental data to obtain values of the diffusion area,

L 2, and the Fermi age, T, for the unmodified lattices is discussed in

Sec. 2.6.2. In this appendix, an iterative least squares method for the

simultaneous determination of both quantities is presented. The data

available here do not lend themselves well to such a determination,

for reasons discussed below as well as in Sec. 2.6.2. The method is

included here chiefly for the use of future workers who may have data

better suited to it.

The method proposed involves calculating the change in both L2

and - caused by the addition of absorber, and leaving as unknowns the

values of these two parameters for the unmodified lattice. The diffusion

area, L 2, is given by Eq. (4.16):

2 D
L- = , (G.1)

a

where D is the average diffusion coefficient for the lattice, and Za is

the average macroscopic absorption cross section. If the tilde (-) is

used to indicate parameters relating to the assembly modified by the

added absorber, the value of L2 for a modified lattice is given by the

equation:

L2 L (G.2)

a.

Under some circumstances, as for instance when a small amount of

absorber material is added homogeneously to the moderator, it may

be permissible to assume that the diffusion coefficient is unchanged

by the added absorber; that is,

D = D. (G.3)

The change in the Fermi age caused by the addition of thermal

neutron absorbers is usually so small that it may be neglected (see,
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for example, Ref. CO 1). If such an assumption may be made, we have:

T = r. (G.4)

Assume that measurements have been made on a given lattice at n

different absorber concentrations, as well as in the lattice without

added absorber. Then a critical equation (such as Eq. (2.30) or Eq. (2.31))
2

can be written n+ 1 times, with measured values of koo and Bin; if Eq. (G.2)

is used for L2, with calculated values of the bracketed term, the values

of L2 and T for the unmodified lattice may be left as unknowns. If only

one modified lattice is investigated, the values of L2 and T are specified;

if more than one is investigated, then the system is overspecified, and

a least squares analysis can be used to determine the "best" values of

L2 and T for the unmodified lattice. A suitable iterative least squares

analysis will be described next.

Consider n+ 1 sets of values (Ft, x , y ), assumed to be related by

an equation of the form:

F. = L x. + Ty. . (G.5)
1 1 1

Equations (2.30) and (2.31) may be written in this form if the term

erB2 in Eq. (2.31) is replaced by its power series expansion, truncated

after the third term. (Further terms may usually be neglected safely.)

The equations are:

koo - 1 - L2rB4 = 2B2 + TB , (G.6)
m

2 4 1 2 2 2 4 2 2 2
koo - 1 - LTB - T2(1+L2B2 )BB = B +TB . (G.7)

m 2Bm)Bm=

Then yi in Eq. (G.5) is equal to the material buckling of assembly i, and

x is equal to the quantity

B 2  D (G.8)
mZ D

a-

for assembly i. The value of F. is either (koo-1-7L2B i) or
1

ko -1 -TL2B -I T2(1+L2B )B , depending on which model is usedm 2 min)
to correlate the data. With the available measured data for each of the

n+ 1 assemblies (koo, B2 ), calculated values of the diffusion coefficient
m 2

and average absorption cross section, and reasonable estimates of L
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and T, the n+ 1 values of F., x., and y. may be calculated. The best
2 1 1 1

values of L2 and T for use in Eq. (G.5), in the least squares sense, may

then be written as follows:

ExiF x iyi

y 1YF yi
L2 (G.9)

x x2

Z X2 ZEx.F.1x 1 1

Zii EyiFi
(G.10)

x y yi

All summations are from 1 to n+ 1.

The values of L2 and r determined will, in general, be different

from the values used to calculate the F . New values of the F may be

calculated, using the values of L and r just obtained, and the process

repeated. This may be continued until the values of the F are station-

ary. The values of L2 and r obtained from Eqs. (G.9) and (G.10) will

then be the "best values" appropriate for use in Eq. (2.30) or Eq. (2.31),

depending on whether the F. were calculated from the left-hand side of

Eq. (G.6) or (G.7).

The method just described is best suited to an experiment in which

a number of assemblies with buckling values lower than that of the un-

modified lattice, but far from zero, are investigated. An assembly with

zero material buckling contributes no information about the age or dif-

fusion area of the unmodified lattice, since in this case, both x. and yi
have the value zero. For reasons given in Sec. 2.6.2, most of the

assemblies studied had material buckling values which were too small

to be of use here (see Table 5.1); accordingly, no further discussion

will be given.
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